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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY

40 CFR Part 300

[FRL-3730-*]

RM2050AB73

Hazard Ranking System

AOENCY: Environmental Protection
Agency.
ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMAHV: The Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) b adopting revision* to
the Hazard Ranking System (HRS). die
principal mechanism for'placing sites on
the National Priorities List (NPL). The
revisions change the way EPA evaluates
potential threats to human health and
the environment from hazardous waste
sites and make the HRS more accurate

. in assessing relative potential risk.
These revisions comply with other
statutory requirements in the Superfund
Amendments and Reauthbrization Act
of 1986 (SARA).
DATES: Effective date March 14.1991. As
discussed in Section HI H of this
preamble, comments are invited on the
addition of specific benchmarks in the
air and toll exposure pathways until
January 14,1991.
AOOKSSES: Documents related to this
rulemaldng are available at and '
comments on the-spedfic benchmarks in
the air and soil exposure pathways may
be mailed to the CERCLA Docket Office.
OS-245, VS. Environmental Protection
Agency. Waterside Mail 401M Street
SW. Washington. DC 20460. phone 202-
382-3046. Please send four copier of
comments. The docket is available for
viewing by appointment only from 9KJO
am to 4.-00 pro. Monday through Friday,
excluding Federal holidays. The docket
number is 105NCP-HRS.
PCM nrnmn wvomamoH CONTACT:
Steve Caldwell or Agnes Ortiz.
Hazardous Site Evaluation Division,
Office of Emergency and Remedial
Response, OS-230, U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency. 401M Street SW.
Washington, DC 20460, or the Superfund
Hotline at 800-424-9346 (in the
Washington. DC area, 202-382-3000).
SUmJEMENTAHV INFONMATIOK
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L Background

In 1980. Congress enacted the
Comprehensive Environmental
Response. Compensation, and Liability
Act (CERCLA) (42 US.C. 9601 et teg.),
commonly called the Superfund, in
response to the dangers posed by
uncontrolled releases of hazardous
substances, contaminants, and
pollutants. To Implement section
10S(8)(A) of CERCLA and Executive
Order 12316 (46 FR 42237, August 20,
1981), tie U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) revised the National Oil
and Hazardous Substances Pollution
Contingency Plan (NCP), 40 CFR part
300, on July 18,1982 (47 FR 31180). with
later revisions on September 18,1985 (50
FR 37624), November 2ft 1985 (50 FR
47912). and March 8,1990 (55 FR.8666).
The NCP sets forth guidelines and
procedures for responding to .releases or
potential release of hazardous
substances, pollutants, or contaminants.

Section 105(8)(A) of CERCLA (now
section 105(a)(8)(A)) requires EPA to
establish:

Criteria for determining priorlUe* among
releatet or threatened reletsei (of hazardous
subttance*] throughout the United State* for

the extent practicable taking Into account the
potential urgency of such action, for the
purpow of taking removal action. Criteria
and priorltlei * * • thall be bated upon me
relative ritk or danger to public health or •
welfare or the environment • * * taking into
account to the extent poiiible me population
at rltk. the hazard potential of the hazardous
snbatancet at such faculties, the potential for
contamination of drinking water mppbet, the
potential for direct human contact, (and] the
potential for destruction of aeniitive
ecotyitenw * ' *.

To meet this requirement and help set
priorities, EPA adopted the Hazard
Ranking System (HRS) as appendix A to
the NCP (47 FR 31180, July 18,1982). The
HRS is a scoring system used to assess
the relative threat associated with •
actual or potential releases of hazardous

substances at sites. The HRS is the
primary way of determining whether a
site is to be included on the National
Priorities List (NPL), the Agency's list of
sites that are priorities for long-term
evaluation and remedial response, and
is a crucial part of the Agency's program
to address the identification of actual
and potential releases. (Each State can
nominate one site to the NPL as a State
top priority regardless of its HRS score;
sites may also be added in response to a
health advisory from the Agency for
Toxic Substances and Disease Registry
(see NCP, 40 CFR 300.425(c)(3)).) Under
the original HRS, a score was
determined for a site by evaluating three
migration pathways—ground water,
surface water, and air. Direct contact
and fire and explosion threats were also
evaluated to determine the need for
emergency actions, but did not enter
into the decision on whether to place a
site on the NPL.

In 1986, Congress enacted the
Superfund Amendments and
Reauthorization Act of 1988 (SARA)
(Pub. L. 99-499). which added section
105(c)(l) to CERCLA, requiring EPA to
amend the HRS to assure "to the
mutlirmm extent feasible, .that the
hazard ranking system accurately
assesses the relative degree of risk to
human health and die environment
posed by sites and facilities subject to
review." Congress, in its Conference
Report on SARA, stated the substantive
standard against which HRS revisions
could be assessed:

•This standard it to be applied within the
context of the purpose for the National
Priorltiet Lilt: La, Identifying for the States
and me public tbote iacUitlet and sites which
appear to warrant remedial action*. * • '
This standard does not however, require the
Hazard Ranking System to be equivalent to
detailed risk ateetaments, quantitative or
qualitative, rochet might be performed at
part of remedial actions. Hie tlandard
require* me Hazard Ranking System to rank
ettet at accurately as the Agency believe* it
feasible using information from praUmkiary
attetsmenti and site tnspectioni* * *
Meeting ml* standard dots not require long-
term monitoring or an accurate determination
of the nut nature and extent of contamination
at site* or the projected level* of exposure
such at might be done during remedial
Investigations and feasibility studies. Thlt
provision Is Intended to eature that the
Hazard Ranking Syttem perform* with a
degree of accuracy appropriate to it* role in
expeditionary identifying candidates tot .
retponse actions. (HJL Rep. No. 862,89th
Cong, 2nd Sets, at 188-200 [IBM]]

Section 105(c)(2) further specifies that
the HRS appropriately assess the'human
health risks associated with actual or
potential contamination of surface
waters used for recreation or drinking
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• Incorporation ofbioaccumulation
Into the waste characteristics factor
category rather than die targets factor
category for the human food chain
threat;

• Revision to aQow use of additional
tissue samples in establishing Level 1
concentrations for the human food chain
threat; and

• Addition of ecosystem
bioaccumulaUon potential factor for
sensitive environments. •

The major changes in the soil
exposure-pathway (formerly the onsite
exposure pathway) include:

• Elimination of separate
consideration of the high risk,
population;.

• Inclusion of hazardous waste
quantity in the waste characteristics
factor category;

• Consideration of workers in the
resident threat's targets factor category;
and .

• Revisions to scoring of terrestrial
sensitive environments.

The major changes in the air
migration pathway include:

•• Separate evaluation of gas and
particulate potential to release; and

• Consideration of actual
contamination in evaluating sensitive

Figures 1 to 4 show the differences
between the pathways hi the original
MRS and in the filial rule.
SaiMO COM MMO-M
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•;'•••• . • ' - - ' ' • Figure! ' -' "'• "-' . ..' .

Ground Water Migration Pathway

ORIGIN ALHRS

Observed Release
•'. . -.•• -or ' : .
Route Characteristics

Depth to Aquifer of
Concern

Net Precipitation
Permeability of
' Unsaturated Zone
Physical State
Containment

Toxicity/Persistence
;Hazaidous Waste Quantity

Likelihood of Rekase X Waste Characteristics X Targets

Ground Water Use
Distance to Nearest Well/

Population Served

FINAL HRS

Likelihood of Release X Waste Characteristics

Observed Release
or .

Potential to Release
Containment
Net Precipitation
Depth to Aquifer
Travel Time

Toricity/Mobility
Hazardous Waste Quantity

Targets

Nearest Well
Population
Resources
Wellhead Protection Area



Figure 2 i
Surface Water Migration Pathway
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Figure!

Surface Water Migration Pathway (continued)
FINALHRS
Liketibood of Release:
Overland Row/Flood Component Drinking Water Threat

Observed Release-
or

Potential to Release

By Overland Flow
Containment
Runoff
Distance to Surface

Water
By Flood

Containment
Flood Frequency

Waste Oiaracteriatta x Targets
Toflk&y/Mobility'/Persistence Nearest Intake
Hazaidous Waste Quantity Population

Resources

Human Food Chain Threat

Waste Characteristics x Targets
Toxiciiy/Mobility V Food Chain Individual
PeriBtence/Bioaccnmularion

Hazardous Waste Quantity

EaTironmeatal Threat

Ground Water to Surface
Water Coaaponent

CJMCTVCO RdCMo
or

Potential to Releue
Cbntnnniciit
Net Precipitation
Depth to Aquifer
Travel Time

Waste OH etcristic Tarfeto
Ecosystem Toxicity/MobilityV Sensitive Enviranmena

Penisience^Bioaccuninlatkia
Hazaidous vtaste Quantity

1 Mobility is only applicable to the Ground Water to Surfee Water
Component.
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FINAL HRS

Figure 3

Soil Exposure Pathway1
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Figure 4

Air Migration Pathway

ORIGINALHRS .

Likelihood of Release

Observed Release

X Waste Characteristics X Targets

Reactivity and Incompatibility Population Within 4-Nffle
Toricity Radios .
Hazardous Waste Quantity Distance to Sensitive

Environment
Land Use

FINAL HRS

Likelihood of Release X Waste Characteristics X Targets

Observed Release
or

Potential to Release

Gas .
f»fls Containment
Gas Source Type
Gas Migration Potential

Paniculate

Paniculate Source Type
Paniculate Migration

Toxicity/Mobility
Hazardous Waste Quantity

Nearest Individual
Population
Resources
Sensitive Environments
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it now bated on the byerfij with the
lowest hydraulic conductivity.

• In tite three migration pathway*
(i.e.. gnnmd water. surface'water, and
air), the me factor* hi the proposed
rule—land nae" fa the air migration
pathway, "drinking water an" and
"other water use" in the ground water
migration pathway, and "drinking water
use" and "other water use" in the
surface water migration pathway—have •
been replaced by "resource*** factor*.
The lubery use factor ha* been
dropped from the surface water
migration pathway. A resources factor '
has been added to the soil exposure
pathway.

• b the sod exposare pathway, the
requirement that children muter seven
be counted as a separate population has
been dropped* Tut "accessibility/
frequency of ose" factor ha* been
replaced by a simpler "attractiveness/
accessibility" factor.

• m the surface water migration
pathway, the "runoff curve number."
which required determining the
predominant land use within the
drainage area, ha* been replaced by a
simpler factor, "soil group," which only
requires classifying the predominant sail
group in (he .drainage area into one of
four categories.

• In the air migration pathway, the
maps used to assign values of
particnlate migration potential (formerly
particukta mobility under potential to
release) have been simplified.

• In all pathways, potentially exposed
populations are assigned values based
on range* rather than exact counts,
reducing documentation requirements.

• In the surface water and ground
water migration pathways. Level 01
benchmark* have been dropped.

• La all pathway*, hazardous waste
quantity values are based on range*,
which will reduce documentation
requirements. The methodology and
explanation for evaluating the
hazardous waste quantity factor have
been'simplified.

• Containment tables have been
simplified in the air, gi ..and water, and
surface water migration pathways.

A number of the simplifications, such
as the changes to the travel time and
hazardous waste quantity factors, better
reflect the uncertainty of the underlying
cite data and, therefore, do not generally
affect the accuracy of the HRS. In
addition. EPA note* that some revision*
that may appear to make the HRS more
complex actually make it more flexible.
For example, the hierarchy for
determining hazardous waste quantity '
allows using data oh the quantity of
hazardous constituents if they are
available or can be determined;

additionally, data on the quantity of
hazardous wastestreams, source
volume, and source area can be used,
depending on the completeness of data
within the hierarchy. The hierarchy
allows a site to be scored at the most
precise level for which data are
reasonably available, but does not
require extensive data collection where
available data an less precise.

In response to comments on the
complexity of the rule language, the
presentation of She HRS has been
reorganized and clarified. Factors that
are evaluated in more than one pathway
are explained in a separate section of
the final rale (f 2) to eliminate the
repetition of instructions. The proposed
HRS included descriptive background
material that, while useful, made the
HRS difficult to read. Much of this
descriptive material has been removed
from the rate.

B. HRS Structure issues
Although the proposed rule retained

the basic structure of the original HRS. a
number of commenters felt that the HRS
should provide results consistent with
the results of a quantitative risk
assessment. Several commenters
Identified this issue explicitly, while
others identified specific aspects of the
proposed rale that they believed to be
inconsistent with basic risk assessment
principles. The commenters maintained
that if the HRS is to reflect relative risk*
to the extent feasible, a* lequired by the
statute, its structure should be modified
to better reflect the methods employed
hi quantitative risk assessments.
Commenters stressed the need for EPA
to follow the advice of the EPA Science
Advisory Board (SAB) as expressed in
the SAB review of the HRS:

Revisions to the HRS should begin with tha
utfvetopBMQt of • ctMin off logtei' without
regard for the e*se or difficulty of coUecttn*
data, that would lead to a risk asseMment for
each site. This framewoik, but not the
underlying, logic, would ba simplified to
account for the very real difficvltiei of data
coluciiuii.

This chain of logic' * * should !aad to a
situation in which an incMOMd score reflecti
an Increased risk presented by a site.

In response to the structural issues
raised by conunenters and'to the
statutory mandate to reflect relative risk
to the extent feasible. EPA made a
number of changes to the final rule.
These structural changes affect how
various factors are scored and'how
scores are combined, but do not involve
changes in the types or amount of data
required to score a site with fhe HRS.
The Agency stresses that die limited
data generated at the SI stage are
designed to support site screening, and

are not intended to provide support for a
quantitative risk assessment

General structural change*. While the
final rule retains the basic structure of
the proposed rule in that three factor
categoric* (likelihood of release, waste
characteristic*, and targets) continue to

scores, the structure has been changed
in certain respects to make the
underlying logic of the HRS more
consistent with risk assessment
principle*.

The key structural changes to the
waste characteristic* factor category
were to-make use of consistent scales
and to multiply the hazardous waste
quantity and toxicity (or, depending on
the pathway and threat, toxicity/
mobility, toxicity /persistence, or
toxicity/persistence/bioaccuinulation)
factors. Within the waste characteristics
factor category, factors have been
modified so they are on linear tff\*s,
These modifications make the functional
relationships between the HRS factors
more consistent with the toxicity and
exposure parameters evaluated in risk
assessment*.

Where possible, the final rale assigns
similar TT*«'""m« point values to factor
categories across pathways. The
likelihood of release (likelihood of
exposure) factor category is assigned a
maximum value of 550; the waste
characteristics factor category is
assigned a maximum value of 100
(except for the human food chain and
environmental threats of the surface
water migration pathway); the targets
factor category is not assigned a
maximum. EPA determined that in
general targets should be a key
determinant of site threat because the
data on which the targets factors are
based are relatively mow reliable than
most other data available at the SI
stage.

Likelihood of release. Except in the
air migration pathway, the proposed rale
assigned the same maximum value to
observed release and potential to
release, in the final rule, an observed
release is assigned a value of 550 points
and potential to release has a maximum
value of 500 in all pathways. This
relative weighting of values reflects the
greater confidence (the association of
risks with targets) when reporting an
observed release as opposed to a
potential release. As a result of this
change in point values at the factor
category level, as well a* the new
maximum* for most pathways, the
values assigned to individual potential
to release factors have been adjusted.

Waste characteristics. The proposed
rule assigned a maximum point value to
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Where an adequate detennination of
the hazardous constituent quantity
mmpfaing ifter the removal cynot be
made. EPA ha* established minimum
hazardous waste quantity factor values
in order to ensure that.the HRS score
reflects any continuing risks at the sites.
In this case, the assigned hazardous
waste quantity factor value will be die
current hazardous waste quantity factor
value (as derived in table 2-6). or the
minimum value, whichever is greater. .

The proposed rule assigned a
minimum hazardous waste quantity
factor value of 10 when data on
hazardous constituent quantity was not
complete. In the final rule, for migration
pathways (Le., not the soil exposure
pathway), if the hazardous constituent
quantity is not adequately determined,
and if any target is subject to Level I or

hazardous waste' quantity factor value
will be 100.

If the hazardous constituent quantity
for afi sources is not adequately
determined, and none of the targets are
subject to Level I or 0 contamination,
the imnhnum factor value assigned for
hazardous waste quantity depends on
whether there has been a removal
action, and what the hazardous waste
quantity factor value would have been
without consideration of the removal
action, if there has not been a removal
action, the ••"nmmm hazardous waste
quantity factor value will be 10. If there
has been a removal action and if a
factor value of 100 or greater would
have been assigned without
consideration of the removal action, a •
minimum hazardous waste quantity
factor value of 100 win be assigned. If
the hazardous waste quantity factor
value was less than 100 prior to
consideration of the removal action, a
minimum hazardous waste quantity •
factor value of 10 will be assigned. Tins
will ensure that die Agency provides an
incentive for removal actions and that in
no case will consideration of removal
actions result in an increased hazardous
waste quantity factor value score.

D. Toxicity
The proposed HRS substantially

changed the basis for evaluating
toxiciry. The major change was that
hazardous substance toxicity would be
based on carcinogenicity, chronic non-
cancer tooddty. and acute toxicity. For
each migration pathway and each
surface water threat except human food
chain and recreation, toxiciry was
combined with mobility or persistence
factors to select the hazardous
substance with the highest combined
value for toxiciry andlhe applicable
mobility or persistence factor. For the

human food chain threat, only
substances with the highest
bioaccumulation values wen evaluated
for toxicity/persistence. For the
recreation threat, only substances with
the highest dote adjusting factor vatnes
were evaluated for toxicity/persistence.
In addition, ecosystem toxicity rather
than human toxicity was evaluated for

. the environmental threat of the surface
water migration pathway.

Several connn enters expressed
concern about or opposition to using the
single most hazardous substance at a
site to score toxiciry, stating (hat the
approach seems overly'conservative
and unlikely to distinguish sites on the >
basis of hazard. Some commenters
suggested that EPA allow flexibility in
weighting the toxicity values of multiple .
substances either by concentration,
waste quantity, or proportion
information, whenever such information
is available.-One commenter suggested
basing toxicity on a fixed percentage of
the hazardous substances known to be
present at a site.

The Agency agrees that, for purposes
of accurately assessing the risk to
human health and the environment
posed by a site, it would be preferable
to evaluate the overall toxicity by
considering all hazardous substances
present, based on some type of dose- (or
concentration-) weighted toxicity .
approach. EPA believes, however, that
mis approach is not feasible because the
data requirements would be excessive.
Such an approach would be feasible
only when relative exposure levels of
multiple substances are known or can
reasonably be estimated; however, these
data can be obtained only by conducting
a comprehensive risk assessment.
Extensive concentration date would be
required to be confident that

rable concentrations are being
used for tiw various substances, and
that the multi-substance toxicity of the
contaminants is not. hi fact, being
underestimated. Use of inadequate date
could result hi underestimating or
overestimating the toxicity of
substances hi a pathway.

EPA considered a number of
alternatives to the use of a single
hazardous substance to scon toxicity
(mobility/penistence}and tested some
of these on several real and hypothetical
sites. The analyses included
comparisons between the single most
toxic substance and the average toxicity
value for all substances, the average
toxicity value for the 10 most toxic
substances, and the concentration-
weighted average value of all
substances. These alternatives wen
also tested using toxicity/mobility

values. The results of these analyses
showed that using a single substance

value (either toxicity or toxicity/
mobility) that was within one interval in
the scale-of values- of the alternatives
tested: for example, the single substance
approach would assign a Value of 1,000
for toxicity whereas averaging the
toxitities would assign a value of 1,000
or 100. the next lower scale value. (The
final rule uses linear scales to assign
values for toxicity, mobility, and
persistence. The scales for toxicity now
range from 0 to 10.000 rather than 0 to &
consequently, the default value for •
toxicity. is now 100 rather than.3.) The .
Agency recognizes the uncertainty in the
use of the single substance approach,
but concludes that it is a reasonable
approach for a screening model,
especially given the general
unavailability of information to support
alternatives. In making this Judgment
the Agency notes that the single
substance approach to evaluating the .
toxicity factor was not identified in
SARA as a portion of the HRS requiring
further examination, even though it had
been used in the original HRS and EPA
had received criticism similar to the
above' comments prior to the enactment
of SARA.

Several commenters suggested that
additive, synergistic, or antagonistic
effects among substances be considered
in scoring toxicity when several
substances are.found at a site. In
particular, one commenter suggested
increasing the scores for sites with a
large number of hazardous substances

. to account for additive or synergistic .
effects.

As noted in EPA's 1988 Technical
Support Document for the Proposed
Revision* to the Hatard Ranking
System, quantitative consideration of '.
synergistic/antagonistic effects between
hazardous substances Is generally not
possible even in RI/FS risk assessments
because appropriate date are lacking for
most combinations of substances.
Interactive effects have been
documented for only a few substance
mixtures, and the Agency's risk
assessmentguidelines for mixtures (51
FR 34014. September 24.1986)
emphasize that although addltiyity is a
theoretically sound concept it is best
applied for assessing mixtures of similar
acting components that do not interact
Thus, the Agency believes that
consideration of interactive effects in
evaluating toxicity in the HRS is not
feasible, nor is it necessary to allow use
of the HRS as a screening model. The
Agency rejects the suggestion that
scores should simply be raised for sites
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• The criteria for estao
observed release throu
samples fox radionucli
considerably from the criteria used fat
other hazardous substances. These
criteria an divided into three groups:
radionncUdes that occur naturally or are
ubiquitous in the environment;
manmade radionuclides that are not
ubiquitous in the environment; and
gamma radiation (soil exposure
pathway only). (See i 7.1.1.)

The hazardous waste quantity factor
for sources (and areas of observed
contamination) containing radlOOUClideS
has been modified to reflect the different
units used to measure the amount of
radiation (curies, a measure of activity)
versus the units used for otter
hazardous substances (pounds, a
measure of mass). EPA believes it is
preferable to use activity units rather
than mass units because activity is the
standard measure of radiation quantity
and is a tetter indicator of energy
released and potential to causa human
health damage than is mass. In addition,
the hierarchy for evaluating the waste
quantity factor for sources (and areas of
Observed «Mitaminatinn)- flnntainino
radionuclides is United to Tiers A and
B. Tiers C and D. based on source
volume and source area, respectively,
are not used because adequate data to
derive their quantitative relationship to
Tier A were unavailable. Thus, the
waste quantity factor is based either on
radionuclide constituent quantity (Tier
A) or radionndide wastestream quantity
(TierB).

For sites containing only
radionuclides, hazardous waste quantity
is calculated based on the activi'y
content of the radionuclides or
radionuclide wastestraams asr ociated
with each source. For sites with both
radionuclides and other hazardous
substances, hazardous waste quantity is
evaluated separately for the two types
of hazardous substance for each source,
and the values are then summed in
determining the hazardous waste
quantity value. The scale for scoring
radionuclide waste quantity was
derived based on concepts of risk
equivalence between radionuclides and
other hazardous- substances.

In the proposed rule, all radionuclides
were automatically assigned a
maximum default value for the toxicity
factor. The final rule evaluates
radionuclides individually on the basis
of human toxicity, across a range of
factor values based on the potential to
cause cancer (Le^ cancer slope factors).
Non-cancer effects are not considered
for radionuclides because cancer is
generally the most significant toxic

effect Incorporated in the development
of cancer slope factors are the type of
radioactive decay; energy emitted
during decay; biological uptake,
distribution, and retention; and . '
radiation dose-response relationship.
Thus, across the set of scoring ranges
used, radionuclides that are more potent
carcinogens per unit activity new
receive higher toxicity factor values
than those that are less potent The new
toxicity scoring scale for radionuclides
was derived in a manner consistent with
the derivation of the existing
cardnogenitity scale for other
hazardous substances. Taken together,
the new toxicity and hazardous waste
quantity scales for radionuclides result
in a risk equivalence between
radionuclides and other hazardous
substances.

Mobility of radionncUdes in both the
air and ground water migration
pathways is evaluated in the same way

. as mobility for other hazardous
substances; that is, on the basis of the
chemical and physical characteristics of
the radionndide. Similarly, the
bioaccumulation (and ecosystem
bioaccnmulation) potential factor is
evaluated in the same way for
radionncUdes as for other hazardous
substances. The final rule clarifies that
radionuclides should be scored for these
factors in all relevant pathways.

The persistence factor in the surface
water migration pathway has been
modified so that radionuclides are
evaluated solely on the basis of half-life,
which for MRS purposes is based on
bom radioactive half-life and
volatilization half-life. Sorption to
sediments is not considered, nor are
hydrolysis, photolysis, or
biodegradation. Other than this change
in the processes considered to estimate
surface water half-life, the scoring of the
persistence factor is the same for
radionuclides as for other hazardous
substances.

The final rule extends to
radionuclides the benchmark concept
used throughout the HRS for weighting
certain targets factor values. Measured
levels of specific radionuclides at
potential exposure points are compared
to benchmark levels, and additional
weight is given to targets subject to
actual contamination (Levels I and n).
This approach for weighting target
factors 1Mlnfl benchmarks is similar for
radionuclides and for other hazardous
substances, although both the specific
benchmark values used for
radionuclides and the-methods for .
deriving the values are different
Benchmarks for evaluating radionuclide
contamination parallel those used for

other hazardous substances in that
available Federal standards and
screening concentrations are used when
applicable. At sites with both
radionuclides and other hazardous
substances, each radionuclide and other
substance is evaluated separately. If no
Individual substance equals or exceeds
its benchmark, the ratios of the
measured concentrations to the
screening concentrations for cancer for
radionuclides and other hazardous
substances an added. Radionuclides
are not evaluated using screening
concentrations for non-cancer effects.

Specific benchmark values for
radionudides are in activity units
instead of mass units, however, to
reflect the appropriate measurement
units for the level of radionuclide
contamination. Radionudide
benchmarks include drinking water
maximum contaminant levels (MCLs)
for both the ground water and the
surface water/drinking water threat
pathways; Uranium Mill Tailings
Radiation Control Act (UMTRCA)
standards for the soil exposure
pathway; and screening levels
corresponding to 10~* individual cancer
risk for inhalation or oral exposures, as
derived from cancer slope factors, for aD
pathways and threats incorporating
human health benchmarks. The
radionuclide benchmarks are consistent
with EPA's radionndide risk assessment
methods in that they incorporate
standard date or assumptions about
contact/consumption rates for various
environmental media and radiation
dose-response, as weU as the specific
radionuclide's type of decay, decay
energy, biological absorption, and
biological half-life. Furthermore,
radionuclide benchmarks for the soil
exposure pathway account for external
exposure (Le., exposure to radiation
originating outside the human body)
from gamma-emitting radioactive
materials in surfidal material as well as
from ingestion. which is die sole basis
for non-radioactive hazardous
substance benchmarks for the soil
exposure pathway, because eAtemal
exposure from gamma-emitting .
radionudides can be an extremely
important exposure route.

F. Mobility/Persistence

The proposed rule added mobility
factors to both the ground water and air
migration pathways and modified the
persistence factor in the'surface water
migration pathway to consider a greater
number of potential degradation
mechanisms.

The Agency received a large number
of comments critical of several aspects
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I the criteria for
determining when analytic samphng
information is sufficient lor estahttshing
an observed release (or observed
idntlAftBnatiop, nt the 8011 exposure
pathway). The finalnile also provide*
proceduu* to be fuDuweil when the SQL
UmMTuUde and define* various type*
of detection and aoantitation limitai in
the context of the HRS. (See i 23 of the
final rate.)

H. Benchmarks
SARA requires that EPA give high-

priority to aites mat bave ted to closing
of drinking water wells or
mmfrMmhi^j^Qfr of principal drinV^ff
water supplies. To respond to this
mandate, the proposed rule added
health-based h*m*fl"riflf^fT to the ground
water and surface water migration
pathways; in addition, ecological-based
benchmarks were added to evaluate
sensitive environments targets in
surface water. In the proposed rule,
population factors were evaluated at

f * *w*
been exceeded. If actual contamination
was present but the benchmark was not
exceeded, populations were evaluated
based on two levels of contamination
(Le* Level D and Level m). Sensitive ,
environments in the surface water
migration pathway were evaluated
baaed on two levels of actual
contsmination (exceeding benchmark or
not exceeding benchmark). Where
several hazardous substances were
present below benchmarks, me
percentages of men* concentrations
relative to their benchmarks were added
to determine which level was used to
assign values.

Of the commenten on mis issue, most
supported EPA's proposal to give extra
weighting to sites where measured
expowiie-point Bttnceulrations exceed
benchmarks. One commenter who

weighting to sites when actual

documentation of an observed release
(or observed contamination) would be
the only criterion for assigning Mgh-r
values to target factor*. and the
relationship of the concentration of
hazardous •abstances to benchmarks
would not be used. The other dissenting
commenter suggested that EPA re-
evakMte fee rcTe of health-based
benchmarks in the HRS because
common sense, and other laws, wffl
discourage people from drinking water
contaminated above benchmark levels. -
and because evaluating this factor will
entail large resource expenditures for
marginal gut!̂  in discrimination.

the final rule weights most targets
based on actual and potential exposure

to contamination across aQ pathways
and threats, including those for which
benchmarks were not originally
proposed, because EPA believes (hat
this approach both improves me ability
of the HRS to identify sites that pose m«
greatest threat to human health and the
environment and increases the internal
consistency of the HRS. (See || 2.5,
2.5.1.15.2,3.M, 3.3.2.4.U.3.1, 4.1.2.3.2.
4.1.3.3.1,4.1.3&2,4.1.4.3.1,4JL2.3JU
4A2.M. 42&3.1,4.t.3.8,2.444.3.1.
5.1.3.1.5.1AZ,6.3.1. «&2, £3.4.7.3.I.
7.3.2.) fa the Baal rale, both the
population factors and the factors
reflecting the hazard to the nearest
individual (or weQ or intake) are
evaluated in relation to health-based
benchmarks in all pathways. The
sensitive environment factor in the
surface water environmental threat is
weighted in relation to ecological-based
benchmarks; however, in the soil
exposure and air migration pathways,
the sensitive environment factor is.
weighted simply on the basis of
exposure to actual contamination, and
no benchmarks are used.

The Agency chose to use benchmarks
in all pathways in response to comments
that specifically suggested such a
change; it is also responding to
ftnmirmBt. that the HRS should better
reflect relative risks and that the
approaches in all pathways should be
consistent. The Agency has concluded
that the concerns expressed by
commenten outweigh the concerns
about uncertainties in the evaluation of
samples collected in air and soil and
about the lack of regulatory standards
and criteria on which to base soil or air
benchmarks that led the Agency not to
include benchmarks for those pathways
in the proposed rule. In short. EPA
carefully considered this point and
concluded that the consistent
application of benchmarks across all
pathways provides for the most
reasonable use of data given the
purpose of the HRS as a screening tool.

EPA generally selected specific
criteria based on applicable or relevant
and appropriate requirements (ARARs),
excluding State standards, tint have
been selected for the protection of
public health and the environment as
outlined m the NCP (65 FR 8866, March
R19BlB.infteHRSNPRM.EPA
proposed tonseMCLs, maxnnum
contaminant level goals (MCLGs). and
screening concentrations (SCs) based on
cancer slope factors as drinking water
benchmarks, and Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) Action Levels as
bencnmadcs for the human food fshUrn
threat EPA also proposed to use
Ambient Water Quality Criteria

(AWQC) as ecological-based
XQT inC T ital

threat EPA received 21 comments from
12 commenten on which benchmarks
the HRS should use and whether
additional information should be
considered in establishing benchmarks.
Opinion was divided on the use of
specific types of benchmarks: three
commenten supported the use of MCLs:
three did not Two commenten
supported the use of MCLGs. two
opposed such use, and one suggested
that EPA consider the economic impact
of using the value of 0 (Le* theMCLG
for a carcinogen) as a health-based
benchmark. Two commenten suggested
including relevant State drinking water
standards, and one suggested including
concentrations based on RfDs. One
commenter expressed concern that the
current lack of water quality standards
for many substances might make the
benchmark system ineffective in
identifying sites that pose a significant
threat to human health. Two
commenten suggested that carcinogen
weight of evidence should be used in
establishing SCs (e*. the individual risk
leval should be lower for a Class A
carcinogen than for a Class B2
carcinogen). Two coauaenten suggested
considering other important routes of

s (e*. inhalation of hazardous
i water, or

dermal contact with contaminated
water) in establishing drinking water

EPA conducted a number of analyses

ynoflififf^i'jffn of svBCtors to conyidd* m
establishing HRS benchmarks. As a
result of pubbc comments and these
analyses, EPA has concluded that the
HRS is improved by including
concentration* based on nationally
uniform standards, criteria, or toxicity
values as health-based or ecological-
based benchmarks m all pathways and
threats. EPA's concrasion is based on
several considerations. First, the
addition of benchmarks across all
pathways and the vse of ARARs for
those benchmarks improves linkages
with the RI/FS process. That is. the HRS
benchmarks wffl be those used most
frequently during RI/FSs, and the
additional points provided by eQimlnng
or exceeding a benchmark will aid in
identifying areas requiring follow-up in
the RI/FS. Second. I
consistency of the HRS is improved by
using benchmarks because
concentrations measured at or above
benchmark levels are treated m a *
parallel manner across all pathways,
allowing more consistent and fuller use
of the relatively costly sampling data
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concontrfttiOBS flp6cffira in fBgvlBtoiy
limits (eg;NAAQ& MCLs. or PDA
Action Levels) are sot todudedtofee
JHJJftiTHUg UgQntfaflL BrA YGCOgiUZGS tnftt

a more precise estimate of relative risk
would be obtained by summing fte
ratios ofhazardous substances to their
individusiRfD-besed concentration* by
segregating substances according to
major effect, target organ, and
mechanism of action. In feet, such a
eegregation is recommended dining the
RI/FS. However, health-based
benchmarks arc and to the HRS to
provide • higher weight to populations
exposed, to JMsMrwHifr MIOBIVKXB At
levels that aright result in advene heattfa
effect*. At a consequence, EPA believe*
that use of tbe summed ratios of
hazardous substance* within pathways
and threats to their individual RfD-
naif n baDciuiMBK IsVels is appropriate
for the sctMoiBS purpose of the HRS.

EPA proposed and so&tited comments
on a range of «r« to l<r'for individual
'TfliMr^r T*** •**•**• of concern in
establishing levels of actual
ODUjemiiianen with respect to heenh-
based benchmarks. EPA received eight
comments concerning this risk range.
Four oommenters suggested restricting
the range to 1<T4 to 1(T« primarily
because this range would be consistent
with risk levels identified hi the NCP
and used by other BPA regulatory
programs. Three commenters said the
SCs forcudnogens should be die 1<T«
indhridaal cancer risk level One

r stated that «T* to 1<T7

r is the risk range considered for
response. The final rale

only two terete of actual
contamination: staiincantly above
background and equal to or above
benchmark, end significantly above
rrai igiimiiil tnrtlittt nian benchmark.
When an applicable or relevant and
appropriate requirement does not exist
for a carcinogen, EPA selects remedies
resulting m cumulative risks tiiat fall
within a range of 18~* to 1(T«
incremental individual lifetime cancer
risk baaed on dte use of reliable cancer
potency information. EPA has selected
die 10-'screening risk level in defining
the HRS benchmark level for cancer risk
because ft is die tower end of the cancer
risk range (i*. lor4, to l<n identified in
the NCP and used by other EPA
IQ^UHHOCy pCOffsUUS*

Two commenters objected to
assigning releases of substances with no
benchmarks to Level 0 as a default
value. One suggested assigning
unknowns to Level ID because
substances tint are frequently released
or are known or suspected to cause •'
health problems are studied before

those that are not Tte o&er objected
because "the absence of data is not
data."

Because EPA has decided to adopt a
benchmark system incorporating t*»y>
two levels of actual contamination, \
default level is .Level D. If none of the
hazardous substances eligible to be
evaluated at a sampnns location has an
applicable benidnnarivbut actual
contamination has been established, die
actual contamination at the location is
assigned to Level n. .

/. Use Factor*

The proposed HRS included factors to
assign values to uses of potentially
affected resources hi the three migration
pathways: ground water use (drinking
water and other) Jn die ground water
migration pathway, drinking water and
other use and fishery use in the surface
water migration pathway, and land use
in the air migration pathway.

EPA received a number of fiOTrmientB
on each of these factors. The
commenters raised specific objections to
distinctions drawn among various
potential uses and to the weights
assigned to those uses. For example, for
the ground water use factor, some
commenters asserted that the HRS
should not delineate between private
anA public water supply contamination.
For the surface water use factors, a
commenter recommended a range of
assigned values for irrigation of
commercial food or forage crops
because of variations in rates of uptake
of hazardous substances. For the land
use f actor»two commenteis urged giving
greater consideration to institutional
land use becaose-of the sensitive
populations that would be exposed.

Partly in response to tfcese conniMiils.
and in an effort to ainipniy tneHRSt
EPA has substantially revised the
method of incon
information in targets factor categories.'
The field test indicated mat collecting
data*on each of the use faiJuf^ involved
considerable effort at many sites, fa
addition, because of weighting factors
applied to potentially contaminated
populations, at sites with no actual
contamination. s£e lactofs were
contributing more to the targets value
than were large populations. As some
commenters pointed out. the use factors
mixed concerns about human health
with concerns about the value of the
resource and, therefore, were partially
redundant with population factors. To
avoid redundancy with human health
concerns as evaluated thHM&n the
population factor, EPA has made major
changes in how lesouice uses are
evaluated and scored in die final rule.

In each
actors ha

ttton pathway, the use
iphtcedbva

resources factor that assigns values to
resources appropriate for die pathway.
In addition, a resources factor has been
added to the soil exposure pathway. The
resources factor for a pathway is
assigned a maximum of five points if
any of die resource uses for that
pathway exists within the target
distance limit in dte ground water or
surface water migration pathway, within
one-half mile of a source in die air
migration padiway. or within an area of
observed contamination in die soil
exposure padiway. If none of die uses
exists, dw factor is assigned a value of
a

The resources factor in die ground
BUI

or wens
tin assign

value of 5 far wens supplying water for
irrigation of commercial food or
commercial forage crops (five-acre
minimum), watering of'commercial
livestock, as an ingredient in •
commercial food preparation, or as a
supply for commercial aquaculcore or for
a major or designated water recreation
area (excluding drinking water use)—for
example, water parks (see { &3.3). A
value of 5 is also assigned if the water in
the aquifer is usable for drinking water,
but not used.

' The resources factor in the drinking
water dneat of die surface water
migration padiway assigns a value of 5 .
if the surface water is designated by a
State for drinking water use but not
used, or is usable but not used for
drinking water. In addition, points may
be assigned for intakes supplying water
for irrigation of commercial food or ,
commercial forage crops (five-acre
minimum), watering of commercial .
livestock, as an ingredient in
commercial food preparation, or if die
water body is used as a major or
designated water recreation area (see
{ 4.1.Z&3). The fishery use factor has
been deleted to avoid double-counting
of fisheries.

In die air migration padiway. die
resources factor is assigned a value of 5
if ntere is commercial agriculture or
commercial silviculture, or a major or
designated recreation area within a half
mile of a source (see i &S.3). The
distance of One-half mile for die
agricultural sUvkuftural. and
recreational areas was determined by
die distance weighting {actors for dte air
migration padiway, which reflect the
rapid diminishing of air contaminant
concentrations beyond one-naif mile
from a source. Therefore, resources
beyond dus distance are not considered
in this padiway.
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than to wait until the remedial
Investigation to consider the additional
information.

EPA considered modifying the HRS to
allow the use of additional data, but
determined that further expanding the
HRS to account for varying levels of
data availability is inconsistent with the
HRffs role as an initial screening tool
Adding tiers to various factors to
accommodate the use of all available
data would make the HRS considerably
more difficult to apply and could lead to
substantial Inconsistencies in how sites
are investigated and evaluated.'EPA
Regions-end States would have to
determine, for each set of data
presented, whether tile data quality was
good enough for the data to be
considered. Debates over decisions on
data quality could delay scoring and.
ultimately, delay cleanup at rites.
Therefore, the Agency believes mat the
limited use of tiers in the final HRS
represents a reasonable tradeoff
between the need to limit the
complexity of the system and the desire
to accommodate risk-related
information that is generally outside the
scope of a site inspection.

L Ground Water Migration Pathway
The proposed rule included a number

of significant changes in the ground
water migration pathway: new
hydrogeologic factors were added;

populations were, distance weighted
unless exposed to actual contamination:
a maximally exposed individual (MET)
factor was added; the target distance
limit was extended; a mobility factor
was added and combined with toxidty;
and a wellhead protection area factor
was added. Figure 5 shows the proposed
ground water migration pathway and
the final rule pathway.

Ground water flow direction. Neither
the original HRS nor the proposed HRS
directly considered ground water flow
direction in evaluating targets. The
proposed HRS indirectly considered
ground water flow direction by
weighting populations based on actual .
Ktfft potential contamination of ̂ ^niri^g
water wells.

EPA received SO letters from 40
commenters on this issue; 27 letters
responded to the ANPRM. 21 to the -
NPRM. and two to the field test report
Commenters included eight States, three
Federal agencies, the mining, petroleum,
chemical, and cement industries,
utilities, and professional engineers. The
commenters supported the consideration
of ground water flow direction data, at
least in some circumstances. Numerous
commenters urged the use of ground
water flow direction date when they are
either available or easily obtained. They
suggested several methods to
incorporate flow direction, including:

use of a radial impact
area when directional release routes can
be determined. Only a half circle with a
three-mile radius for the downgradient

.portion (and a half-mile radius for the
rest of the circle) should be considered
when scoring:

• Differentiating between upgradient
and downgradient areas using.
topographic maps, evaluating water
levels at wells, and noting the presence
of major surface water bodies; -

• Expending the effort to obtain
accurate date and considering selected
upgradient locations as • precaution
against unanticipated anomalies;

• Excluding drinking water wells
where analytical date prove no
contamination is present;

• Having a "professional" review
available information and conduct a site
visit:

• Using available flow direction date
and developing regionally based
defaults when no date are available;

• Installing piezometers to determine
flow direction in the PA/SI phase and
when no ground water flow data are
available;

• Incorporating ground water flow
direction into the "depth to aquifer" and
"distance to nearest well/population
served" scores; and

• Affording responsible parties the
opportunity to determine flow direction.
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Commenters suggested that data on
ground water flow an either readily
available or can be easily obtained at
reasonable coat and are no more
imprecise than other aspects of the HRS.
Some commenters stated that the level
of effort required to estimate the
'direction of ground water flow is no
greater than that required to determine
other hydrogeologic parameters In the
HRS.

EPA reviewed a range of options for
considering ground water flow direction
in evaluating targets. For die reasons
discussed above under "Use of
Available Data." the Agency decided
that it was not feasible to adopt a tiered
approach in the targets factors for
evaluating ground water flow direction.
EPA does not agree that increased
accuracy warrants the increased
complexity of accounting for ground
water flow direction, because this level
of accuracy is not required for a
screening tool that is intended to assess
relative risk This level of accuracy,
however/is needed to determine the
extent of remedial action and, therefore,
is appropriate at the time of the RL

EPA disagrees with the argument that
determining ground water flow direction
is no more difficult than determining
other ground water factors. Aquifer
interconnections and discontinuities as
well as hydraulic conductivity and
depth to aquifer, which are evaluated in
the final rule, are geologic features that
are unlikely to change over the short-
term. In contrast ground water flow
direction ran be influenced by factors
such as seasonal flows and pumping
from well fields. In addition, the ground
water flow direction may be different in
each aquifer at the site, and the
direction of hazardous substance
migration is not always the same as the
direction of ground water flow.
Therefore, data on ground water flow
direction would need to be considerably
more extensive than would the data
required to document the other
hydrogeologic factors. EPA notes that in
the final rule, many of the other
hydrogeologic factors considered have
been simplified and the sorptive
capacity factor has been dropped. EPA
also notes that ground water flow
direction was not identified in SARA as
a portion of the HRS requiring further
examination, even though ground water
flow direction was not considered in the
original HRS and the Agency had
received criticism similar to the above
comments prior to enactment of SARA.

Although the final rule does not
consider ground water flow direction
directly in evaluating targets, it does
consider flow direction indirectly in the

method used to evaluate target
populations. If wells have not been
contaminated by the site, as the
commenters assume upgradient wells
would not be. the population drawing
from those wells is distance weighted
and. thus, populations drawing from the
wells would have to be substantial
before a large number of points could be
assigned. Moreover, in addition to
providing a measure of the population at
risk from the site, the target factors
afford a measure of the value of the
ground water resources in the area of
the site and of the potential need for
expanded uses of the ground water.

Aquifer interconnections. Aquifer
interconnections facilitate the transfer
of ground water or hazardous
substances between aquifers. The final
rule specifies mat if aquifer
interconnections occur within two miles
of tiie sources at the site (or within areas
of observed ground water contamination
attributed to sources at the site that
extend beyond two miles from the
sources), the interconnected aquifers are
treated as a single aquifer for the
purposes of scoring die site. Thus, for
example, when an observed release to a
shallow aquifer has been identified,
targets using deeper aquifers
interconnected to the shallow aquifer
are included in the evaluation of the
combined aquifer. This approach is
common to die original as well as the
revised HRS.

In practice, EPA has found that
studies in the field to determine whether
aquifers are interconnected in the
vicinity of a site will generally require
resources more consistent with remedial
investigations than Sis, especially where
installation of deep well* is necessary to
conduct aquifer testing. Thus, EPA has
In the past relied largely on existing
information to make such
determinations and the Agency finds it
necessary to continue that approach.
Examples of the types of information
useful in identifying aquifer
interconnections were given in the
proposed r-le. This information includes
literature or well logs indicating that no
lower relative hydraulic conductivity
layer or confining layer separates the-
aquifers being assessed (e.g.. presence
of a layer with a hydraulic conductivity
lower by two or more orders of
magnitude); literature or well logs
indicating mat a lower relative
hydraulic conductivity layer or confining
layer separating the aquifers is not
continuous through the two-mile radius •
(i.e., hydrogeologic interconnections
between the aquifers are identified):
evidence that withdrawals of. water
from one aquifer (e.g., pumping tests.

aquifer tests, well tests) affect water
levels in another aquifer and observed
migration of any constituents from one
aquifer to another within two miles. For
this last type of information, the
mechanism of vertical migration does
not have to be defined, and the
constituents do not have to be
attributable to the site being evaluated.
Other mechanisms that can cause
interconnection (e-g.. boreholes, mining
activities, faults, etc.) will also be
considered. While the descriptive fext
has been removed from the rule, the
approaches mentioned in the proposed
rule will be used in making aquifer
interconnection determinations. In
general, EPA will base such
determinations on the beat information
available; in the absence of definitive
studies and where costs of field studies
are prohibitive, the Agency will rely on
expert opinion (e.g.. U.S. Geological
Survey staff or State geologists). In the
absence of such information, EPA
assumes that aquifers are not
interconnected.

Ground water potential to release
factors. EPA proposed replacing the
depth to the aquifer of concern and
permeability factors of the original HRS
with depth to aquifer/hydraulic
conductivity and sorptive capacity
factors. EPA received more than 75
comments on these factors, in addition
to general comments on evaluating
ground water potential to release in
response to the ANPRM.

Several commenters supported
consideration of depth to aquifer in
evaluating the ground water migration
pathway. One commenter stated that
use of a depth to aquifer/hydraulic
conductivity matrix, which was '
intended to reflect travel time to ground
water, was an improvement over
considering these two parameters
individually and additively. Concerns
were raised, however, about how to
determine depth to aquifer. In addition,
commenters stated that the two-mile
radius for evaluating hydrogeologic
factors should be extended to four miles,
while others commented that the
distance should be measured from
vertical points as near to the source as
possible.

Commenters generally supported the
proposal to include hydraulic
conductivity, although many believed
that the proposed method was too
complicated: several commenters
suggested that the single least
conductive layerfs) should be used.
Another concern was the lack of data
for determining hydraulic conductivity.
One commenter stated that unless data
can confirm that the geologic strata
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Figure 6
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EPA is also concerned that many
qualities of recreation areas (e.g.,
uniqueness, attractiveness, value)

t be nadBy quantified or
measured, which poses significant •
problems for a sumang tool Therefore,
the recreational use threat has been
removed from the final rale, instead,
factocs rented to recreational itiiit are
being incladfd in the assessment of
resource factors m Ox air. surface
water, and ground water migration
pathways. (See the discussion of
resources factors above and si &3A
a 1 ?;><!, 4 f * a y and ft y y of tlu» T»U> )
Recreational use is also a major
component «f the evaluation of the
attractiveness/accessibility factor in the
soil exposure pathway (see i 5JJ.1.1 of
the rule).

Human food ehain. SARA requires
that EPA consider "die damage to
natural resources which may affect the
human food *̂ *»*" * * *** Accordingly,
the surface water migration pathway of
the proposed rale included evaluation of
threats to human health via the aquatic
food chain.

A number of commenters suggested
that terrestrial food chain threats should
also be evaluated because most of the
food eaten in the United States
originates on land, and the terrestrial
human food chain is, therefore, more
important than the aquatic human food
coAfn* tftwnnM*F"^fff SDecificfluy st&ted
that fln HRS should account for human
food chain threats involving irrigated
crops, livestock, and game animals. One
commenter stated that the SARA
mandate wodd not be fulfilled if only
aquatic human food TTm^n threats were

After umduuQug an investigation into
poesMa-memtds. EPA determined that
it would not be practical to include a
separate evaluation of terrestrial human
food chain threats in the HRS. The
terrestrial food chain is more «^^ppi"»
and site-specific and is less understood
than the aquatic food chain, and its
assessment requires considerably more
data. These factors render evaluation of
the relative risks associated with the .
terrestrial human food chain well
beyond the capability of a screening
system such as the HRS. The final rule,
therefore, does not separately evaluate
terrestrial human food chain threats.
These threats are. however, considered
indirectly under the resources target
components in the air migration
pathway, ground water migration
pathway, soil exposure pathway, and
drinking water threat portion of the
surface water migration pathway.

The proposed rale required the
estimation of bioaccumulation
potentials for hazardous substances

posing threats via the human food chain.'
One commenter stated that the
estimation of bioaccumulation
potentials requires excessive time and
resources, and that this step should be
Groppeu ikuffl toe HHS.

EPA disagrees and considers the
bioaccaBnnation potentials of hazardous
substances to be among the most
important factors determining the degree
of human health threat posed by
substances VIA the human food chain.
Substances mat do not bioaocnmulate
pose less of* threat via the human food
chain than substances that
bioaccnmnhte, afl else being equal.
Conversely, substances with high
bioaccmmnationpotentials can pose
vwy stanific&nt thre&ts vift tiw human
food ffufp even if tiny STB only
moderately toxic or we present in
modest quantities. EPA believes that

utytett wtu reduce tbe effort UK!
resources required to score this factor.

EPA received seveial comments *
stating that Uoaccumnutico potential
was not given sufficient weight in the
evaluation of human food chain threats.
EPA evaluated the use of
bioaccumulation potential during the
field test and determined Oat mere was
considerable uncertainty related to this
factor, in part because of major
differences in uptake associated with
different species hi different
environments. In addition,
bioeoDcentration values have been
compated for only a few species for
most substances, m light of this
uncertainty. EPA decided that
bioaccumulation potential should not be
given additional weight In the HRS. In
addition, a* part of the stractuial
changes discussed in Section m B, the
bioaccumulaboD potential factor was
moved from the targets factor category
tone waste characteristics factor
category so that it is evaluated
consistently with the other waste
characteristics factors that reflect
exposure. As part of these changes, the
use of the bioaccumulation potential
factor in selecting the substance posing
the greatest hazard also has been
modified;

The final rule broadens the definition
of actual contamination of the human
food chain by modifying one criterion
and adding a new criterion defining
actual contamination. The proposed rule
denned a fishery as actually
contaminated if (1) the fishery was
closed as a result of contamination and
a substance for which the fishery was
dosed had been documented in an
observed release from the site, or (2) a
tissue sample from a human food chain
organism from the fishery was found to

contain a hazardous substance at a
concentration level exceeding the
FDAAL for that substance in fish tissue
and the substance had been documented
in an observed release from the site. In
both cases, at least a portion of the
fishery must be within the boundaries of
the observed release.

Under the Baal rule, the former
criterion (closed fishery) remains
essentially «""*»"fflf* The latter
criterion (tissue contamination) has
been modified: A fishery is considered
actually «v»^»*fn»in^ty«i if jlie
concentration of a hazardous substance
in tissue of an essentially sessile benthic
human food chain organism from the
watershed is at a level mat meets die
criteria for an observed release from the
site and at least a portion of the fishery
is within the boundaries of the observed
release. A new criterion has also been
added: A fisherv is considered actually
contaminated if a hazardous substance
having a bioaocniHiilatiiMi potftrtrfft
factor value of 500 or greater either is
present in an observed release
established by direct observation or is
present in a surface water or sediment
sample at a level that meets the criteria
for an observed release from the site
and at least a portion of the fishery is
within the boundaries of the observed
release. Only die portion of a fishery
within the boundaries of an observed
release is considered actually
contaminated.

EPA broadened, die definition of
actually contaminated fisheries on the
basis of field test results. With the more
narrow definition in me proposed rule.
few actually contaminated fisheries
were identified because;

(1) Closed fisheries did not exist at
most sites:

(2) Hazardous substance
concentration data Juiuu tissues of
applicable organisms were available for

i a small portion of fisheries; and
(3) FDAALa exist for only a relatively

small number of hazardous substances.
The final rule also introduces two

levels of actually contaminated fisheries
or portions of fisheries:

• Level I: Applicable when
concentrations of site-related hazardous
substances meeting the criteria for
actual contamination of the fishery
equal or exceed the benchmark
concentration levels established in the
final rule based on FD AALs, screening
concentrations corresponding to .
elevated cancer risks, and screening
concentrations corresponding to.
elevated chronic, non-cancer toxicity
risks-via oral exposures. The final rule
allows Level 1 contamination to be
established based on hazardous
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Figure?

Surface Water Migration Pathway -
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not counting a facility's work force is
inconsistent with other population
counting techniques. Another
commenter said that workers should be
included in the resident population
because the proposed method of
calculating soil exposure pathway
scores can result in inappropriately low
scores when onsite workers are exposed
to wastes or contaminated soil

In response to these comments, the
Agency investigated statutory,
regulatory, and policy conditions that

might restrict the inclusion of workers in
the target population for the soil
exposure pathway. This analysis found
no broad statutory or regulatory
authority for excluding workers covered
by OSHA regulations from
consideration as targets in th« HRS.
Although the definition of a release
under CERCLA section 101(22) excludes
"any release which results in exposure
to persons, solely within a workplace
* * •" it only does so for purposes of
claims by workers who are already

covered by State worker compensation
laws. The legislative history of section
101(22) specifically anticipated that
authority under CERCLA might in
appropriate cases, be used to respond to
releases within a workplace. Thus, the
Agency concludes that there are no
broad statutory or regulatory
restrictions against consideration of
activities at OSHA-regulated facilities.
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The soil exposure pathway is
designed to account for exposures end
health risks resulting from ingesta'on of
(.ontaminated surfitial materials.
Kacause ingestion exposures are
comparable for tome types of workers
and residents, the Agency has decided
to include workers in the resident
population threat However, substantial
variability in the kinds of workers and
work activities at sites (e.g., indoor and
outdoor) leads to considerable
variability in exposure potential. The
Agency believes mat determining
specific categories or type* of workers it
beyond the scope of BBS data
collection. Thus, workers are assigned
target points on a prorated basir 5
points are assigned for sites with op to
100 workers; 10 points for sites with 101
to 1.000 workers, and 15 points for
greater than 1.000 workers. Prorating
workers will reduce (he data collection
•effort. Evaluation of workers is not
affected by health-based, benchmarks.
(See 15A.3J.) Nearby workers are not
counted in the nearby population
because the Agency considers it
unlikely diet workers from nearby
workplaces would regularly visit
contaminated areas outside the property
boundary of their workplace during the
workday, and because there is no way
to estimate accurately the number of
workers who might.

O. Air Migration Pathvrcy

The proposed rule mede several
significant changes to the air migration
pathway in the original HR& In
response to the SARA mandate to
consider potential as well as actual
releases to air. the proposed rule
included an evaluation of the potential
to release. The proposed rule also added
a mobility factor to the waste
characteristics factor category and an
MH factor to the targets category.
Finally, the proposed rule added explicit
distance weighting factors for evaluating
all factors in the targets category. Figure
9 shows the proposed air migration
pathway and the final rale pathway.

The public provided numerous
comments on these changes and raised
new issues as well. The most significant
new issue concerned the structural
inconsistency in the treatment of gases
and participates in the proposed air
migration pathway. For example,
commenters observed that in the
potential to release evaluation, it was
possible to assign a high containment
value to a source with good gas
containment and poor particulate
containment while assigning high source
type and mobility values based on the
presence of gaseous hazardous
substances. This combination would
yield an inappropriately high potential

to release value. This concern was also
noted in discussions with field test
personnel ' . •

The Agency agrees with these
commenters and investigated methods
to better reflect the differences tx
gases and particulates. As a result of
these analyses, EPA has made several
changes to the final role in both the
likelihood of release and waste
characteristics factor categories.

In the likelihood of release factor
category, the final rule evaluates source
potential to release separately for gases
and particulates. Only those sources
containing gaseous hazardous
substances are evaluated for gas
potential to release, and only those
sources containing hazardous
substances that can be released as
particulates are evaluated for
particulate potential to release. This
change in potential to-release structure
necessitated other changes in the
scoring of potential to release including
development of separate gas and
particulate source type factors and
migration potential factors. The names
of these latter factors were also changed
to highlight the differences between
potential to release "mobility" and .
waste characteristics "mobility." (See
S3 6.1.2.1.3. &1.2.&3.)
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In addition to these changes in the
basic, itructun of the potential to
release {actors, the. final rule includes
several additional changes in the source
type list migration potential factors, and
containment factors. Based on die'
experience gained in the field test. EPA
added several source types to the source
.type list Some of these additions (e.g,
surface impoundment (not buried/
backfilled}: dry) simply clarify .
classifications that were implied in the
proposed source type list Other
additions; such as source types
involving biogas release, were
considered early in the development of
the proposed HRS but were not included
originally in the interest of simplicity/
Field test experience, however,
indicated that their inclusion in the final
rule was necessary. Finally, new
distinctions within some source types
(e.g, the various types of piles) were
added partly in response to comments
and partly as a result of field test
experience. As applicable, source type
values were also revised. (See
§ i 6U.2.1.2,6.1.2.245 and Table 8-«.)

The revised gas and particulate
migration potential factors are very
similar to the proposed likelihood of
release gas and particulate mobility
factors. Several commenters questioned
the need for including dry. relative soil
volatility in the final gas migration
factor. A simplification analysis
indicated that dry relative soil volatility
was redundant as it was almost
completely determined by vapor
pressure. Hence, the final gas migration
potential factor includes only vapor
pressure and Henry's law constant. The
particulate migration potential factor in
the final rule is simply the particulate
component of the proposed potential to
release mobility factor.

The containment factors were also
changed as a result of the field test a
review of recent information on covering
systems, the examination of air release
rate models, and the public comments
on the need for simplicity in the final
rule. The final list of containment
descriptions eliminated many redundant
descriptions and changed others,
retaining only those distinctions that ere
necessary based on type of source. (See
S J 6.1.2.1.1, E1.Z2.1 and Tables 6-3,6-
9.) As discussed in Section ID F above,
two new mobility factors were
developed for the waste characteristics
factor category.

Commenters generally supported the
concept of distance weighting target
factors. However.' several disagreed
with the approach used to develop the
proposed factor values. Some
tuorrmentere suggested basing the factor

values on long-term meteorology and the
size of die site, while others suggested
that additional atmospheric phenomena
(e.g* particulate deposition} be reflected
in the final values. As a result of these
comments. EPA has revised the distance
weighting factors used in the final rule
to reflect long-term atmospheric
phenomena. Analyses indicated that
particulate deposition and other similar
phenomena as well as site size were not
sufficiently significant within four miles
of a site to warrant their inclusion in the
final factor values. EPA also notes mat
the distance weighting factor values are
now incorporated in the population
factor value table. (See i 84.2.4 and
Table 6-17.)

P. Large Volume Wastes
Mining waste sites. A number of

commenters representing mining
companies, trade associations, and State
and Federal agencies commented on
how the proposed HRS would score
mining waste sites; commenters
representing waste management
facilities raised similar issues in regard
to their sites. This section summarizes
and addresses the major issues
addressed by these commenters.

• Commenters raised several concerns
regarding the appropriate consideration
of background levels of metals in
documenting direct or indirect releases .
from mining waste sites. One
commenter recommended that in
determining direct releases from a
mining waste site. EPA should consider
the natural characteristics of the site
prior to mining and the changes in .
migration rates resulting from mining.
The commenter explained that the
concentration of metals in a mining
waste pile may be similar to or less than
natural concentrations in soil or rocks
below and adjacent to the pile. To
document Indirect releases, the
commenter suggested that EPA require
collection of detailed information on site
geology and hydrological gradients to
ensure proper consideration of
background levels. Finally, the
commenfer asserted that although it is
appropriate to weight observed releases
more heavily than potential releases at
sites with synthetic organic hazardous
substances, the criteria used to define
observed release are not valid at sites
with natural sources of metals. Another

' commenter agreed and suggested that .
because of background levels of
inorganic elements, the proposed HRS
could identify as an observed release
concentrations unrelated to mining
activities.
. EPA recognizes that natural
background concentrations of metals in
soil or rocks can affect the measured

concentration necessary to establish an
observed release at a mining waste site.
This consideration is reflected in the
requirement that concentrations
significantly above background be
shown to establish an observed release.
Moreover. EPA has clarified the
observed release criteria in the final rule
to explain that they specify minimum
differences necessary to establish an
observed release by chemical analysis.

Several commenters questioned the
treatment of metals in the ground water
mobility factor. One commenter. stated
that the proposed HRS is biased against
mining waste sites because it gives
greater consideration to the accurate
assessment of the mobility of organic
substances than to that of naturally
occurring "*"*»!« The commenter noted
that the proposed persistence factor for
the surface water migration pathway
accounts for the degradation of
hazardous substances in the •'
environment through four processes.
None of these processes, according to
the commenter. applies to metallic
elements, which received a default value
of 3 (the highest possible score for
persistence). Another commenter stated
that decreased mobility was considered
only for organic compounds, even
though inorganic compounds are
immobile in some situations.

One commenter stated that adding a
metals mobility factor, as EPA's. Science
Advisory Board (SAB) recommended,
would allow the HRS to reflect more
accurately the potential for metallic
elements to migrate in the aqueous
phase. Two commenters were concerned
that metals would be assigned a "worst-
case" default value for mobility. On the
other hand, another commenter stated
that consideration of the mobility of .
metals in the revised HRS would at.least
partially rectify the bias in the current
HRS against high-volume, low-
concentration mining wastes.

• A number of these commenters
appear to have misunderstood the
proposed rule. Metals were not
automatically assigned the maximum .
val • ie as a default in the ground water
mobility factor, but rather were assigned
values based on their coefficient of
aqueous migration. The final rule
automatically assigns the maximum
vahie for mobility only to metals
establishing an observed release by
chemical analysis, which is the same
way organics and nonmetallic
inorganics are evaluated. For metals and
cietal compounds not establishing an
observed release by chemical analysis,
mobility is based on water solubility
and distribution coefficient (KJ, the
same as foi organics and nonmetalli-
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involving fusil fuel combustion wastes.
These commenten generally agreed that
section 125 requires EPA to consider the
quantity and concentration of hazardous
constituents in fossil fuel combustion
wastes and that the proposed HRS had
not adequately addressed this

One conunenter supported the
Agency's proposal to allow
considers don of concentration data
when such data are available. Three
conunenters stated that the proposed
HRS would often assign fossil fuel
combustion waste sites high scores in
part because of the worst-case
assumptions or "default values" for

. certain factors (Le* hazardous waste
quantity, toxitity, target populations).
The commenten claimed that' fossil fuel
combustion waste sites receive high
scores merely because of the large
quantity of waste, although this waste
presents no significant adverse
environmental effects, and that these
high scores are inconsistent with EPA's
findings in the RCRA section 8002 study.
One of the three commenten suggested
that the proposed HRS retained certain
deficiencies of the original HRS, such as
assuming that all hazardous substances

' in the waste consist of the single most
toxic constituent in the waste.

EPA does not believe that the
approach taken m the final rale creates
a bias against fossil fuel combustion
wastes. Partly because concentration
data are considered in the final rule,
fossil fuel combtntion waste sites are .
not expected to score disproportionately
high when compared with other types of
sites. The HRS assumes that it is not
possible to determine in a consistent
manner the relative contribution to risk
of all hazardous substances found at
sites. Given this assumption, EPA has
determined that basing the toxicity of '
the combination of substances at a site
on the toxicity of the substance posing
the greatest hazard is a reasonable and •
appropriately conservative approach. In
many cases, the substance posing the
greatest hazard is not several orders of
magnitude more toxic than other
hazardous substances at die site.
Therefore, the effect of this approach on
the toxidty factor value-^which is
evaluated in one order of magnitude
scoring categories— is not as great as
some commenten have suggested (see
also section m D). In addition, as noted
above, wont-case defaults are not
assigned for mobility; population factors
have no default values.

Two commenten suggested that
because CERCLA section 125 contains
no statutory deadlines, EPA should take
as much time as necessary to

adequately respond. These commenten
recommended that EPA extend the
tiered approach of the hazardous waste
quantity factor to other factors to take
advantage of the extensive data on
fossil fuel combustion wastes generated
by the electric utility industry.

The Agency does not agree that the
tiered approach used in the hazardous
waste quantity factor should be
extended to other factors for fossil fuel
combustion waste sites (see also section
m K). EPA believes that creating a
separate HRS to score certain types of
sites would not allow the Agency to
provide a uniform measure of relative
risk at a wide variety of sites, as
Congress intended.

One conunenter recommended that
EPA consider using fate and transport
models currently under development to
incorporate quantitative representations
of specific processes and mechanisms
into the HRS. EPA carefully examined
this possibility and concluded that
although the use of fate and transport
models could conceivably increase the
accuracy of the HRS for some pathways,
collection of the required site-specific
date would be far too complex and
costly. Fate and transport models are
appropriate for a comprehensive risk
assessment, but not for a screening tool
such as the HRS. In addition, EPA's
review suggested that it would be more
difficult to achieve consistent results
among users of such models than with
the HRS. EPA points out that it used fate
and transport models to develop the
distance weighting factors used in the
HRS target calculations, and also that
the HRS incorporates several hazardous
substance parameters (e ,̂ mobility)
'and site parameters (e-g., travel time)
that are components of fate and
transport models.

Two commenten expressed concern
that the proposed HRS fails to account
for the teachability of hazardous
constituents as required by CERCLA
section 125: According to the
commenten, some hazardous
constituents pose no risk via ground
water because they will never be
released to that medium. Thus, even if
hazardous waste quantity and
concentration are considered
adequately, hazardous waste quantity
scores for fossil fuel combustion sites
wfll be erroneously high unless
teachability is considered as well.

EPA examined the availability of '
leachate data and the feasibility of using
such data for calculating hazardous
substance quantity for all types of
sources and wastes. The Agency '
decided against using leachate
concentrations because:

• Leachate data are not available for
all sources and wastes, and available
leachate data on high-volume wastes
and some landfills have limited
applicability for estimating the quantity
of teachable hazardous substances;

• Leachate data derived from lab
studies are limited and do not
realistically represent the universe of
field conditions such as heterogeneity of
wastes, chemistry of leachate, and
density and pore volume of disposed
wastes; and

• Any method for using leachate data
could not be consistently or uniformly
applied to all sites.

EPA also .examined the feasibility of
developing site-specific leachate data
for estimating teachable hazardous •
substance quantity for the ground water
migration pathway. EPA decided against
this option because reliable estimation
of teachable hazardous substance
quantity requires comprehensive
sampling of site-specific heterogeneous
waste, which would be prohibitively
expensive and not feasible. In some
'cases, sach sampling would be
technically unfeasible and unsafe.

EPA evaluated alternatives for
developing a surrogate for estimating

' leacbable hazardous substance quantity.
The Agency found that adding the
mobility factor to the ground water
migration pathway, based both on
solubilities and distribution coefficients
(K*s) of hazardous substances, and
multiplying it by the hazardous waste
quantity factor would be a feasible
alternative for approximating the
fraction of hazardous substance
quantity expected to be released to
ground water.
Q. Consideration of Removal Actions
(Current Venus Initial Conditions)

The original HRS based the
evaluation of factors on initial
conditions. In the preamble to the
proposed rule. EPA specifically
requested comments on whether sites
should be scored on the basis of initial
or cum. 't conditions. The principal
question is whether the effect of
'response actions, such as the removal of
some quantity of the waste, should be
considered when sites are scored. Initial
conditions are defined by the timing of
the response action; that is. initial
conditions are the conditions that
existed prior to any response action. For
sites where no response action has
occurred, initial and current conditions
are the same for evaluating sites.

Of the 25 commenten responding to
this issue, 15—including all industry •
conunenters—supported scoring on
current conditions. In the preamble of
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EPA will only consider removals
conducted before the SI in the HRS
score.

ft. Cutoff Scon
In die NPRM preamble, EPA proposed

that the cutoff score for me revised HRS
be functionally equivalent to the current
cutoff score of 2&S. The Agency also
requested comment on three proposed-
options for determining functional
equivalence:

• Option 1: Scon sites using both the
original and final rule, then use
statistical analysis to determine what
revised HRS score best corresponds to
28*

• Option £ Choose a score that would
result in an NPL of the same size as the
NPL that would be created by using the
original HRS; and

• Option 3: Identify the risk level that
would correspond to 2&5 in the original
HRS and then determine what revised
HRS score corresponds to that risk level

Some commenters stated that there
cannot be a functional equivalence if the
revisions have any ip«^pHg: They
argued that if the revisions meet the
statutory mandate to make the HRS
more accurate, the scores should be
different and. therefore, cannot be
related Several commenters supported
the use of a functional equivalent but
were divided about which option should
be used. One commenter stated that the
28J score should be evaluated to
determine whether it reflected minimum
risk levels. If it did, the commenter
suggested that a functional equivalent
would be appropriate and should be
determined using equivalent risk levels
(option 3), but also with an eye toward
keeping the NPL to a manageable size
(option 2).

Commenters not supporting the use of
a functional equivalent suggested a
variety of alternative approaches,
including:

• Establish the cutoff score based on
risk, without regard to the current cutoff
level or a functional equivalent;

• Leave the score at 2&S;
• Propose a new cutoff score and a

description of methodology in a public
notice with a 00-day public comment
period;

• Lower the cutoff score to provide an
incentive to responsible parties to '
undertake remedial efforts and make it
possible for sites where a removal
action has taken place to make the NPL,
thus reducing the controversy over
whether to score sites based on current
conditions;

• Raise the cutoff score by at least 20
points;

• Eliminate the present cutoff score
by creating categories of sites instead of

individual ranks as a means of
prioritizing NPL sites;

• Amend the NPL annually to include
only those sites that deserve priority
attention (045., orphaned sites) and are
likely to receive Superfund fJTinnring; or

• Rank .all sites showing any degree
of public health and/or environmental
risk on a relative scale and perform
remedial activities based on available
funding.
In addition, four commenters felt that
the cutoff score for the final rule should
not be fixed until the technical merits
and potential scores of representative
sites are tested and compared using
both the current and proposed HRS.
Further, one commenter noted that the
field test did not indicate the
relationship between the revised HRS
score for a given site and the current
score; another added that until mis
equivalency issue is clarified,
meaningful comment on any proposed
revisions cannot be made.

Based on an analysis of 110 test sites,
EPA has decided not to change the
cutoff score at this time. This conclusion
was reached after applying all three
approaches to setting a cutoff score that
would be functionally equivalent to 2&S.
In its analysis, the Agency scored field
test sites with both the original and
revised HRS. The data from these test
sites show that few sites score in the
range of 23 to 30 with the revised HRS
model. The Agency believes that this
range may represent a breakpoint in the
distribution of site scores and that the
sites scoring above the range of 25-30
are clearly the types of sites'that the •
Agency should capture with a screening
model. Because the analysis did not
point to a single number as the
appropriate cutoff, the Agency has
decided to continue to employ 2&5 as a
management tool for identifying sites
that are candidates for the National
Priorities List

EPA believes that the cutoff score has
been, and should continue to be. a
mechanism that allows it to make
objective decisions on national
priorities. Because the HRS is intended
to be a screening system, the Agency
has never attached significance to the
cutoff score as an indicator of a specific
level of risk from a site, nor has the
Agency intended the cutoff to reflect a
point below which no risk was present
The score of 2&5 is not meant to imply
that risky and non-risky sites can be
precisely distinguished. Nevertheless,
the cutoff score has been a useful
screening tool that has allowed the •
Agency to set priorities and to move
forward with studying and, where
appropriate, cleaning up hazardous

waste sites. The vast majority of sites
scoring above 2&5 in 'the past have been
shown to present risks. EPA believes
that a cutoff score of 2&5 will continue
to serve this crucial function.

TV. Secfion-by-Sectioo Analysis of Rule

Besides the changes discussed above.
EPA has made substantial editorial
revisions in the rule being adopted
today. Source characterisation is
discussed in section 2 of the final rule,
along with factors that an evaluated in
each pathway. These factors include
hazardous waste quantity,.toxicity, and
evaluation of targets based on
benchmarks. The order of presentation '.
of the pathways has been changed to
ground water, surface water, soil •
exposure, and air. Following the four
sections describing the pathways, a
section has been added explaining how
to evaluate sites that have radionuclides
either as the only hazardous substances
at the site or in combination with other
hazardous substances.

In general, descriptive text that -
provided background information has
been removed as have references and
data sources; the sections have been
rewritten to make the rule easier to nad
and to apply. The figures presenting
overviews of the pathways and the
scoring sheets have been revised
throughout to reflect changes in the rule
and assigned values.

This section describes, for each
section of the rule and each table, the
specific substantive changes; editorial
changes that do not affect the content of
the rule are not generally noted.

Section 1 Introduction .

The text explaining the background of
the HRS and describing the rule has
been removed. Definitions of a number -
of additional terms used in the rule have
been added for clarity. The definition of
"hazardous substance" has been revised
for clarification. The definition of "site"
has been clarified and now indicates
. that the ana between sources nay also
be considered part of the site. The
definition of "source** has been revised
to explain that those volumes of air,
-ground water, surface water, or surface
water sediments that become
contaminated by migration of hazardous
substances an not considered a source,
except contaminated ground water
plumes or contaminated surface water
sediments may be considered a source if
they cannot be attributed to an
identified source. In addition, the
definition of source now includes soils
contaminated by migration of hazardous
substances.
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Under the original MRS, the Agency
took the approach that all feasible
efforts should be made to identify
sources before, listing a site on the NFL
If, after an appropriate effort has failed
to identify a source, the Agency
believed that the contamination was
likely to have originated at the type of
source that would be addressed under
Superfund, such sites were listed.
Subsequent investigations after listing
have generally identified a specific
source. In some cases. EPA has not
listed contaminated media without
clearly identified sources because it
appeared the source of pollution wo'ild
not be addressed by Superfund
programs; an example of such a source
would be extensive, low-level
contamination of surface water
sediments caused by pesticide
applications. EPA has found this
approach to be generally workable and
will continue to evaluate, on a case-by-
case basis, whether sites with no
identified sources should be listed.

Where contaminated media with no
identified MIDCM exist, the final role
generally assigns a hasatdoui waste quantify
factor value to such contamination, with the
value depending on whether there are any
target* subject to Level I or Level n
concentration*. For contaminated sediment*
in the surface water migration pathway, if
there is a clearly denned direction of flow,
target distances are measured from the point
of obterved.sediment contamination that is
farthest upstream. For ground water plume*
and for contaminated sediments where there
i* no clear direction of flow, the center of the
observed ground water or sediment
contamination i* used for the purpose of
meaiuring target distance limits.

Section 2 Evaluations Common to
Multiple Pathways

This section covers factors and
evaluations common to multiple
pathways. The major changes to these
factors include: observed release criteria
have been revised; the toxicity factor
has been changed to a linear rather than
a log scale; scales for hazardous waste
quantity have been made linear and
expanded, and the hazardous waste
quantity minimum value has been
changed: the waste characteristics
factor category score is now obtained by
multiplying the factor values and using a
table to assign the final score: use of
benchmarks has been extended to all
pathways and to the nearest individual
(well/intake) factor; am1 the methods for
comparisons to benchm to have been
changed as have the benchmarks used.
The purpose of this part is to make the
rule less repetitious by presenting full
explanation* of the evaluation of certain
factors only once rather than in each
pathway in which they occur.

Exceptions related to radionnclldes are
noted throughout the rule and
referenced to Section 7.

Section 2.1 Overview. Introduces the
pathways and threats included in HRS
scoring,

Section 2.1.1 Calculation of HOS site
score. Provides the equation used to
calculate the final HRS score.

Section 2.13 Calculation of pathway
score. Indicates, in general, how
pathway scores are calculated and
includes a sample pathway score sheet
(Table 2-1).

Section 2.1.3 Common evaluations.
Lists evaluations common to all •
pathways.

Section 23 Characterize sources.
Introduces source characterization and
references Table 2-2, the new sample
source characterization worksheet

Section 23.1 Identify sources. •
Explains that for the three migration
pathways, sources are identified, and
for the soil exposure pathway, areas of
observed contamination are identified

Section 2.22 Identify hazardous
substances associated with a source.
Covers information previously provided
in the introduction to the waste
characteristics factor category.

Section 23.3 Identify hazardous
substances available to a pathway.
Explains which hazardous substances
may be considered available to each
pathway. For the three migration
pathways, the primary limitation on
availability of a hazardous substance to
a pathway is that the substance must be
in a source with a containment factor
value, for that pathway, greater than 0;
that is, the hazardous substance must be
available to migrate from its source to
the medium evaluated. For the soil
exposure pathway, the primary
limitation is that the substance must
meet the criteria for observed
contamination and, for the nearby
threat it must also be accessible.

Section 2.3 Likelihood of release.
Specifies the criteria for establishing an
observed release (discussed in section
m G of this preamble) and explains that
p tential to release factors are
evaluated only when an observed
release cannot be documented. Table 2-
3. which replaces Table 2-2 in the
proposed rule, provides the revised
observed release criteria for chemical
analyses for the migration pathways.
Table 2-3 is also used in establishing
observed contamination for the soil
exposure pathway.

Section 2.4 Waste characteristics.
Defines the waste characteristics factor
category.

Section 2.4.1 Selection of substance
potentially posing greatest hazard.

Explains how to select the substance
potentially posing the greatest hazard.

Section 2.4.1.1 Toxicity factor.
Explains how to assign toxicity values.
rhHTigM m me approach to scoring
' toxicity are discussed in section ID D of
this preamble. Table 2-4 (proposed rule
Table 2-11) has been revised to make
the assigned factor values linear rather
than logarithmic values; however, the
relationship among the values has not
changed. A provision to always assign
lead (and its compounds) an HRS
toxicity factor value of 10,000 was
added as a result of changes since the
time of the proposed rule in the way
EPA develops chronic toxicity values for
.lead (Le.. reference doses, in units of
intake (mg/kg-day), are no longer
developed for lead).

Section 2.4.13 Hazardous substance
selection. Lists which factors are
combined, in each pathway or threat to
select the hazardous substance
potentially posing the greatest hazard.
For each migration pathway, each
substance eligible for consideration is
evaluated based on the combination of
toxicity (human or ecosystem) and/or
mobility, persistence, and
bioaccumulation (or ecosystem
bioaccumulation) potential. The
substances selected for each pathway 01
threat are those with the highest
combined values. For the soil exposure
pathway, the substance with the highest
toxicity value is selected from among
substances that meet the criteria for
observed contamination for the threat
being evaluated. The use of
bioaccumulation in the selection of
substances in the human food chain
threat has changed as a result of the
structural changes discussed above. In
the proposed rule, only substances with
the highest bioaccumnlation values were
evaluated for toxitity/persistence; in the
final rule, the substance with the highest
combined toxicity/persistence/
bioaccumulation value is selected in the
human food chain threat of the overland
flow/flood migration component. For the
ground water to surface water'migration
component mobility is also considered.
This revised method better reflects the
overall threat.

Section Z43 Hazardous waste
quantity. Describes how to calculate the
hazardous waste quantity factor value,
as explained in section m D of this
preamble. The explanation has been
simplified from that presented in the
proposed rule, and a discussion of
unallocated sources ha* been added. A
discussion clarifying the method for
evaluating hazardous waste quantity in
the soil exposure pathway was also
added, and clarifying language on this
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the center ii determined based on
available data.

Section 3.0.13 Aquifer boundaries.
Descriptive text has been removed.

Section 3.0.13.1 Aquifer
interconnections. Descriptive text has
been removed as have examples of
information useful for identifying aquifer
interconnections.

Section 3.0.133 Aquifer
discontinuities. Descriptive text has
been removed.

Section 3.0.13 Kant aquifer.
Descriptive text has been removed, and
references to factors have been revised
to reflect changes in factors. Text was
added to clarify that karat aquifers
underlying any portion of the sources at
a site are given special consideration.

Section 3.1 Likelihood of release.
Descriptive text has been removed.

Section 3.1.1 Observed release.
Description of the criteria for
establishing an observed release has
been revised as discussed in Section ffl
G of this preamble.

Section 3113 Potential to release.
Text has been revised to reflect changes
in the factor* evaluated and to clarify
that karat aquifers underlying any
portion of the sources at a site are given
special consideration in evaluating
depth to aquifer and travel time.

Section 3.13.1 Containment.
Explanatory text has been removed and
the ground water containment table is
referenced. Only sources that meet the
minimum size requirement (i.e., that
have a source hazardous waste quantity
value of 0.5 or higher) are used in
assigning containment factor values.
This requirement has been added to
•ensure that very small, uncontained
sources do not unduly influence the
score. For example, a site might have a.
large, but highly contained source and a
very small, uncontained source: without
A minimum gize requirement, potential
to release could be assigned the
maximum value based on the very small
source, which could overestimate the
potential hazard posed by the site. If no
source meets the minimum size
requirement the highest ground water
containment factor value assigned to the
sources at the site is used as the factor
value. Table 3-2—Containment Factor
Values for Ground Water Migration
Pathway, has been simplified by
combining repetitious items and has
been moved from an attachment to the
proposed rule into the body of the rule.

Section 3.13.2 Net precipitation. A
new map has been added as Figure 3-2
to assign net precipitation factor values.
The equation for calculating monthly
potential evapotranspiration was
clarified. Descriptive text has been
removed.

Section 3.13.3 Depth to aquifer. As
described in section fa L of this
preamble, the depth to aquifer factor has
replaced the sorptive capacity factor
and is no longer combined in a matrix
with hydraulic conductivity for scoring.
Table 3^5 is new and provides the factor
values. The depth to aquifer factor .
reflects the geocnemical retardation
capacity of the subsurface materials,
which generally increases as the depth
increases. Depth to aquifer factor values
are assigned to three depth ranges.
Clarifying language was added related
to karst aquifers.

Section 3.13.4 Travel time. As
discussed in section m L of this
preamble, mis factor replaces the depth
to aquifer/hydraulic conductivity factor
and is based on the least conductive
layer(s) rather than on the conductivities
of all layers between the hazardous
substances and the aquifer. Table 3-7
has been revised to reflect these
changes. Table 3-5 from the proposed
rule has been renumbered as Table 3-6.
Text on how to obtain information to
score this factor has been removed.
Clarifying language was added related
to karst aquifers.

Section 3.133 Calculation of
potential to release factor value. Text
has been revised to reflect new factor

Section 3.1.3 Calculation of
likelihood of release factor category
value. New maximum value of 550
based on observed release has been
added. -

Section 33 Waste characteristics.
Descriptive text has been removed.

Section 33.1 Toxicity/mobility.
Descriptive text has- been removed.

Section 33.1.1 Toxidty. References
i 2.4.1.1.

Section 33.13 Mobility. As
discussed in sections in F and m P of
this preamble, the method for assigning
mobility values to hazardous substances
has been revised. Table 3-8 has been
revised. Mobility values are now linear
rather than categorical place holders
and are assigned in a matrix combining
water solubility and distribution
coefficients. Mobility values may now
vary by aquifer for a specific hazardous
substance. The maximum mobility vahie
is no longer assigned based on observed
release by direct observation. A factor
value of 0 is no longer assigned for
mobility, as had been the case under the
proposed rule, where categorical place-
holder values were used; because
mobility is now multiplied by toxidty
and hazardous waste quantity, assigning
a 0 value would result in a pathway
score of 0. This result could understate
the risk posed by a site with a large
volume of highly toxic hazardous

substances with low mobility.
Furthermore, given the uncertainties
about estimates of mobility hi ground
water and then- applicability in site-
specific situations, EPA determined that
a 0 value should not be assigned to the
mobility factor under any conditions.

Section 33.13 Calculation of
toxidty/mobility factor value. Text has
been simplified. Table 3-8 (proposed
rule Table 3-10), the matrix for assigning
factor values, has been revised to reflect
the linear nature of the assigned values.
Values for a specific hazardous
substance may now vary by aquifer.

Section 333 Hazardous waste
quantity. References 8 2.4.2.

Section 33.3 Calculation of waste
characteristics factor category value.
Text has been revised to indicate the
multiplication of the factors, the new
maximum value, and die table used to
assign the factor category value.'

Section 3J Targets..Text has been
revised to reflect the new names for
factors. Descriptive text has been
removed. Table 3-10 (Table 3-12 in the
proposed rule) has been modified to list
the revised benchmarks in mis pathway.

Section &3.1 Nearest well. Title has
been changed from maximally exposed
Individual Text has been added to
explain how to evaluate nearest wells
with documented contamination (at •
Level I and D) and those potentially
contaminated. Text was added to assign
Level D contamination to any drinking
water well where an observed release
was established by direct observation.
This section also explains how to
evaluate wells drawing from karat
aquifers. Table 3-11 has been renamed
and the factor values have been
changed. See section ID B of this
preamble for a discussion of the changes
to assigned values for this factor.

Section 333 Population. As
discussed-in section m H, population is
evaluated using health-based
benchmarks for drinking water. For
populations potentially exposed,
population ranges are used to evaluate
the factor. This section explains whom .
to count for population. Populations
served by wells whose water is blended
with that from other drinking water
sources are to be apportioned based on
the well's relative contribution to the
total blended system. The rule includes
instructions on the type of data to use
when determining relative contributions
of wells and intakes. This change is
intended to reflect more accurately the
exposure to populations through
blended systems. The rule also includes
instructions on how to apportion
population for systems with standby
wells or standby surface water intakes.
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Section 4.1.1.1 Definition of the
hazardous substance migration path for
overland flow/flood migration
component Text hat been simplified

Section 4,1.1.2 Target distance limit
Explains target distance limits for sites
in general and adds an explanation of
how to calculate the target distance
limit for contaminated sediments with
no identified source. For these latter
sources only, whan there is a clearly
defined direction of flow, the target
distance limit is measured beginning at
the observed sediment contamination
farthest upstream; when there is no
clearly defined direction of flow, the
target distance limit is measured from .
the center of the area of observed
sediment contamination. Discusses the
determination of whether surface water
targets are subject to actual or potential
contamination. Also, text w'as added to
assign Level n to targets subject to
actual contamination based on direct
observation.

Section 4.1.1.3 Evaluation of the
overland flow/flood migration
component Explains that for multiple
watersheds, highest score assigned to a
watershed is used instead of summing
watershed scores as proposed.

Section 4.13 Drinking water threat
Descriptive text has been removed.

Section 4.13.1 Drinking water
threat—likelihood of release. Text has
been simplified to clarify when potential
to release factors need to be evaluated.

Section 4.13.1.1 Observed release.
Text has been revised to reflect the
changed maximum value.

Section 4.12.13 Potential to release.
Text has been revised to reflect the

I maximum value and has been

Section 4.12.13.1 Potential to
release by overland flow. Explains
when overland flow potential to release
is hot evaluated.

Section 4.13.13.1.1 Containment
Text has been revised to reflect changes
in the numbering of the containment
table. Only sources that meet the
minimum size requirement (i.e., that
have a source hazardous waste quantity
value of as or higher) are used it
assigning containment values. This
requirement has been added to ensure
that very small, uncontained sources do
not unduly influence the score. For
example, a site might have a large, but
highly contained source and a very
small, uncontained source; without a
minimum size requirement the potential
to release could be assigned the
maximum value based on the very small
source, which could overestimate the
potential hazard posed by the site. If no .
source meets the minimum size
requirement, the source with the highest

surface water containment factor value
is used. Descriptive text has been
removed. Table 4-2, Containment Factor
Values for Surface Water Migration
Pathwayi has been simplified by
combining repetitious items and has
been moved from an attachment to the
proposed rule into this section of the
final rule.

Section 4.13.13.13 Runoff. Text on
evaluating rainfall has been simplified
by removing explanatory references.
The runoff curve number has been
simplified by substituting a soil group
designation in its place. Table 4-4
(proposed rale Table 4-2) has been
revised to list only the soil group

tons. Based on analyses of
runoff and actual drainage ana sizes,
table 4-3 (proposed rale Table 4-3) has
been revised by changing the divisions
of drainage area size. Table 4-5
(proposed rale Table 4-4) has been
revised to reflect the changes related to
the use of soil group designations. Table
4-6 (proposed rule Table 4-5) has been
revised so that the heading in the table
reads Rainfall/Runoff Value; the values
assigned have been adjusted on the
basis of both the higher """ t̂wn value
assigned to the factor category and the
analyses described above. Explanatory
text has been removed.

Section 4.13.13.13 Distance to
surface water. Values assigned to
distance to surface water factor values
in Table 4-7 (proposed rule Table 4-6)
have been revised to adjust for the
higher maximum assigned to the factor
category.

Section 4.13.13.1.4 Calculation of
the factor value for potential to release
by overland flow. Has not been changed
except for assigned value.

Section 4.13.1.23 Potential to
release by flood. Descriptive text has
been removed.

Section 4.13.133.1 Containment
(flood). Text to Table 4-8 (proposed rule
Table 4-7) has been revised to
incorporate new language on required
documentation on containment. The
requirement for certification by an
engineer has been dropped. The new
documentation requirements have been
added to make the rule consistent with
RCRA requirements.

Section 4.13.1333 Flood frequency.
Values assigned to this factor by Table
4-4 (proposed rule Table 4-8) have been
revised to better reflect probabilities
and to adjust for the higher maximum
assigned to the factor category.
Descriptive text has been removed.

Section 4.13.13.2.3 Calculation of
the factor value for potential to release
by flood. Has been revised to reflect a
minimum size requirement for sources.

Section 4.13.13.3 Calculation of
potential to release factor value. Text
has been simplified, and the assigned
value has been changed.
.Section 4.13.1J Calculation of

drinking water threat—likelihood of
release factor category value. Text has
been simplified. The maximum vahie
has been changed, and the maximum for
potential to release is no longer equal to
the maximum for observed release.

Section 4.133 Drinking water
threat—waste characteristics.
Descriptive text has been removed.

Section 4.133.1 Toxicity/
persistence. Editorial changes have been
made.

Section 4.133.1.1 Toxicity.
References f 2.4.1.1.

Section 4.133.13 Persistence, fa
discussed in section HI F of this
preamble, several changes have been
made to this factor, including the
deletion of free-radical oxidation as a
decay process and the inclusion of
consideration of K» to account for
sorption to sediments. Table 4-10
.(proposed rule Table 4-9) has been
'revised to change the values assigned
from categorical numbers to linear
scales. The divisions among the half-
lives for rivers, oceans, coastal tidal
waters, and Great Lakes have changed
based on a study of travel time, and the
text has been modified to clarify die
procedure for determining whether to
base the persistence factor on lakes or
on rivers, oceans, coastal tidal waters,
and Gnat Lakes. A factor value of 0 is
no longer assigned for persistence, as
had been the case under the proposed
rale, where categorical place-holder
values wen used: because persistence is
now multiplied by toxitity and
hazardous waste quantity,, assigning a 0
value would result in a pathway score of
0. This result could understate the risk
posed by a site with a large volume of
highly toxic hazardous substances with
low persistence. Furthermore, given the
uncertainties about half-life estimates
and their applicability in site-specific
situations, EPA determined that a 0
value should not be assigned to the
persistence factor under any conditions.
The text has been modified to clarify
selection of an appropriate default
value Table 4-11—Persistence Values-
Log KOT has been added. Descriptive
text has been removed.

Section 4.13.2.1.3 Calculation of
toxicity/aersistence factor value. Table
reference has been changed to reflect
the change in numbering. Table 4-12 .
(proposed rale Table 4-10) has been
changed to reflect the multiplicative
relationship.
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tissue samples that can be used to
establish Level I contamination.

Section 4.1 J.3.1 Food chain
individual As discussed in section in M
of this preamble, this factor is new. This
section explains how to assign a value
to the factor.

Section 4.1.3.33 Population. Has
been changed as discussed in section in
M of this preamble.

Section 4.1.3.33.1 Level I
concentration*. Hie approach to
calculating this factor value has been
revised as discussed in section m M of
this preamble. The rounding rate has
been changed, the scoring cap was
eliminated, and the multiplier (i.e.,
weight) is now 10.

Section 4.L3J33 Level II
concentrations. Explains how to assign
values as discussed in section ID M of
this preamble. The rounding rale has
been changed, the scoring cap was
eliminated, and the multiplier (i.e.,
weight) is now 1.

Section 4.1.3.33J Potential human
food chain contamination. The approach
to calculating this factor value has been
revised as discussed in section m M of
this preamble. The rounding rule has
been changed, the scoring cap was
eliminated, and the multiplier (i.e.,
weight) is now 0.1.

Section 4.13.33.4 Calculation of the
population factor value. Text has been
revised to omit the maximum. The
rounding rale has been changed, and the
scoring cap was eliminated.

Section 4.13.33 Calculation of
human food chain threat—targets factor
category value. Explains how to
calculate the targets value. The rounding
rule has been changed, and the scoring
cap was eliminated.

Section 4.13.4 Calculation of human
food chain threat scon for a watershed.
Text has been simplified. The divisor
has changed.

Section 4.1.4 Environmental threat.
Descriptive text has been removed.

Section 4.1.4.1 Environmental
threat—likelihood of release* Section
references have been changed.

Section 4.1.43 Environmental
threat—waste characterisi, «.
Descriptive text has been removed.

Section 4.1.43.1 Ecosystem toxicity/
persistence/bioaccumulation. Text has
been revised to include the addition of
ecosystem btoaccnmulation potential as
a multiplicative factor.

Section 4.1.43.1.1 Ecosystem
toxicity. The approach for evaluating
ecosystem toxicity has been revised.
Additions have been made to the data
hierarchy (see section m J of this
preamble), and a default value of 100
was added to cover the situation where
appropriate aquatic toxicity data were

unavailable for all of the substances
being evaluated. Table 4-19 (proposed
rule Table 4-23) has been revised to
make the factor linear and to eliminate
the rating category of 0 (except when
data are unavailable for a given
substance); these chfngin make the
ecosystem toxicity factor more
consistent with the toxidty factor in the
other pathways and threats. Text was
added to clarify the evaluation, of
ecosystem toxicity for brackish water.

Section 4.1.43.13 Persistence.
Section references have been changed.
Clarifies how to evaluate persistence for
contaminated sediment sources, and
adds coastal tidal waters as a category
of surf ace water.

Section 4.1.43.1.3 Ecosystem
bioaccumulation potential. As explained
in section m J of this preamble, this
factor is new for this threat and is
evaluated similarly to (but with several
key differences from) the .
bioaccumulation potential factor in the
human food chain threat

Section 4.1.43.1.4 Calculation of
ecosystem toxicity/persistence/
bioaccumulation factor value. Section
references have been changed. Table 4-
20 (proposed rule Table 4-24) has been
changed to reflect the changes in the
values for the factors. Table 4-21,
Ecosystem Toxicity/Persistence/
Bioaccumnlation Values, is new and
assigns values for the combined
toxicity/penistence/bioaccumulation
factor.

Section 4.1.433 Hazardous waste
quantity. Section references have been
changed.

Section 4.1.43.3 Calculation of
environmental threat—waste
characteristics factor category value.
Text has been revised to indicate the
multiplication of the ecosystem toxicity/
persistence and hazardous waste
quantity factor values, subject to a
maximum, and the'further multiplication
of mat product by the ecosystem
bioaccumulation potential factor value,
subject to a maximum for this second
product, and to reference die table for
assigning the factor category value.

Section 4.1.4.3 Environmental
threat—targets. Descriptive text has
been removed.

Section 4.1.43.1 Sensitive
environments. Explains how to evaluate
sensitive environments. Table 4-22.
Ecological-Based Benchmarks for
Hazardous Substances in Surface
Water, has been revised as described in
section m H of this preamble. The
rounding rule has also been changed.

Section 4.1.43.1.1 Level I
concentrations. Explains the new
method of evaluating wetlands based on
wetland frontage, or, in some, situations.

wetland perimeter. Table 4-23, Sensitive
Environments Rating Values, has been
revised as discussed in section HI I of
this preamble. Table 4-24. Wetlands
Rating Values for Surface Water
Migration Pathway, has been added to
assign values to wetlands based on the
total length of wetlands. The scoring cap
was eliminated, and the multiplier (Le,
weight] is now 10.

Section 4.1.4.3.13 Level tt
concentrations. Has been revised to
reflect the method of evaluating >
wetlands. The scoring cap was
eliminated, and the multiplier (Le.,
weight) is now 1.

Section 4.1.43.1.3 -Potential
contamination. Has been revised to
reflect the method of evaluating
wetlands. The rounding rule has also
been changed, the scoring cap was
eliminated, and the multiplier (i-e.,
weight) is now 0.1.

Section 4.1.4.3.1.4 Calculation of
environmental threat—targets factor
category value. Has been revised to
remove the mMrimum from the targets
factor category. The rounding rule has
also been changed.

Section 4.1.4.4 Calculation of
environmental threat score for a
watershed Divisor for the threat has
changed. A cap of 60 was explicitly
placed on the environmental threat
score, which results in the same
maximum possible threat score as in the
proposed rule. (In the proposed rule,
environmental threat targets were
capped at 120, which resulted in an
environmental threat score maximum of
60.) However, in the final rule the targets
category is uncapped and can score
higher than 120 to compensate for low
scores in other factor categories.

Section 4.1.5 Calculation of overland
flow/flood'migration component score
fora watershed, Explains how to
calculate the score for the watershed.

Section 4.1.0 Calculation of overland
flow/flood migration component score.
Explains how to calculate the score for
die component based on the highest
watershed score (in the proposed rule
watershed scores were summed).

Section 43 Ground water to surface
water migration component As
discussed m section m M of this
preamble, this component has been
added to the rale to account for
contamination of surface water bodieb
through ground water migration of
hazardous substances. Thus, all sections
referring to this component are new.

Section 43.1 General
considerations.

Section 43.1.1 Eligible surface
waters. Explains the conditions that
must apply before this component is
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Section 43.3.33.4 Calculation of the
population factor value. Explains how to
calculate this factor value.

Section 433.33 Calculation of *
human food chain threat—targets factor
category value. Explains how to
calculate this factor category value.

Section 43.3.4 Calculation of human
food chain threat score for a watershed.
Explains how to calculate the score for a
watershed.

Section 43.4 Environmental threat.
Lists the factors evaluated.

Section 43.4.1 Environmental
threat—likelihood of release. Explains
how to calculate tins factor category
value.

Section 4343 Environmental
threat—waste characteristics. Explains
how to calculate this factor category
value.

Section 43.43.1 Ecosystem toxicity/
mobility/perslstence/bioaccumulation.
Explains now to calculate these factor
values.

Section 43.43.1.1 Ecosystem
toxicity. Explains how to calculate this
factor value.

Section 43.43.12 Mobility. Explains
how to calculate this factor value.

Section 43.43.1.3 Persistence.
Explains how to calculate this factor
value.

Section 43.43.1.4 Ecosystem
bioaccumulation potential. Parallels the
ecosystem bioaccumulation evaluation
in the overland flow/flood component,
except expands the species considered
as discussed in section in J.

Section 43.43.1.5 Calculation of
ecosystem toxicity/mobility/
persistence/bioaccumulation factor
value. Explains how to calculate this
factor value using Tables 3-8,4-29, and
4-30, which were added.

Section 43.433 Hazardous waste
quantity. Explains how to calculate this
factor value.

Section 43.43.3 Calculation of
environmental threat—waste
characteristics factor category value.
Explains how-to calculate this factor
category value.

Section 43.4J Environmental
threat—targets. Explain* how to
calculate this factor category value. .

Section 43.43.1 Sensitive
environments. Explains how to calculate
this factor value.

Section 43.4.3.1.1 Level I
concentrations. Parallels factor sections
in the overland flow/flood migration
component

Section 43.4.3.13 LevelU
concentrations. Parallel* factor sections
in the overland flow/flood migration
component. .

Section 43.4.3.1.3 Potential
contamination. Parallels factor sections

in the overland flow/flood migration
component except for addition of the
dilution weight adjustment

Section 43.4.3,1.4 Calculation of
environmental threat—targets factor
category value. Explains how to
calculate the value for the factor
category.

Section 43.4.4 Calculation of
environmental threat score for a
watershed. Explains how to calculate
tins threat score for a watershed.

Section 433 Calculation of ground
water to surface water migration
component score for a watershed.
Explains how to calculate a watershed
score for this component

Section 43.8 Calculation of ground
water to surface water migration
component score. Explains how to
calculate this score based on die scores
for watersheds evaluated for this
component.

Section 4.3 Calculation of surface
water migration pathway score.
Explains how to assign the pathway
score.

In addition to the above noted
changes, the recreational use threat has
been eliminated. The drinking water use
and other use factors have also been
eliminated as have the tables (4-12 and
4-13 in the proposed rule) that related to
scoring these factors. Figures 4-1,4-2,
and 4-3 as well as Tables 4-15, and 4-17
through 4-22 from the proposed rule
have been eliminated.

Sections Soil Exposure Pathway

The soil exposure pathway evaluates
threats resulting from contamination of
surface material. The major changes
specific to this pathway include revision
of the name of the pathway: elimination
of children under seven as a population
that must be counted and evaluated
separately, addition of hazardous waste
quantity to the waste characteristics
factor category; inclusion of workers in
the evaluation of resident population
targets; weighting of resident population
based on benchmarks: inclusion of die .
nearest individual factor in both the
resident and nearby targets factor •
category; inclusion of a resources factor
in the resident population evaluation:
and revisions to the sensitive
environments factor.

Section 5J) Soil Exposure Pathway.
The name of the pathway has been
changed from onsite exposure to soil'
exposure. Descriptive text has been
removed. Figure 5-1 has been revised to
reflect revisions to the factors
evaluated. Table 5-1 has'been revised to
reflect the new factor category values
throughout which were made more
consistent with the other pathways.

Section 5.0.1 General
considerations. Has been revised to
reflect the redefinition of source,
discussed in section m N of this
preamble. The methods for establishing
areas of observed contamination and for
determining the hazardous substances
associated with an area of observed
contamination have been clarified. The
instructions have been revised to make
clear that any part of a site that is
covered by a permanent or otherwise
maintained impermeable material such
as asphalt is not considered in
evaluating the pathway.

Section 5.1. Resident population
threat Has been revised to specify
when the resident population threat
should be evaluated. The requirements
state that this threat is scored when
there is an area of observed
contamination within the property
boundary and within 200 feet of a
residence, school day care center, or
workplace, or within the boundaries of
terrestrial sensitive environments and
specified resources.

Section 5.1.1 Likelihood of exposure.
Text has been simplified.

Section 5.13 Waste characteristics.
Evaluation of waste characteristics has
been changed to include hazardous
waste quantity as well as toxicity.
Hazardous waste quantity was added to
the factor category in response to
comments that the pathway did not
consider the dose relationship: the
combination of hazardous waste
quantity and toxicity is a surrogate for
that relationship and makes the
pathway mote consistent with the rest
of the rule. The text has been revised to
reflect the change.

Section 5.13.1 Toxicity. References
the section explaining how to assign
toxicity factor values.

Section 5.133 Hazardous waste
quantity. This section Is new and
explains how to assign a value to this
factor. Table 5-2, Hazardous Waste
Quantity Evaluation Equations for Soil
Exposure Pathway, is a revision of
Table 2-14 from the proposed rule. This
table differs from Table 2-5 of the final
rule because generally only the top two
feet of an area of observed
contamination are considered in
evaluating the pathway. Landfills,
contaminated soils, waste piles, kind
treatment areas, dry surface
impoundments, and buried/backfilled
surface Impoundments, which can be
evaluated based on their volume in
Table 2-5, are evaluated for this
pathway using the area measure
because the area measure now has a
two-foot depth built into the equation.
Surface impoundments containing
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Section 64 Air Migration Pathway.
Descriptive text hat been removed.
Figure 6-1 has been revised to reflect
revisions to the factors evaluated, and
Table 6-1 has been revised to reflect the
new factor category values throughout'

Section 6J Likelihood of release.
Mas been revised to eliminate
explanatory text and to add instructions
about which factors to evaluate for this
factor category.

• Section 8.1.1 Observed release. As
discussed in section mG of tMs
preamble! the specific criteria have been
revised.

Section 6.1.2 Potential to rebate. As
explained in section ID Oof this
preamble, the method for evaluating this'
factor has been revised. Gas potential to
release and particnlate potential to
release are evaluated separately. The
explanatory text has been removed-

Sectioa 6.13.1 Gas potential to
release. Explains how this factor is
evaluated. Table e-2 (proposed rale
Table Z-3) has been revised to apply
c.ily to the gas potential to release

-f iCtors.
Section 6.13.1 J Gas containment

Descriptive text has been removed.
Table 6-* (proposed role Tabk 2-6) has
been simplified. The depth requirements
and other containment requirements
have been revised based on public
comment, the field test, and a review of
recent Information on covering systems. .
Consideration of Uogas releases has
been added. Assigned values have been
revised and also reflect the revised
maximum value for the factor.

Section 6J3.13 Gag source type.
New source types have been added to
Table 6-» (proposed rale Table 2-«). and
the assigned values have been revised
As explained in section ID O of this
preamble, new source types and
subgroups for specific types have been
added, in response to comments and the
field test to make tins factor easier to
evaluate. Treatment of sources when no
source meets the minimum size has been
clarified.

Section 6.13.13 Gas migration
potential. As explained in section ffl O
of this preamble, this section has been
renamed and the approach for assigning
values changed slightly. This section

substance and subsequently to the
source using Tables 6-5.6-6, and 6-7.
Dry soil relative volatility has been
removed as a measure of gas migration
potential The footnotes have been
removed from Table 6-5 (proposed rule
Table 2-7) and the name has been
changed to "Values for Vapor Pressure
and Henry's Constant" The titles of
Tables 6-6 and 6-7 have been changed.
The values assigned have also been

changed to reflect the revised maximum
value for the factor category. Descriptive
text has been removed

Section 6.13.1.4 Calculation of gas
potential fa release value. Explains how
to calculate this value.

Section 6.133 Particulate potential
to release. Explains how this factor is
evaluated Table 6-8 (proposed rule
Table 2-3) has been revised to apply
only to the particulate potential to
release factors. •

Section 6.133.1 Particulate
containment. References Table 6-4
(Table 2-5 from the proposed rale). The
criteria and values assigned using this.
table have been changed as discussed
in section HI O of this preamble.
Considerations of depth have been
added for particnlates.. .

Section 6.1333 Particulate source
type. In response to comments, new
kinds of source types and subgroups of
source types have been added to make
this factor easier to score. The values
assigned have been revised to reflect the
changed fr^rtor category mmrimnm-
Treatment of sources when no source
meets the minimum size has been
clarified

Section 8.1333 Particulate
migration potential. Has been renamed.
Descriptive text has been removed
Proposed rule Figure 2-3 has been
simplified expanded and renumbered
as Figure 6-2. Proposed rule Table 2-6
has been renumbered as Table 6-10.

Section 6.133.4 Calculation of
particulate potential to release value.
Describes how to calculate this value.

Section 6.13.3 Calculation of
potential to release factor value for the
site. Text has been simplified and
modified to account for gas and
particulate potential to release.

Section 6.13 Calculation of
likelihood of release factor category
value. Describes calculation procedure.

Section 63 Waste characteristics.
Descriptive text has been removed

Section 63.1 Toxicity/mobility, text
has been simplified.

Section 63.1.1 Toxicity. Descriptive
text has been removed and 12.4.1.1 is
referenced

Section 63.13 Mobility, tit
explained in section in F of this
preamble, the scoring of this factor has
changed Gas mobility is now based
only on vapor pressure. The maximum
value assigned for particulate nobility is
no longer tne same *y *H^ jnaximuTA
assigned for gas mobility. The
particulate mobility values are assigned
based on Figure 6-3 or the equation in
the text along with Table 6-12. The
values assigned have been put on linear
scales to be consistent with the new
structure of die waste characteristics

factor category. The text has been
simplified

Section 63.13 Calculation of
toxicity/mobtiity factor value. Table 6-
13, proposed rale Table 2-12. the matrix
for assigning toxicity/mobility factor
values has been revised to reflect the
changes in values assigned to both
factors.

Section 633 Hazardous waste
quantity. Descriptive text has been
removed and f 2.43 is referenced

Section 633 Calculation of waste
characteristics factor category value.
The text has been revised to indicate the
multiplication of the component factors,
the new maximum value, and the table
used to assign the factor category value.

Section 63 Targets. The target
distance limit has been modified to
include targets beyond four mites when
an observed release extends beyond
that distance. Text has been added to
explain bow to evaluate populations and
sensitive environments exposed to
actual contamination. Text was added
to clarify that actual contamination
based on an observed release
established by direct observation should
be considered Level 1L Table 6-14,
Health-Based Benchmarks for
Hazardous Substances in Air, has been
added to list the benchmarks used for
this pathway. Table 6-15, Air Migration
Pathway Distance Weights (proposed
rule Table 2-16). has been revised to
reflect changes in the distance weights
discussed in section m O of this
preamble*

Section 63.1 Nearest individual. The
title has been changed from maximally
exposed individual As discussed above,
this factor is now evaluated based on
actual contamination and potential
contamination. The name of Table 6-16
(proposed rule Table 2-15] has been
changed and the values have been
revised based on changes to die
distance weights. Descriptive text has
been removed

Section 633 Population. Evaluation
of population based on health-based
benchmarks has been added as
discussed in section m H of this
preamble.

Section 633.1 Level of
contamination. Explains how to
evaluate population based on
concentrations of hazardous substances
la samples.

Section 6333 Level I
concentrations. Explains how to
evaluate populations exposed to Level I
concentrations. The scoring cap was
eliminated and the multiplier (Le*
weight) is now 10.

Section 6333 Level tt
concentrations. Explains how to
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not significantly disrupt domestic and
export markets.

To estimate the costs associated with
the final rale, a final economic analysis
entitled "Economic Impact Analysis of
the Revised Hazard Ranking System"
was prepared as an addendum to the
December 1987 economic impact
analysis (EIA) to incorporate new data.
As in the January 1988 HA, the total
annual cost of implementing the final
rule is estimated as a function of the
number of Screening Sis (SSI) and
Listing Sis (LSI) that will be conducted
annually and the unit cost of each. In the
January 1988 EIA, estimates of total
costs were developed assuming 1,130
SSls and 100 LSIs would be conducted
annually. The Agency now estimates
that 1.100 Sis will be conducted
annually (EPA is ho longer using the
terms SSI and LSI). The total annual
cost is estimated to be $78.8 million, the
sum of the cost of conducting 1,000 Sis
at a unit cost .of $55.000,70 Sis for NFL
sites (without monitoring wells) at a unit
cost of $100,000. and 30 Sis for NPL sites
(with monitoring wells) at a unit cost of
$160,000.

To estimate the incremental cost of
implementing the final revised version
of the HRS. die unit cost of conducting
all preremedial listing activities using
the current HRS from the January 1988
EIA is updated. That cost was estimated
to be $58.200 in the January 1988 EIA,
and was developed assuming the PA
had already been conducted. The 1988
estimate is a function of 480 hours of
Field Investigation Team (FIT) technical
time valued at $40 per hour and 30
samples being evaluated at a unit cost of
$1,300 per sample. To compate~<he costs
of the current HRS to those developed
above for the final revise* version of the
HRS, the FIT technical time is valued at
$50 per hour and each sample
evaluation Is estimated to cost $1,000.
The revised total cost of conducting all
listing activities beyond the PA for the
current HRS, therefore, is estimated to
be $54.000. In addition, the average level
of effort for a PA under the current HRS
is estimated to be 60 hours, and the unit
cost of the PA. assuming a $50 FIT •
hourly rate, is estimated to be $3,000.

Based on these revisions, the annual
cost of using the current HRS is
estimated to be $85.4 million, the sum of
the cost of conducting 2400 PAs at a
unit cost of $3400 ($8 million) and the
cost of conducting 1,100 Sis at a unit
cost of $54.000 ($59.4 million). Compared
to the current HRS. the annual
incremental cost of using the final
revised version of the HRS is estimated
to be $13.4 million. On the basis of this
evaluation, implementing the final

revised version of the HRS would not
constitute a major rale, because the
annual incremental cost of the final rule
is less than $100 million. No negative '
economic effects are anticipated from
this rule.

B. Regulatory Flexibility Determination

Appendix A of the December 1987 EIA
includes an assessment of the ability of •
responsible parties to pay the costs of
HRS scoring under the current HRS and
the three alternative scoring
mechanisms considered at that time.
That analysis evaluated the impact of
HRS costs under each ranking
methodology on the financial viability of
15 sample companies. Under that
analysis, only the smallest sample firm
(one with an average net income of
$53,700) was* expected to have difficulty
in paying the costs of conducting a
complete SI under each of the
alternative ranking scenarios. The new
unit cost of a complete SI developed
during the Phase I field test and used in
this economic analysis falls within the
range of costs already evaluated in
appendix A of the December 1987 EIA.
Given the previous analysis. EPA
concludes that most sample firms are
healthy enough financially to be able to
afford the expenditures associated with
HRS site inspections. Responsible
Parties (RPs) that are financially similar
to the smallest firm (Finn 15 in appendix
A of the December 1987 RIA), however,
do not have the assets or the income to
enable them to assume payments similar
to the estimates derived for the SI done
under the current HRS or the final
revised version of the HRS.

The Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980
requires that Federal agencies explicitly
consider the effects of proposed and
existing regulations on small entities
and examine alternative regulations that
would reduce significant adverse
impacts on small entities. The small
entities that could be affected by the
revisions to the HRS are small
businesses and small municipalities that
are responsible for hazardous wastes at
a site. Based on the updated analysis
presented here, EPA concludes that
using-the final rule is unlikely to result
in a significant impact on a substantial
number of small entities. As discussed
in the December 1987 EIA. this
conclusion is drawn because small firms
are no more or less likely to be
responsible parties than are large firms.

• In addition, when they are RPs, small
firms usually are one of several
companies responsible for a site and
probably would not bear the roll burden
of liability for HRS expenditures and
other cleanup costs.

C. Paperwork Reduction Act .
The information collection

requirements contained in this rule have
been approved by the Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) under
the provisions of the Paperwork
Reduction Act 44 U.S.C. 3501 et SB?-
and has assigned OMB control number
2050-0095.

Public reporting burden for this
collection of information is estimated to
be 620 hours per response, including
time for reviewing instructions,
searching existing data sources,
gathering and maintaining the data
needed, and completing and reviewing
the" collection of information. Send
comments regarding the burden estimate
or any other aspect of this collection of
information, including suggestions for
reducing this burden, to Chief,
Information Policy Branch, PM— U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency. 401 M
St. SW., Washington, DC 20460: and the .
Office of Information and Regulatory
Affairs, Office of Management and
Budget, Washington, DC 20503, marked
"Attention: Desk Officer for EPA."

D. Federalism Implications

E.O. 12612 requires agencies to assess
whether a regulation will have
substantial direct effects on the States,
on the relationship between the national
government and tie States, or on the
distribution of power and
responsibilities among -the various levels
of government EPA has determined that
this regulation does not have federalism
implications and that therefore, a
Federalism Assessment is not required.

List of Subjects sn 40 CFR Part 8M

Air pollution controls, Chemicals,
Hazardous materials. Intergovernmental
relations. Natural resources, Oil
pollution. Reporting and recordkeeping.
Superfund. Waste treatment and
disposal Water pollution control. Water
supply/

Dated: November & 1990.
WBmK. Ratty.
Aconuiatnstor.

40 CFR part 300 is amended as
follows:

PART 300— [AMENDED]

1. The authority citation for part 300
continues to read as follows:

Authority. 42 U.S.C. 9605: 33 U.S.C.
ISZtfcHZ): B.O. No. 117535. 38 FR 21243: EO
No. 12380, 52 FR 2923.

2. Part 300, appendix A is revised to
read as follows:
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Appendix A to Part 300—Tb* Hazard
Raiftns System
Table of Cooteots
List of Figure*
List of Table*
1JO. Introduction.
1.1 Definition*. •
24 Evaluation* Common to Multiple

Palhwaye.
24 Overview.
2.1.1 '^fl^TT^tiffn of HRS site score.
2.12 Calculation of pathway score.
2.14 Common evaluation*.

2X2 Identify hazardous substances
associated with a source*

2X3 Identify hazardous •ubstances
available to a pathway.

24 Likelihood of release.
24 Waatecharacteristica.
24.1 Selection of lubstance potentially

2444
24.12 H

factor,
snbsta itetectia

244 Hazardou* watte quantity.
24i2.l Source hazardous waste quantity.
24X11 Hazardous constituent quantity.
24X12 Hazardous wastectreem quantity.
24X14 Volume.
24X14 AIM.
24X15 Celcnlation of source hazardous

"waste quantity value.
24X2 CalculatioB of hazardous waste

. quantity factor value.
244 Waste characteristics factor category

value.
•24X1 Factor category value.
24X2 Factor category value, considering

S4i2 LevellcoooentratiaBS.
8A14 Level ffconcentoatton*.
3A24 Potential contamination.
34i8 Calculation of population factor

value.
344 Kesomce*.
344 Wellhead Protection Area.
34J Calculation of targets factor category

vahw.
3.4 Ground water migration score tor en

aquifer.
34 Calculation of ground water migration

pathway score.
44 Surface Water Migration Pathway.
41)1 Migration components.
402 Surface water categories.
4.1 Overland/flood migration component
4.11 General considerations.

4.111 Definition of hazardous substance
migraDon pan for overland/flood
nigntion conpoomt*

4.1.12 Target distance limit
4.113 Evaluation of overland/flood

4.12 Drinking walei threat
4.12.1 Drinking water threat-likelihood of

4.1,8.2.1 ToxJdty/persistence/
bfoaccnmulatioii.

41A2.11 .Toxicity.
4.14J.U Persistence.
4.13X13 ffioaccmnulaUon potential
414X14 Calculation of toxidty/

penistence/bioaccumulation factor
value.

4,14X2 Hazardous waste quantity.
4.14X3 Calculation of human food chain

threat-waste characteristics factor
category value.

1.144 Hun4144 Human food chain threat-targets.
4134.1 Food rfr«tn individual
41444 Population.
4144X1 Level I concentration*.
4.14.3X2 Level U concentrations.
414444 Potential human food chain

24 Targets.
244 Deteminatioa of level of actual

Mmt.mhi.twni f( f

»y 9 Comparison to
34) Groutd Water HflgraUon Pmtiiwty.
3A1 General consUeration*.

10.1.1 Ground water target distance limit
3A12 Anuihr bonndarles.
3A12.1 Aquiferintirconnectioiis.
3A1U Aquifer discontinuities.
SJJ4J Karstaqnirtr.

3.1 Likelihood of release.
SJ.1 Obwrved release.
3.12 Potential to release.
llil Containment
3.1&2 Netpredpitatkm.
3.1 A3 Depw to aquifer.
3.124 Traveltime.
3.124 Calculation of potential to release

factor value.
3.13 Calculation af.UlceUhood of release

factor category value.
3i Waste characteristics.
12.1 Toxldty/mobUity.

12.1.1 Toxicity.
12.1J Mobility.
3X13 Calculation of toxldty/moMity

factor vahut.
3A2 Haxardous waste quantity.
3.2J Calculation of waste characteristics

factor category value.
33 Targets.
34.1 Nearest well
3.3̂  Population*

34 il Leve1 of contamination.

4.1X1.1 Observed release.
4.1X12 Potential to release.
4.1X12.1 Potential to release by overland

flow.
4.1X1X1.1 Containment
44X1X12 Rnnoff.
4.1X1X14 Distance to surface water.
4.1X1X14 Calculation of factor value for

potential to release by overland flow.
44X1X2 Potential to release by flood.
44X12X1 Containment (flood).
44X12X2 Flood frequency.
44X1X24 Calculation of factor value for

potential to rebate by flood.
4.1X1X3 Calculation of potential to

release factor value.
44X14 Calculation of drinking water

mreatjtollhood of release factor
CltagQCy V4UBB.

Driokiogw.iterthra.it-waste

4144X4 Calculation of populabon factor
value..

41444 Calculation of human food chain
threat-target* factor category value.

4.144 Calculation of human food i-h^rn
mreat score for a watershed.

4.14 Environmental threat
4.144 Environmental threat-likelihood of

4144 Environmental threat-watte
characteriatics.

414X1 Ecosystem toxidty/perslstence/

4.1X24 Toxidty/pettlttence.
4.12X14 Toxicity.
4.12X12 Penlstaace.
44X2.13 CalculaUon of toxidty/

persistence factor value.
4,1.2X2 Hazardous waste quantity.
44X24 Calculation of drinking water

threat-waste characteristics factor
category value.

4.1X3 Drinking water threat-targets.
4.1X3.1 Nearest intake.
4.1A3.2 Population.
44X3X1 Level of contamination.
44X3X2 Levd I concentrations.
41X3X3 Level H concentrations.
4124X4 Potential contamination,
41X3X5 Calculation of population factor

value.
41.2,84 Resource*.
41X34 Calculation of drinking water

threat-targets factor category vahie.
41X4 Calculation of the drinking water

threat score for a watershed.
414 Human food chain threat

41X1 Human food chain threat-
likelihood of release.

4144 Human food chain threat-waste
characteristic*.

41.4X11 Ecosystem toxidty.
41.4X12 Persistence.
41.4X13 Ecosystem bfoaccumulation

potential.
414X14 Calculation of ecosystem-

toxidty/penittence/bioaccumulation
factor value.

414X2 Hazardous waste quantity.
414X3 Calculation of environmental

threat-waste characteristics factor
category value. .

4144 Environmental threat-tariete.
41444 Sensitive environments.
414X11 Level I concentration*.
4444.12 Level U concentrations.
414444 Potential contamination.
4144.14 Calculation of environmental

threat-target* factor category value.
4.144 Calculation of environmental

threat score for a watershed.
4MB Calculation of overland/flood

migration component score for e
watershed.

416 Calculation of overland/flood
migration component score.

42 Ground water to surface water migration

4X1 General Considerations.
4X1.1 Eligible surface water*.
4X12 Befinitton of hazardous subste

migration path for ground water to
surface water migration component

4X14 Observed release of a specific
hazardous substance to surface water in-

. water segment
4X14 Target distance bmit
4X14 Evaluation of ground water to

surface water migration component
4X2 Drinking water threat

42X1 Drinking water threat-IikeUhooi of
release.

4X24.1 Observed release.
4X2.12 Potential to release.

REFERENCE 1
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4-2 Overview of ground water to surface
water nugntkni '^^"iMfiifnt

*-3 SampUdetermlnetian-of ground water
to surface water angle.

5-1 Overview of soil exposure pathway.
6-1 Overview of air migration pathway.
5-8 I>articulate migration potential factor

values.
6-3 Puticafate mobility factor value*.
Us* of Table*

TabJemanber
2-1 Sample pathway scoreshaet

Sample source characterization

4-Z4 Wetlands rating value* for surface
water migration pathway.

4-25 Ground water to surface water •
t scoresheet
peraistenc* factor

igratioig
4-28 ToxIdty/

value*.
4-27 Dilution weight adjustments.
4-28 Toxidty/moWHty/persUtence/

hinu-mnmlaHan het

worksheet.
Observed r :riteriaforchemlca<

analysis.
2-4 Tojddty factor evaluation.
2-5 Hazardous waste quantity evaluation

equations.
2-6 Hazardous waste quantity factor

values.
2-7 Waste characterise! factor category

vahuM.
S-l Ground water migration pathway

- scoresheet
3-2 Containment factor value* for ground

water migration pathway.
3-3 Monthly latitude adjusting values,
3-4 Net pNdpttatlon factor vata*
3-5 Depth to aquifer factor value*.
9-* Hydraulic conductivity of geologic

materials.
3-7 Travel One factor vane*.
8-8 Ground water mobility factor vahiet.
8-8 Tooddry/mobility factor value*.
3-10 HesJth-ba*«d benchmarks for

hazardous Mbstanon m drinking water.
S-ll Ne«mt well factor value*.
8-12 Distance-weighted population value*

far potential contamination factor tat
• ground water migration pethway.

4-1 Surface water overland/Bood migration
component scoresheet.

4-2 Containment factor value* tor surface
water migration pathway.

4-3 Drainage area value*.
4-4 Soil group designation*. •
4-6 rUinfauVnmoff value*.
4-6 Runoff factor values.
4-7 Distance to surface water factor value*.
4-8 Containment (flood) factor values.
4-0 Flood frequency factor values. .
4-10 Persistence factor values—half-Ufa,
4-11 Penistenc* factor values-log K_
4-12 Tooddty/persistenee factor values.
4-13 Surface wster dilution weights.
4-14 DUutton^weighted population values

for potential rfln*^iminiHOT factor Cor
surface water migration pathway.

4-15 Hoaccumulation potential factor
• values.

4-18 Toxlcity/persistence/bioaccninulation
factor value*. -

4-17 Health-based benchmarks for
hazardous substance* in human food

4-2B Ecosystem toxidty/mobility/
persistence factor value*.

4-30 Ecosystem toxkity/mobility/
persistence/bio* ccunmlation factor
values.

5-1 Soil exposure pathway scoresbeet
5-2 Hazardous waste quantity evaluation

equation* for toil exposure pathway.
5-3 Health-based benchmarks for

hazardous substances in Mils.
5-4 Factor value* for worker*.
5-5 Terrestrial sensitive environment*

rating values.
5-8 Attractiveness/accessibility value*.
5-7 Area of ftrtti*<Tnftintiqi> factor value*.
5-6 Nearby population likelihood of

exposure factor values.
5-8 Nearby individual factor value*.
5-10

for nearby pop
population values

ition threat
6-1 Air migration pathway scoresheet
6-2 Gas potential to release evaluation.
8-3 Gas containment factor values.
6-t Source type factor value*.
6-5 Value* for vapor pressure and Henry's

6-8 Gas migration potential values for a
hazardous substance.

6-7 Gas migration potential values for the

4-18 Human food chain population value*.
4-19 Ecosystem toxidty factor values.
4-20 Ecosystem baldly/persistence factor

value*.
4-21 Ecosystem toxidty/persistence/

bioAocuniuleitioo factor vclucs.
4-22 EcologlcsJ-bsjed benchmarks for

hazardous substances in surface water.
4-2. Sensitive environments rating value*.

8-8 Partodate potential to release
evaluation.

6-8 Particulat* containment factor values.
6-10 Particulate migration potential vetoes.
6-11 Gas mobility factor value*.
6-12 Particulate mobility factor values.
6-13 Toxidty/mobility factor values.
6-14 Health-based benchmarks for

hazardous substances in ah-.
6-15 Air migration pathway distance

weight*.
6-18 Nearest individual factor values.
6-17 Distance-weighted population values

for potential contamination factor for air
pathway.

6-18 Wetlands rating value* for air
migration pathway.

7-1 HRS factor* evaluated differently for
radionucUde*.

7-2 Toxidty factor vanes for radionwUdes.
1.0 Introduction

The Hazard Ranldnt System (HRS) is the
principal mechanism ma US. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) uses to place site*
on the National Priorities List (NPL). The HRS
serve* as a screening device to evaluate the
potential for releases of uncontrolled
hazardous substances to cause human health .
or environmental damage. The' HRS provide*
a measure of relative rather than absolute
risk. It is designed so that it can be
consistently applied to a wide variety of

1.1 Definition*
Acute toxidty! Measure of toxlcological

responses that result from a single exposure

to a substence or from multiple exposures
within • short period of time (typically
several days or less). Specific measures of
acute toxidty used within the HRS include
lethal do*B» (life) and lethal concentration!*
(LCW). typically measured within a 24-hour to
98-hour period.

Ambient Aquatic Lift Advisory
Concentrat/ai* (AALACt): KPA's advisory
concentration limit for acute or chronic
toxidty to aquatic organism* as established
under section 30K*XD of the Clean Water
Act a* amended.

AmWeni Water Quality Criteria (AWQC):
KPA's maximum acute or chronic toxidty
concentrations for protection of aquattc Ufa
and Its use* as established under section
aotfeXD of the Clean Water Act, as
amended.

Aoconcentrafion factor (8CF): Measure of
the tendency for a substance to accumulate
to the tissue of an aquatic organism. BCF is
determined by the extent of partitioning of a
substance, at equffibrlum, between the tissue
of an aquatic organism and water. As the
ratio of concentration of a substance in fee
organism divided by the concentration In
water, higher BCF value* reflect a tendency
for substances to accumulate in the tissue of
aquatic organisms, (unities*).

BiodegradatioK Chemical reaction of a-
substance induced by enzymatic activity of

Ive Environmental
Response. Compensation, and Liability Act of
I860, as amended (Pub. L. 98-510, as
amended).

Chronic toxidty: Measure of toxlcologlcal
responses that result from repeated exposure
to a substance over en extended period of
time (typically 8 months or longer). Such
responses may persist beyond the exposure
ormay not appear untfl much later in time
man the exposure. HRS measures of chronic
toxidty include Reference DOM (RfD) value*.

Contract Laboratory Program (CLP):
Analytical program developed for CKRCLA
waste site samples to fill the need for legally
defensible analytical results supported by a
high level of quality assurance and

Contract-Required Detection Limit (CRDL).
Term equivalent to contract-required
quantitation limit but used primarily for
inorganic substance*.

Contract-Required QuonUtation Limit
(CRQL): Substance-specific level that a CLP
laboratory must be able to routinely and

is not the lowest detectable level achievable,
but ratherthe level that * CLP laboratory
should reasonably quantify. The CRQL may
or may not be equal to the quantitation limit
of a given substance In a given sample. For
HRS purposes, the term CRQL refers to both
the contract-required quantitation limit and
the contract-required detection limit

Curie (Ct): Measure used to quantify the
amount of radioactivity. One curie equals 37
billion nuclear transformations per second,
and one pfcocnrie (pa) equals Mr "Ci.

Decay product Isotope formed by the
radioactive decay of some other isotope. This
newly formed isotope possesses physical and
chemical properties that are different from
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Sit* Areefs) where • hazardous substance
has been deposited. •towd. disposed, or
placed, or hat othacwis* come to bt located.
Sudi area* may include multiple touroct tad-
may include the ana between source*.

Siqpj /odor /o/*» referred to o$ cancer
potency factor); Estimate of the prooabUity of
nsponie (for example, cancer) per unit
intake of • substance over • lifetime. The
dope factor 1* typically uted to estimate
uppeNbound probability of an individual
developing cancer as a result of exposure to a
particular level of a human carcinogen with a
weight-of-evidence classification of A. B. or
C. [(ing/kg-dayr'for non-radioactive
substances and (pCJ~ ' for radioactive
substances],

Source: Any area where a hazardous
substance has been deposited, stored.
disposed, or placed, plus those soils that have '
become contaminated from migration of a
hazardous substance. Sources do not include
those volumes of air, ground water, surface
water, or surface water sediments that have
become contaminated by migration, except:
in the case of either a ground water-plume
with no Identified source or contaminated
surface water sediments with no identified
source, the plume or contaminated sediments
may be considered a source.

Target ditiance limit: Maximum distance
over which targets for the site are evaluated.
The target distance limit varies by HRS
pathway. •

Uranium Mitt Tailing* Radiation Control
Act (UMTRCA) Standard* Standards for
radionuclides established under sections 102.
101 and 10B of the Uranium Mill Tailings
Radiation Control Act. as amended.

Vapor pretture: Pressure exerted by the
vapor of a substance when it is'in equilibrium
with its lolid or liquid form at a given
temperature. Foe HRS purposes, us* the value
reported at or near 25* C [atmosphere or
loir].

Volatilization: Physical transfer process
through which a substance undergoes •
change of state from • solid or liquid to a gas.

Water tolubility: Maximum concentration
of a snbrtanne in pure water at a given
temperature. For HRS purposes, use the value
reported at or near 25* C. (milligram* per liter

Wefght-of-evidence: EPA classification
system for characterizing the evidence
supporting the designation of a substance as
a human carcinogen. EPA welght-of-evidence
groupings include:

Group A: Human carcinogen — sufficient
evidence of cardnogenteity In humans.
Croup Bl: Probable human carcinogen —
limited evidence of cardnogeolcity in
humans.
Group BZ- Probable human carcinogen--
sufficient evidence of caicinogenldty in
animals.
Group G Possible human carcinogen —
limited evidence of cardnogenidty in

Group D: Not classifiable as to human
carcinogenldty — applicable when there
is no animal evidence, or when human or .
animal evidence is Inadequate.
Group E: Evidence "of noncarcinogenicity
for humans.

2JO EvaJuationt Common to Multiple
Pathway*

2.1 Overview. The HRS site scon (S) is
the result of an evaluation of four pathways:

• Ground Water Migration (S,,}.
• Surface Water Migration (S_).
• Soil Exposure (SJ.

* • Air Migration (SJ.
The ground water and air migration

pathways use single threat evaluations, while
the surface water migration and soil exposure
pathways use multiple threat evaluations.

• Three threats are evaluated for the surface
water migration pathway: drinldhg water,
human food chain, and eavisanraentaL These
threats are evaluated for two separate
migration components—overland/flood
migration and ground water to surface water
migration. Two threats are evaluated for the
soil exposure pathway: resident population
and nearby population.

The HRS is structured to provide a parallel
evaluation for each of these pathways and
threats. This section focuses on these parallel
evaluations, starting with the calculation of
the HRS site score and the individual
pathway scores.

2.1.1 Calculation of HRS site tcore.
Scores are first calculated for the individual
pathways as specified in sections 2 through 7
•nH then are combined for the site using the
following root-mean-square equation to
determine the overall HRS site score, which
ranges from 0 to 100:

TABLE 2-1.—SAMPLE PATHWAY
SCORESHEET

Factor cttogoiy

1. Obssned Retaast

a Uhrihood of n.UMi (Nqhar of

4. To
6.1 *fi

/Mobli|y

t-WuM
Quantity

2.1-2 'Calculation of pathway score. Table
2-t which is based on the air migration
pathway. Illustrates the basic parameters
used to calculate^ pathway score. As Table
2-1 shows, each pathway (or threat) score is
the product of three "factor categories":
likelihood of release, waste characteristics.
and targets. (The soil exposure pathway uses

of release.) Each of the three factor categories
contains a set of factors that are assigned •
numerical values and combined as specified
in sections 2 through 7. The factor values ate
rounded to the nearest integer, except where

. otherwise noted.
2.14 Common evaluations. Evaluations

common to all four HRS pathways include:
• . Characterizing sources.

-Identifying sources (and. for the soil
exposure pathway, areas of observed
contamination [see section SAlI).

-Identifying hazardous substances
associated with each source (or area of
observed contamination).

-Identifying hazardous substances
available to a pathway.

Targete
7. Nearest Individual

7a. Level I
To. Level II.
7c. PotoflMl Contvninftton „
7d. Naanst IndMdual Oighi

rnss7a.7b.or7c)..,
8. Reputation

8a. Level I

8c. r*otortW Contwittifition.,
8d Totsl Population (bias

9. Re
10.!

oa. AduaUainteinlnatoi

lOc. i

mum
value

11. Targets Ones 7d+M+9+lOe)~
12. Pattmay Score »the product of Uiaihood of

550
500

550

(a)
(a)
too

SO
45
20

SO

(b)
04
(b)

(b)
S

(b)
(b)
(b)

04
(b)

Value
as-

signsd

i Chmctafiriicsv wJ TwgvtVi <t-
vidsd by ezsoo. Pathway scares era smlted to a
maxinum of 100 points.

•UMknpm value apples to waste characteristici
category. Ins product of inn 4 and S is used h
Table 2-7 to derive the value for the waste chsrac-
Mnsfcs factor category.

paftM»
mmn [ft

score based solely on sensMw environ-
mmn [ft Mted to a maximum of 80 points.

• Scoring likelihood of release (or
likelihood of exposure) factor category.

-Scoring observed release (or observed
contamination).

-Scoring potential to release when there
is no observed release.

• Scoring waste characteristics factor
category.

- v a u a n g n t a y
-Combining toxidty with mobility.

persistence, and/or bioaccumulation
(or ecosystem bioaccumulation)
potential as appropriate to the
pathway (or threat).

. -Evaluating hazardous watte quantity.
-Combining hazardous waste quantity

with the other waste characteristics
factors.

-Determining waste characteristic*
factor category value.

• Scoring targets factor category.
-Determining level of contamination for

targets.
These evaluations are essentially identical

for the three migration pathways (ground
water, surface water, and air). However, the
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' • Soil exposure—resident population
threat

-AU haiardous substances that meet the
criteria for observed contamination at
the site (see section 5.O1).

•Soil cxposm*—nearby population threat
-AH haiardout substances flirt meet the

criteria for observed contamination at
arras with an attractiveness/
accessibility factor value greater than
0 (see section 5.2.1.1),

23 LauJihoodefnltat&lSbaaioodaS
nleas* Is a measnre of the likelihood that a
waste has ban or will be released to the
eauliuumeut The likelihood of release factor

650 tat a migration pathway whenever the
criteria for an observed release are met for
that pathway. If the criteria for an observed
release are met. do not evaluate potential to
release for that pathway. Whan the criteria
for an observed release are not met. evaluate
potential to release for that pathway, with a
maximum value of SOO. The evaluation of
potential to release varies by migration
pathway (see sections 3,4 and 8).

Establish an observed release cither by
direct observation of the release of a
hazardous substance Into the media being
evaluated (for example, surface water) or by
chemical analysis of samples appropriate to
the pathway being evaluated (see sections 3.
4. and Q. The miniraum standard to establish
an observed release by chemical analysis is
analytical evidence of a hazardous substance
In the media significantly above the
background level Farther, some portion of
the release must be attributable to the site.
Use the criteria in Table 2-3 as the standarc
for determining analytical •to'^ffe.nflih (Hie
criteria in Table 2-3 are also used in
establishing observed contamination for the
soil exposure pathway, see section 5A1.)
Separate criteria apply to radionnclides (see
section 7J.I).

TABLE 2-3.—OBSERVED RELEASE
CRITERIA FOR CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

An obMned release to estsbbhed as toaows:
* If the oacRgraund conoankatton Is not detected

(orlsleee than ft* detsotton ImM), en obsemed
nrieese Is eetansfhed vrtien the saniple mess*
uramsnt equals or exceeds Ihe sample quentrta-

* "-"? b*dg?Sd
J.

eeno*'*̂ !Pn. *qu*J'. .?.-**•OMds ttw dttKlion .Iwit tn ob9wsd ralMM to
<s»*ssheB **»n «» sample meesuemer* Is 8
thnes or nioie above Ihe background (jutuenlia
ten.

• If *» sample quantrtafen Ml (SOL) cannot be
HsbMied. detsmwwd » Aere Is an observed

-• He sample analysis «as pertamad under the
EPA Contact Laboratory fto»am, use the EPA

-If lie sample analysis Is net perfo
EPA Co

ed under the

JMI (OL) ki pave of the SQL
, use the detection

24 Watte characteristic*. The waste
characteristics factor category includes the
following factors: hazardous waste quantity,
toxidty. and as appropriate to the pathway
or threat being evaluated, mobility,
persistence* And/off btOsiccMfmisHoii for
ecosystem btoaccumulation) potential.

2A.1 Sefcctfco of substance poieniiol/y
potiag greoatt haxard. For all pathways (and
threats), select the hazardous substance
potentially posing the greatest hazard for the
pathway (or threat) and use mat substance in
evaluating the waste characteristics category
of the pathway (qr threat). For the three
migration pathways (and threats), base the
selection of this hazardous substance on the
toxidty factor value for the substance,
combined with its mobility, persistence, and/
or birxiccumnlatinn (or ecosystem
UoaccumulationJ potential factor values, as
applicable to the migration pathway (or
threat). For the soil exposure pathway, base
the selection on the toxidty factor alone.

Evaluation of Ihe toxidty factor is specified
in section Z4.1.1. Use and evaluation of the
mobility, persistence, and/or
bioeccnmulation (or ecosystem
bioaccnmulation) potential factors vary by
pathway (or threat) and are specified under .
the appropriate pathway (or threat) section.
Section 2jLLZ identifies the specific factors
that are combined with toxidty in evaluating
each pathway (or threat).

24.11 Toxicitf factor. Evaluate toxidty
for those hazardous substances at the site
that are available to the pathway being
scored. For all pathways and threats, except
the surface water environmental threat
evaluate human toxidty as specified below.
For the surface water environmental threat
evaluate ecosystem toxidty as specified in
section 4.14.2.1.1.

Establish human toxidty factor values
based on quantitative dose-response
parameters for the following three types of
toxidty:

• Cancer--Use slope factors (also referred
to as cancer potency factors) combined with
weight-of-evidence ratings for
cardnogenidty. If a slope factor is not
available for a substance, use its EDu value
to ettboate s. slope factot as follow*:

Slope factor -
6 (ED,.)

• Noncancer toxicological responses of
chronic exposure—use reference dose (RfD)
values.

• Noncancer toxicological responses of
acute exposure—nee acute toxidty
parameters, such as the LDw.

Assign human toxidty factor values to a
hazardous substance using Table 2-4. as
follow*:

% H JUD and stop* factor values are both
available for the hazardous substance, assign
the substance a value from Table 2-4 for
each. Select the higher of the two values
assigned and use it as the overall toxidty
factor value for the hazardous substance.

• If either an RfD or slope factor value is
available, but not both, assign the hazardous
substance an overall toxidty factor value
from Table 2-4 based solely on the available
value (RfD or slope factor).

• If neither an RfD nor slope factor value is
available, assign the hazardous substance an
overall toxidty factor value from Table 2-4
based solely on acute toxidty. That is,
consider acute toxidty in Table 2-4 only
when both RfD and slope factor values are
not available.

• If neither an RfD. nor slope factor, nor
acute toxidty value is available, assign the
hazardous substance en overall toxidty
factor value of 0 and use other hazardous
substances for which information is available
in evaluating the pathway.

TABLE 2-4.—Toxtcrrv FACTOR
EVALUATION

Reference dote (RIO) (mg/ktdsy)

RfD<OOWH ,.. .
00005 £ BIO < 0.005 ,., ,,..,.,
0006 i WO < 0.05
0,05 £ RID •f OB

M ~ on

A-er-
10.000
1,000
100
10
1
0

ftsssp_
0.05s SF

<OJS

Stops
factor not

S*"'O&sSF
<s

0.06 $SF

SF<a05
Stops

not

SO
0.5

<6
SF<O5

Stops
lector not
aualatils

10.000
1.000

100

10

•A, a and C refer to watahMf-evloenee catego-
ries. Assign substances «5fi * .eighuH-evidence
category of 0 (inadequate evidence of cardnogen-
idrVfor E fevftenceoflsck of esrdnogenidtFa
value of 0 for ceicinoge»fci>y.

'SF-StopefseBT . .
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-Ifthehazardoi iste exhibits only the
characteristic of toxidty (or only the
characteristic of EPtojddty), include
only the mass of constituents in the
hazardous watte that an CERCLA

snbetancee •"•̂  not the

TABLE 2-5.—HAZARDOUS WASTE QUAN-
TITY EVALUATION EQUATIONS—Concluded

mat* of the entice hazardous watte.
-If me hazardous waste exhibits any

other characteristic identified under
lection 3001 (including any other
characteristic plot the charactarUtic of
toxidty [or the cheracteristic of EP
toodtity]). include the mas* of the
•entire hazardous wute.

Based on this mass, designated as C. assign
a value for hazardous constituent qnentity as
follows:

• For the migration pathways, assign the
source a value for hazardous constituent
quantity-using the Tier A equation of Table
2-5.-

• For the soil exposun pathway, assign the
area of observed' contamination a value using
the Tier A equation of Table 5-2 (section
5.1*2). ^

If the hazardous constituent quantity for
the source (or area of observed
contamination) is adequately determined
(that is. the total mass of all CERCLA
hazardous substances in the source and
releases from the source (or in the- area of
observed contamination] is known or is
estimated with reasonable confidence), do
not evaluate the other three measures
discussed' below. Instead assign these other
three measures a value of 0 for the source (or
area of observed contamination) and proceed
to section 2̂ 2.15.

If the hazardous constituent quantity is not
adequately determined, assign the source (or
area of observed mHrttm.!^^ a value for
hazardous constituent quantity based on the
available data and proceed to section
2A2.12.

TABLE 2-5.— HAZARDOUS WASTE
QUANTITY EVALUATION EQUATIONS

Tier

A

B*

C»

ecnettuent

quanBt»(W)
OO

Surface
Impoundment

Surface
Impoundment̂

(buned/becMBsd)
Drums*
Tanks and
containers other
tian drums
Oantaminatedsol.

Area (A)..
LsndM-
Surface

impoundment "

Units

fc

a>

yu»
y«P
yd'

yu*
n«

FQyatlofl
lor

C

W/5AOO

y/sjno

V/2£

V/500
V/25

v/zsoo
V/2.S
v/u

/V3.400
A/13

Tier

Surface
ipoun
(buried/

MMed)
Land treatment—

Units

n«

n«

•ag.

•as?
A/13

A/270
A/13

A/34.000

• Do not round to neatest Msger.
'Convert volume to mass when necessary: 1

ton-2.000 pounds-1 cubic yard-4 drurm-200

• M acluel volume of drums is unavasaMe. assume
Jrum-SO < '
•Use land

area ol pie.

1 drum-SO gafegna.
.'Use lend surface area under pile, not surface

2A2.L2 Haxaidous wottettnam
quantity. Evaluate hazardous wastestream
quantity for the source (or area of observed
contamination) based on the mass of
hazardous wastestreams plus the mass of any
additional CERCLA pollutants and
contaminants (as defined in CERCLA section
101133], as amended) that are allocated to the
source (or area of observed contamination).
For a wastestream mat consists solely of a
hazardous waste listed pursuant to section
3001 of RCRA. as amended or that consists
solely of a RCRA hazardous waste that
exhibits the characteristics Identified under
section 3001 of RCRA. as amended, include
the mass of that entire hazardous waste in
the evaluation of this measure.

Baked on this mast, designated as W,
assign a value for hazardous wastestream
quantity as follow*

• For the migration pathways, assign the
source a value for hazardous wastestream
quantity using the tier B equation of Table
2-6.

• For me soil exposure pathway, assign the
area of observed contamination a value using
the Her B equation of Table 5-2 (section
S.1A2).

Do not evaluate the volume end area
measures described below if the source is the
unallocated source or if the following
condition applies:

• The hazardous wastestream quantity for
the source (or area of observed
contamination) is adequately determined-
mat is, total mass of all hazardous
wastestreams and CERCLA pollutants and
contaminants for the source and releases
from the source (or for the area of observed
contamination) is known or is estimated with
reasonable confidence.

If the source Is the unallocated source or if
this condition applies, assign the volume and
area measures a value of 0 for the source (or
area of observed contamination) and proceed
to section z.l£LS. Otherwise, assign the
source tor area of observed contamination) a
value for hazardous wastestream quantity
based on the available data and proceed to
section 24.2.1.3.

2.4.2.1.3 Volume. Evaluate the volume
measure using the volume of the source (or
the volume of the area of observed

contamination). For the soil exposure
pathway, restrict the use of the volume
measure to those areas of observed
contamination specified in section 5.1 JL2.

Based on the volume, designated as V.
assign a value to the volume measure as
follows:

• For the migration pathways, assign the
source a value for volume using the
appropriate Tier C equation of Table 2-5.

• For the soil exposure pathway, assign the
area of observed contamination a value for
volume using the appropriate Tier C equation
of Table 54 (section 5.1̂ 2).

If the volume of the source (or volume of
the area of observed contamination, if
applicable) can be determined, do not
evaluate the area measure. Instead, assign
the area measure a value of 0 and proceed to
section ZA2.1 A If the volume cannot be
determined (or is not applicable for the soil
exposure pathway), assign the source (or

i of observed contamination) a value of 0

ays, assign the
the appropriat

for the volume measure and proceed to
section 2X2.1.4.

2A2.1.4 Ana. Evaluate the area measure
using the area of the source (or the area of
the area of observed contamination). Based
on this area, designated as A, assign a value
to the area measure as follows:

• For the migration p
source a value for area using the appropriate
Tier D equation of .Table 2-S.

• For the soil exposure path way. assign the
ana of observed contamination a value far
area using the appropriate Tier D equation of
Table 5-2 (section SOA2).

2i4.i2.LS CaJculotion of source hazardous
watte quantity ro/oe. Select the highest of
the values ••̂ ••d to the source (or area of
observed contamination) for the hazardous
constituent quantity, hazardous wastestream
quantity, volume, and area measures. Assign
this value as the source hazardous waste
quantity value. Do not round to the nearest
integer.

2.4A2 Calculation ofluaardoia malt
factor vn/ue. Sum the

waste quantity values essigned to
all sources (Including the unallocated source)
or areas of observed contamination for the
pathway being evaluated and round this sum
to the nearest integer, except if the sum is
greater than abut less than 1. round It to 1.
Based on this value, select e hazardous waste
quantity factor value for the pathway from
Table 2-8.

TABLE 2-6.—HAZARDOUS WASTE
QUANTITY FACTOR VALUES

II Lulj • MMafA JMMÎ teu «ML̂nvmuuue wsvw tpjenvn/ vane

« , -.
i* to 100
GrteHf *itn 100 » iQ.QOO .:
(Victor ttw 10,000 to 1,000.000 ...
(Viator tien 1,000,000,,.' ' ,'

A3r'
0
1»
100

10,000
1,000,000

then 0. but less than 1. found H to 1 as i
k For me pamway.» hazardous consttusnt quanfi-

tlf Is not adaquatery determined, assign a value as
specified in (he text do not assign the va'ue of 1.
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with increasing distance or dilation within
the different pathways.

• Son the values for the three levels.
In addition, resource value points an

aatigned within all pathway* far welfare-
iclated impact* (tor example, impacts to
agricultural land), but do not depend on
whether there I* actual or potential
contamination.

£5.1 Determination of level of actual
contamination at a ignyitting location.

. Determine whether Level I concentrations or
Level D concentration* apply at a Mmpling
location (and thus to the associated targets)
a* folio we

• Select the benchmark* applicable to the
pathway (or threat) being evaluated.

• Compare Jhe concentration* of
hazardous *ub*tance* in the aample (or
comparable Mmple*) to their benchmark
concentrations for the pathway (or threat), a*
(pedfled in eection 2A2.

• Determine which level applie* bated on
this-compatison.

• If none of the hazardous substance*
eligible to be evaluated for the sampling
location ha* an applicable benchmark, assign
Level n to the actual contamination at mat
sampling location for the pathway (or threat).

In making me companion, consider only
those sample*, and only those haxardou*
substance* in the sample, that meet die
criteria for an observed release (or observed
contamination) for the pathway, except
tissue (ample* from aquatic human food
chain organism* may also be tued-a*
•pacified in sections 4.1.34 and 4A34 of the
surface water-human food chain threat If any

.hazardous subttaace is present in more than
one comparable aample for the sampling
location, nse the highest concentration of that
hazardous subitance from any of the
comparable sample* in making the
comparisons.

Treat set* of samples that are not
comparable separately and make a separate
comparison tor each such set

2A2 Compariton to benchmark*. Ute toe
following media-specific benchmarks for
tpaini^g the comparisons for the Indicated
pathway (or threat):

• Maximum Contaminant Level Goal*
(MCLGs) ground water migration pathway
and drinking water threat in surface water
migration pathway. Use only MCLG values
greater than a

• Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs)—
gnrand water migration pathway and
drinking water threat In surface water
n Cation pathway.

• Food and Drag Adminittratton Action
Level (FDAAL) for fish or shellfish—human
food chain threat in surface water migration
pathway.

• EPA Ambient Water Quality Criteria
(AWQC) for protection of aquatic life-
environmental threat in surface water
migration pathway.

• EPA Ambient Aquatic Life Advisory
Concentrations (AALAO—environmental
threat in surface water migration pathway.

• National Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NAAQS)—air migration pathway.

• National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP*)—air
migration pathway. Use only those NESHAP*
promulgated in ambient concentration units.
S -051999 0038(03X1 J-DEC-90-11:23:20

Sen Dtrattonfor

correspond* to me ItT* individual cancer risk
for inhalation exposure* (air migration

' pathway) or for oral exposures (ground water
migration pathway; drinking water and
human food chain threats in surface water
migration pathway! and soil exposure
pathway)^ .

toxicologlcal responses corresponding to the
RfD for mhalatf on exposure* (air migration
pathway) or for oral exposures (ground water
migration pathway: drinking water and
human food chain threats in surface water
migration pathway; and soil exposure
pathway).

Select the benchmark(s) applicable to the
pathway (or threat) being evaluated as
specified m sections 3 nrough 6. Compere the
concentration of each hazardous substance
from the sampling location to it* benchmark
concentrationfi) for that pathway (or threat).
Use only those samples t*^ only those
hazardous substances in the sample that
meet the criteria for an observed release (or
observed contamination) for the pathway.
except: tissue samples from aquatic human
food chain organisms may be uwd a*
specified in sections 4.1AS and 4A3J. If the
concentration of any applicable hazardous
substance from any sample equals or exceeds
its benchmark concentration, consider the
sampling location to be subject to Level I
concentrations for that pathway (or threat). If
more than one benchmark applies to the
hazardous substance, assign Level I If the
concentration of the hazardous substance
equals or exceeds the lowest applicable

concentration,
If no hazardous subitance Individually

equals or exceeds its benchmark
flftnf^niy^tiM^ bnt more ̂ t"1* one hazardous
aubstance either meets the criteria for an
observed release (or observed
contamination) for the sample' (or comparable
samples) or is eligible to be evaluated for a
tissue sample (see sections 4MAS and 4.13.3).
calculate the indices I and I specified below
based on these hazardous substance*.

For those hazardous substances that are

carcinogen weight-of-evidencs classification
of A, a or C). calculate an Index I for the
sample location as follow*:

•*• SQ
i-i

where:
QoConcentrstion of hazardou* substance i

in sample (or highest concentration of
hazardous substance i from among
comparable samples).

SQ^Screening concentration for cancer
corresponding to that concentration that
corresponds to its l(T* individual cancer
risk for applicable exposure (inhalation
or oral) for hazardous substance i.

n«Number of applicable hazardous
substances in sample (or comparable
samples) that are carcinogens and for
which an SQ is available.

POT those hazardous substances for which
an RfDU available, calculate an index | for
the sample location as follows:

I- 2
l-i

CR,

where:
(^Concentration of hazardous substance ]

in sample (or highest concentration of
hazardous substance \ from among
comparable samples).

CRj=Screening concentration for noncancer
toxicokigicdre*poii*MconMpondin>to
RfDforappfic m (inhalation
or oral) for hazardous substance J.

mstNumber of applicable hazardous
substances in sample (or comparable
samples) for which a CR, i* available.

If either I or J equals or exceeds 1, consider
the sampling location to be subject to Level I
concentrations for that pathway (or threat). If
both I and J an less than 1, consider the
sampling location to be subject to Level n
concentrations for that pathway (or threat).
If. for the sampling location, then an sets of
sample* that are not comparable, calculate I
and) separately for each such set and nse
the highest calculated values of I and I to
assign Level I and Level a
' See sections 7A1 and 7A2 for criteria for

radioactive substance*.

3.0 Ground Water Migration Pathway
Evaluate the ground water migration

pathway based on three factor categories:
likelihood of release, waste characteristics,
and targets. Figure 3-1 indicates the factors
included within each factor category.

Determine the ground water migration
pathway scon (S..) in terms of the factor
category value* as follows:

(LR) (WQ (T)

SF

where:
LR=Ukelihood of release factor category

value.
WC-Wa*te characteristic* factor category

value.
TwTargets factor category value.
SF'Scaling factor.

Table 3-1 outlines the specific calculation
procedure.

Calculate a separate ground water
migration pathway score for each aquifer,
using the factor category values for that
aquifer for likelihood of release, waste
characteristics, and targets/In doing so.
include both the targets using water from that
aquifer and the targets using water from all
overlying aquifer* through which the
basardous substances would migrate to nacb
die aquifer being evaluated. Assign the
highest ground water migration pathway
score that results for any aquifer as the
ground water migration pathway score for
the site.
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TABIE 3-1 .—GROUND WAIBI UraAnoM PATHWAY SCORESHEET

FastOT CetSQOfieS and leCIOrS

fcPotMtaltolWeiae: -

?t> Net Predptatav ,•-..... • • • • •
is D*f*tt\tr fapf** -
M TravtfTim , „ , • , • . . . . . .
it Potenttal to Rtftem HM*. 2p(St+*f-i-*<)) , - , , , ,, '

t1**t»m<fllfle1nase-fKMN>rof»w* 1 srdM) , - , - ', - - , , , - . - , ,. .! , , -
t̂fflM^k CV^MM,̂ M r̂ihWk ^™"

6 Hazardous Watte OiirWy
ft Waste Characurtrtft

Targets:
7 Nearest W**
a Population: .

da lew* 1 CnneMitnllam - -- ,
flb. infff B Ganoenfrifans
n i ruMM PmiisMii iiinn , - , , , ,
ft! PnpuMfon (Inn tls+flb+ta) _,----,--,.-,.- , — -, , . . . , „..,„,,

g fimoureiil

11 Temeti(inss7+M+9+1f)) ., .
OiiiuiiltriWlSfty^nnn'ftTnfSl'oran *.<iulCei

1£AqtftoScore[((kie*3v«i(11)/a2,S001> . , ,
4fe>taMUf*1to«^̂  MbM^Mjuh-A î̂ ^̂ u AWM^vrawm. mwffw wffpmffm rwmm**/ 4Mffv»

13. Padiaaj Score ffjj, (rHpheel value 1mm tMtttorift tquffun rvrtiHny '

Mk»

4SO

10
10
5
35

SCO
C50

MO

SO

n

40
g

20
«

100

too

V**
'~8"'J

'••v^^

> Mnknum fttut
•Da not round to

3A1 General antsidtsationt . '
34U.1 Ground water target distance limit.

The target dUUnct limit defines the
maximum di*tanc* from tha tonrce* «t th*
lite over which tuged in evilu*ted.U*e« .
Utget dictaiiM limit of 4 mito for the ground
water mi0ratioii pethwey( except when
aquifer ditconUnuttiM apply (tee section
3.0.1̂ 2). FutOienaote. rantMra any well with
an observed relcue from a «ouree at the cite
(«ee section 3.1 J) to lie within the target
distance limit of the site, regardless of the
welTs distance bom the aouces at the site.

For sites that consist aoWr of a
contaminated ground water plume with no
Identtfieo source, begin measuring the 4-mile
target distance limit at the center of the area

' of observed ground water contamination.
Determine the area of observed ground water
contamination based on available samples
that meet die criteria for an observed release.

&O1.2 Aquifer boundariet. Combine
multiple aquifers into a single hydrologic unit
for scoring purpose* if aquifer
Interconnections can be established for these
aquifers, i contrast, restrict aquifer
boundaries if aquifer discontinuities can be
established.

3JL1JZ.1 Aqaifer interconnections.
Evaluate whether aquifer interconnections
occur within 2 miles of the sources a: the site.
K they occur within this 2-mile distance,
combine the aquifers having interconnections
in scoring the site. In addition, if observed
ground water contamination attributable to
the sources at the site extends beyond 2 miles
from the sources, use any locations within the
limits of this observed ground water
contamination In evaluating aquifer
Interconnections. If data are not adequate to
establish aquifer interconnections, evaluate
the aquifers as separate aquifers.

Aquifer discontinuities. Evaluate
whether aquifer discontinuities occur within
the 4-mile target distance limit An aquifer

only when a.geolQglc» topographic* or other
structure or feature entirely taansects an
aquifer within the 4-Bofle target distance limit.
thereby creating • continuous boundary to
ground water Bow within this limit. If two or
more aquifers can be combined into a single

•Dh

aquifer discontinuity occurs only when the
atntctan or feature entirely transects the
boundaries of Ibis eis^fe hydnuoglc unit.

When an aquifer discontinuity is
established within the 4-mile target distance
Omit, exclude that portion of the aquifer
beyond the discontinuity m evaluating fhe
ground water migration pathway. Howevec if

ubst nitrate
an apparent discontinuity within the 4-mfle
target distance limit, do not consider this to
be a discontinuity in scoring the site.

3A.U Koist aquifer. Give a karat aquifer
that underlies any portion of the sources at
the site special consideration in the
evaluation of two potential to release factor*
.(depth to aquifer in section S.1AS and travel
time hi section 3.1.&4). one waste
characteristics factor (mobility in section
3.2.1.2). and two target* factors (nearest well
In section 1A1 and potential contamination
in section 34X4).

3.1 Likelihood of release. For an aquifer,
evaluate the likelihood of release factor
category hi terms of an observed release
factor or a potential to release factor.

3.1.1 Obten-ed release. Establish an
observed release to an aquifer by
dtimoastrating that the site has released a

.hazardous substance to the aquifer. Base this
demonstration on either;

oaotaisis one or more hazardous substances
ha* been deposited into or has been observed
entering the aquifer.

• Chemical analysis—an analysis of .
ground water aagptofroa the aquifer _
indica&e* that the ceocentradion of heurdoue
substances) has Increased significantly .
above the bacfcgroaad coRceotrathm for the
site (see section 2J). Some portion of me
slgnfficant lucjvsiee most be attributable to
the sit* to establish the observed release,
except when the tource Itself consist* of a
ground water phime win no identified
source, no separate attribution I* required.

Baa observed release can be estabfisbeo
for the egutfrr, ^*«fa" the aquifer an
observed release factor vabe of 550. enter
Has value m TaWe «. and proceed to
section llAIf anobserved release cannot be
established far the aquifer, assign an
observed release factor vahie of 0, enter this
value in Table 3-1. and proceed to section
3.12.

3.12 Potential to release. Evaluate
potential to release only if an observed
release cannot be established for the aquifer.
Evaluate potential to release based on four
factors: containment, net precipitation, depth
to aquifer, and travel time. For sources
overlying karst terrain, give any karat aquifer
that underlies any portion of the sources at

. the site special consideration m evaluating
depth to aquifer and travel time, as specified
in sections 3.124 and 3.12.4.

3.121 Containment Assign a
containment factor value from Table 3-2 to
each source at the site. Select the highest
containment factor value assigned to those
sources with a source hazardoa* waste
quantity value of OS or more (see section
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TABLE 3-6.- r OF GEOLOGIC MATERIALS

TypaotittMeM Idnufc

and towns radii
t • ffne-grairied.

i (no kern* tow pem»eb% sandstone;

Sands; sandy-alts: aadfcnails I
to-»

| and dotomlM (no I
or cffnpect

•aiJund'loneouB end insiaraomtaD ffiiht. psnaesble I t and attorn**

•Oo Ml mod 16

TABLE 3-7.—TRAVEL TIME FACTOR VALUES •

ftanaio Si»
100 to 800 1800

risetsi tiaii or equal to W*.

Less nan 10-* to 10-1. ts
s

as
as
15
fi

as
ts
s
1

25
15
5
1

as.
•» dajrih« aquifer* t»1sst or fees «r >. tor me I Lat tayen thai.andsne • portion of A* sources at tie «••• tant artgn • note ol

» OonWv onl» hwws «iMd 3 faM M*. Oo not «omid*r kym «r portom «f Myvs wtNn ft* M 10lM(ortt«(tapAlo«w

DateadM bavol time only «tkcrtkiM
vritbla XBdlaoftiwMareu «t die dU;

cont«aiin»tion «ttribaUble to «owc«» »t the
. site <xtBnd» note tiwnZniletbeyooddieM

•oofCMi, uM tfiy locAtioii wttnte too Units of
this observed groood writer eontamiiution
when evahwting tb* travel time' fictor for any
•qidfer that does not have an observed
release. If the necessary subsurface geologic
Inioraatioa is available*! Multiple hxatiom,
evaluate tte travel ttme fictar at eacb
location. Vie die locafiba bavtag tbe highest
travel time factor value to assign die factor
value for the aquifer. Enterthta*«lu« in .
Table 8-1.

3.1i5 Calculation of potential to nleatf
factor vaJof. Sum Ibe factor values for net •
pndjritathm. depth to aquifer, and travel
time, and multiply this am by (he factor
value for containment Assign (his product as
the potential to release factor vahie for the
aquifer. Enter this value in Table 3-1.

3.1.3 CoicalaUoiiofiaulilioodofrtlmue
factor cattgoiy ra/tw. B aa ebserved ideaae
is established for an aquifer, -tt&t the
observed release factor value at J50 as the

ny value for
_ i the potential

to-release factor .Value for that aquifer as the

assigncdm Table 8-L
Wattadtanctfnttia.&ah

waste characteristfci factor category for an
aqoifcr based on two factors: taxitity/
mobility and hazardous waste quantity-
Evaluate only thaw hetardons sohstancfs
available to orignte from the sources at the
sfte to ground water. Each hazardous
substances include:

• Hazardous substance* that meet the
criteria bran-observed release to ground
water.

• All hazardous substances associated
widi a source that his • ground water
containment factor value greater than 0 (see
section* Tfrg. 7? J.

12.1
hazardous substance, esclgn a toxidty factor
value, a mobility factor value, and a
combined toxidty /mobility factor value as •
specified in the foUowttg eactiooa. Selecl ttai
toxidty /mobility factor value for the aquifer
being evaluated asjpactfied to tectiao ailA

12.14 Taxicity. Assign a tosktty factor
value to each hazardous substance as .
spedfied in Section M.1J.

&2.U AfaAitoy. Assign a mobility factor
value to each hazardous substance for the
aquifer being evaluated as follows:

•- For any hazardous substance that meets
the criteria for an observed release by
chemical analysis to one or more aquifers
vaderiying die •oorces at the site, regardless
of the aquifer bains evaluated, assign a
nobility factor value of 1.

• For any hazardous substance that does
not meet the criteria far an observed release
by chemical analysis to at least one of the
aqoUen, assign that hatardon* substance a
mobBity factor value bom Table 8-«fcr the
aquifer being evaluated, based on its water
solubility and distributtoncoeffiaent (KJ.

• If the hazardous substance cannot be
assigned a mobility factor value because data
on its water solubility or distribution
coefficient are not available, use other
hazardous substances far which taformatioo
i* available in evaluating the pathway.

TABLE 3-8.—GROUND WATER Moaurv FACTOR VALUES •

WatwsotubStytmg/Q

Pr»tfliH s» IknAl* ,. i
<frtstfrftrt14ft , -
'ĵ tHr »«̂  1»» 100 „....„..._.,
Rrmkv man 0.01 «o1 ,
l«»s Pun or equal to Q<" , " ....'... ' ; . ' . _ . . . _ •

• OsHMk^coMUanlllUvnVA

Karrt«

1 •'.
1

.02
0.002
arto-«

i»

. 1
1

02
0.002
a«io-»

>ioio
1.000

OjOl
0.01
0.002
axio~»
Sxttr'

>«JOOO

£0001
. txoooi

2«10-»
2x10-'
2xW-»

•Do-not round ID ....
• Use M tw hszsnkMS substance is present or oepMiled as a Squid
«Use H the van Mena) from the SOUR* to the aquite being evdusM dfckanl
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.• ff mmw mnn di InHng water wells (i
subject to Level I concentrations, assign a
value of SO. ' '

• Ifnot.butifoneori
watts li subject to. Level n concentrations.

'.
water weus b

.
assign* vane of 45.

• .ffnone of the drinking
•abject to Lwel I or LeveMI concentrations,
assign a value as follows: '. •' • •

-Vane of the target aquifers is a leant •
•gutter that anderue**njr portion of
fee sources at the site and any wett

n thiskantdr drinkin ater te
aquifer within the target distance limit,
assign a value of 20. .

-if not determine the shortest distance
to any drinking water well, as • .-
measured from any souroe at the site .
wim a ground water containment .
fcctor vame greater than 0. Select •

.yahe fanTau>«-li based on this
. distance.. Assign ft as the value for me

• neeiest wall ffe^jt^i. . •.
• Enter the value assigned to the nearest wen
factor In Table 8-1. . '.

TABLE 3-10.—HEALTH-BASED BENCH-
MARKS FOR HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES
M-ORMKMQ WATER

Con-

If use me water. Exclude transient ...
r-r, ions sucli as costooiers and travelers
passing through the ana. Evaluate the
population based on me location of the water
•apply wells, not on the location of
residences, work places, ate. When • standby
weB to maintained on a regular basis to that
watercsnbswimdrawn.mcbdeitm
evaluating the population factor.

m estimating residential population, when
. tn« estimate is based on the number of
: residences, multiply each residence by the

average nmnbcr of persons per residence for
the county in which me residence to located.

In determlnmg the population served by a
weE if me water from the wen to blended
with other water (for example, water from
other ground water watts or surface wtfter
tntakct), apportion the total population :
regnla^ served by the blended system to me
weU based on the watt's lelative contribntion
to the total blended system.Injtstimating the'
wett's relative contribution, assume each wett
•Ukd iotaiw oootrioiitM i
the population acoordbi

>'ConoentaSon oomipondne » a
mupiContairtnantLsyatQolW*X&-m^ t.

tO.ttWl COVKMilMHOn VMl OOffMOOndV to.tttt 10*
mdMduat cariosr risk tar enl

.Screening concsneaioni f_
ori VMOOMM oDeTHponpho to VM RflfimiM
Dote (MO) tor oral wpOMM.

TABLE 3-11.—NEAREST WEU.FACTOR
• ; '• ''VALUES • • . . ' '.': •

relative contribution of any one well or
intake exceeds 40 percent based on average
annual pumpage or capacity, estimate the
relative contribution of the wells-and intakes
considering the following data, if available:

* Average annual pumpage from the ground
water weds and surface water intakes' In the
blended system. : •- "

• Capaotiesof me wells and Intakes to the

nuance torn eourae (nsss)

LaMl I oonovflnrilonc*«.
Lavrtlcuiioaurafcnr.

OMBMrmsnHtoH.
GraatartisnKtol-
Gi«atert«n11oa_
Giaaternsnttoa—
Oieatir.tian3to4_

SO
45
SO

For tystemt with standby (round water
wells or standby surface water intakes.
apportion the total population regularly
served by the blended system as described •
above, except • • <

• Exclude standby surface water intakes in
. apportioning the population.

• VVhen wing pumpage data for a standby
ground water weD, use average pompage for .
me period dating which me standby well Is
used rather nan average annual pannage.

• For that portion of the total population
that could be apportioned to a standby

d water well assign that portion
standby wett

of the
or topopulation either to that

the other ground water wettfs) and surface
rhrtakeMt ..... ' '

DMance does not appV-

population factor, inchtde mote -
served by drinking water weus within the
target distance limit specified In section
8A1J. For the aquifer being evaluated, count
those persons served by watts in nut aquifer
and mote persons i
overlying aquifers i _
Include residents, students, and workers who

i served by wells in
i as specified in section 9A

t] that serve (hat population: do
not assign mat portion of the population both
to the standby weD and to the other weO(s}
and intake(i} In the blended system. Use the
apportioning mat results in the highest
population mctor value. (Etmerincfaide aU
standby weU(t) or exctode some or an of the
standby weu(s) as appropriate to obtain this
highest vane.) Note mat the specific standby
wettM includedor excluded and. thnfc the
•peclfic apporUoomg may vary in evaluating
different aquifers and in evaluating me
•nriace water pathway.
SJil leva/o/caniamtert/oa. Evaluate

the population served by wster from • point
of withdrawal based on the level of

Jbf ftdt point of
Uaa Ae applicable factor j.evel 1
conceotrationai Level 0 ftTiiicflfttTaliiiUTt or

1 ̂ potential contamination.
If no *aniple« meet the criteria for an

obaarvtd rdeaae for a point of withdrawal
' end thereto no obeerved rebate by direct

obtervation for Oat point of withdrawal,
evaluate that point of withdrawal using the
potential contamination factor la section
8A2A ff there fe an observed release by
direct observation. ON level n
oonccntranoat for mat point of withdrawal
However, If -one or more samples meet the
criteria for an observed release for the point
of withdrawal, determine which factor (Level

. I or Level n concentrations) applies to that
point of withdrawal as specified in sections
1S.1 and tit UM the health-bated >
benchmarks from Table S-10 in determining
the level of contamination, Evaluate the point
ofwilhdrawaltoingtheUveU
concentrations factor In section 3 3X2 or the
Level II concentrations iactor bisection
&&U, as appropriate.

For the potential conhnrinatton factor, use
population ranges fat evaluating the Cactor as
specified In section 8JA4. For the Level I and
Level n concentrations factors, use the
population estimate, not population ranges, in
evaluating both factors.

i&U I«M//oancaa(nitiao(.8nmthe
number of people served by drinking water
from points of wimdnwal snbjact to Lwvd I
concentMtioos. Multiply-thi« torn by 10.
Assign this product at the vahM for (hit
factor. Enter 41s value in Table 8-1.

8JO3 UnlD eoncmilrmjCTM. 8am the
number of people served ly diinkmg water
Mm points of withdrawal snbject to Level D
eoacentrations. Dp apt iocrade those people
already counted cnder the Level i-. ' . .
concentrattons factor. Atdgnthit«»m as the
vahw tat mis actor. Enter this value in Table
8-1. . . . •

yj.24 Potential contamination.
Determine the number of people served by
drinking water from points of withdrawal
•Subject to p^yitia* contamination. Do not
mdade those people already counted under
the Level I end Level n concentrations
factors.

Assign dtotance-wiRJghted population
vamet from Tabla3-12tothts population as
foOows:

•Ute the "Karat" portion of Table S-12 to
atttgnvabes only for mat portion of the
populatioD served by po*1*** of wimdrawal
that draw drinking water from • karat aquifer
that underlies any portion of me sources at
the site. .

-for mis portion of me population,
• determine the number of people

Included within each "Kerst*' dlstanflg •
category m Table 3-U.
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both components ere scoted, select the ̂ t*ĵ i*>

of the two lean* tad assign tt a die surface
- water migration pathway •cot*.

4A2 Su/f«»woter categories. For HRS
purposes, classify surface water into four
categories rivers, lake*. oceans, and CMiUl
tidal waters.

Rivers fadnde:
•JsniBuatty flowing waters ban point of

•fr"yf 1O Iu0 OCMII OT to OOtUtu uQU
whichever comes first, and wetlands

i to these flowing i
i portions of disappearing

rivers.
• Man-made ditches only insofar as they .

perennially flow into other surface water.
. mtermittentty flowing waters and

contiguous intermittently flowing ditches only
m arid or senuarid areas with less than 20
inches of mean ammal precipitation..

Lakes include:
» Natural and man-made lakes Qnchidtog

impoundments) that Be along rivets, but
excluding the Great Lakes,

• Isolated, but perennial, lakes, ponds, and
wetlands.
- • Static water channels or oxbow lakes
contiguous to rivers.

• Small riven, without diking, that merge
into surrounding perennially inundated
wetlands.

• Wetlands contiguous to water bodies
defined here as lakes.

Ocean and ocean-like water bodies
fadnde:

• Ocean areas seaward from the baseline
of the Territorial Sea. (This baseline
represents the generalized coastline of the
United States. It is parallel to the seaward
limit of the Territorial Sea end other maritime
Emits such as the toner boundary of Federal
fisheries jurisdiction and the Umit of States
jurisdiction under die Submerged Lands Act.
as amended.)

• The Great Lakes.
• Wetlands contiguous to the Great Lakes.
Coastal tidal waters fadnde:
• Bmbayments. harbors, sounds, estuaries,

back bays, lagoons, wetlands, etc. seaward
from movms of riven and landward from the
baseline of the Territorial Sea.

4.1 Overland/flood migration component,
Use the overland/flood migration component
to evaluate surface water threats that result
fn aland migration of hasardous
substances from a source at the site to
surface water. Evaluate three types of threats
for this component: drinking water threat
human food chain threat and environmental
threat .

4.1.1.1 Definition of hatardoiutubtionce
migration pa& for o^oml/flpod migration
component. The hexardo ubsta
migration path fadudes both the overland
segment and the iii-water segment that
hazardous substances would take as they
migrate away from sources at die site:

• Begin the overland segment at a source
and proceed downgradient to the probable
point of entry to surface water.

• Begin the fa-water segment at mis
probablepoint of entry.

-For rivers, continue the fa-water
segment fa the direction of flow
(including any tidal flows) for the

distance established
,1,-. ,nf la tl^^lA *uisiaiiGB mm |eee

-For lakes, oceans, co

the target
M4JIJU).

ital tidal waters.
or Gnat Lakes, do not consider flow
direction. Instead apply the target
^yfr11"^ hmlt as an arc. /'1-Jf the fa-water segment Includes both
rivers and lakes (or oceans, coastal
tidal waters, or Great Lakes), apply the

fa-water segments.
For sites that consist of contaminated

sediments with no identified source, the
hazardous substance migration pan consists'
solely of the fa-water segment specified fa
section 4X12.

Consider a site to be fa two or more
watersheds for this component if two or more
hazardous substance migration paths from
die sources at the site do not reach at
point within the target distance limit If the
site is in more man one watershed, define a .
separate hazardous substance migration path
for each watershed. Evaluate the overland/
flood migration component for each
watershed separately as specified fa section
4.1JU3.

4.1.12 Target distant* linulTb* target
distance limit defines the maximum distance
over which targets are considered in
evaluating the site. Determine a separate
target distance limit for each watershed as
follows:

• If there is no observed release to surface
water fa the watershed or if then is an
observed release only by direct observation
(see section 4,1.2.14), begin measuring the
target distance limit far the watershed at the
probable point of entry to surface water and
extend it for IS miles along the surface water
from that point

• If there lean observed release from the
site to the surface water in the watershed,
that to based on sampling, begin measuring
the target distance mult for the watershed at
the probable point of entry: extend the target
distance limit either far 15 Bales along the
surface water or to the most distant sample
point that meets the criteria for an observed
release to mat watershed, whichever Is

that target as subject to actual

specified for fisheries fa section 4JA3
and for wetlands fa section 4.1A3J.1
If the actual contamination is based on
direct observation, assign Level n to
the actual contamination. However, if
the actual contamination is based on
samples, determine whether the actual
contamination is at Level I or Level n
concentrations as specified in sections
4XJA 4.1SA sou) 4,144.1.

-V a target is located, partially or wholly,
within the target distance limit for the
watershed, but not at or between the
probable point of entry and any
fjmpHi^g point that meets the criteria
for an observed release to the
watershed, nor at a point mat meets
the criteria for an observed release by
direct observation, evaluate it as
subject to potential contamination.

For sites consisting solely of contaminated
sediments with no identified source.
determine the target dUtancenndt as foBowK

• If there is a dearly defined direction of
Bow for the surface water body (or bodies)

abated sediments, begin

In evaluating the site, tadude only surface
water targets (for example, intakes, fisheries,
sensitive environments) that are within or
contiguous to the hazardous substance
migration path and located, partially or
wholly, at or between the probable point of
entry and the target distance limit applicable
to the watershed:

.» If flow within the hazardous substance
migration path is reversed by tides, evaluate
upstream targets only if there is
documentation that the tidal run could carry
substances from the site as far as those*
upstream targets.

• Determine whether targets within or
contiguous to the hi rdo nbsta
migration path are subject to actual or
potential contamfaation as follows:

-If a target to located, partially or wholly,
either at or between the probable point
of entry and any sampling point that
meets the criteria for an observed
release to the watershed or at a point
that meets the criteria for an observed
release by direct observation, evaluate

point of observed sediment contamination
that is farthest upstream (that is. at the
location of the farthest available upstream
sediment sample mat meets the criteria for
an observed release); extend the target
distance Umit either for IS miles along the
surface water or to the most distant
downstream sample point that meats the
criteria for an observed release to that
watershed, whichever is greater.

• If then is no clearly defined direction of
flow, begin measuring the target distance
unit at the center of the area of observed
sediment contamination. Extend the target
distance limit as an arc either for 15 mile*
along me surface water or to me most distant
sample point that meets the criteria for an
observed release to that watershed,
whichever is greater. Determine the area of
observed sediment contamination based on
available samples that meet the criteria for
an observed release.
Note that the hazardous substance migration
path for these contaminated sediment sites
consists solely of the fa-water segment
defined by the target distance Umit there is
no overland segment

For these contaminated sediment sites,
fadnde only those targets (for Mcample.
intakes, fisheries, sensitive environments)
that are within or contiguous to the
i««»»mi^i« substance migration path and
located, wholly or partially, within the target
distance limit for the site. Determine whether
these targets are subject to actual or potential
contamination as follows:

• If a target is located, partially or wholly,
within the area of observed sediment
contamination, evaluate it as subject to
actual contamination, except as otherwise
specified for fisheries fa section 4.1U and
wetlands fa section 4.1.4.3.1.1.

-If a drinking water target is subject to
actual mMmfmtiv, evaluate it using
Level n concentrations.
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llktlfhood of Release (LR)

Potential to Release
by Overland Flew
• Containment
• Runoff
• Rainfall
• Drainage Area
• Soil Croup

• Distance to
Surface Water

Potential to Release
by Flood
• Containment
(Flood)
Flood Frequency

Drinking Water |
Uastc Characteristics (UC) Target* (T)

I Toxiclty/Persistence
• Toxieity
. • Chronic
• Carcinogenic
• Acute

• Persistence
• Half -Ufe

Hazardous Uaste Quantity
• Hazardous Constituent Quantity
• Hazardous tfsstestrea* Quantity
• Volume
• Art*

X

Nearest Intake 1 1
Population | !
• level I Concentrations { ;
• Level I! Concentrations |
• Potential Contamination j
tesources j1

•

Human Food Chain 1
Uaste Characteristics (UC) Targets (T) I

ToKicity/Persistence/ftioaccuBulation
• Toxieity
• Chronic
- Carcinogenic
• Acute

• Persistence
- Half-life

• •ioaeeumulation Potential
Hazardous Waste Quantity
• Hazardous Constituent Quantity
» Hazardous uistestream Quantity

• Area

X

Food Chain Individual f
Population . |
• Level 1 Concentrations 1
• Human Food Chain |
Production |

• Level II Concentrations I
• Human Food Chain
Production

• Potential Human Food
Chain Contamination
- Human Food Chain
Production

Environmental
Watte Characteristics (UC) Targets (T)

» EcosystM Toiiclty/ • .
t Persistence/lioaccunilation .
• Ecosystem Toxieity
• Aabient Hater Quality .
Criteria

• Aabient Aquatic Life Advisory
Concentrations

• Persistence
1 • Half-life
' "*»I • Ecosystem gioaecueulation
Potential

Hazardous Uaste Quantity
• Hazardous Constituent Quantity
• Hazardous Uastestream Quantity
• volume
• Area

Sensitive Environments |
• Level 1 Concentrations j
• Level || Concentrations (

X • Potential Contamination j
M, i

FlOUtt 4-1
..i*VIEH OF SURFACE UATER OVERLMIO/FLOOD MIGRATION COMPONEHT

122
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UthesileisBinwcethseonewatarshed: cancentattoa for the site for that type tt either condition applies, enter a value of 0
.,<-,_,-. ^erlandjiaood of sample (see eectionZJ). toTabl»4-l and proceed to section 4.1A1A2

br«*ch --Umitcoaiparisons to startler types of to evalute potential ton - - - - -
of release, waste samples asdbackirpead neuheraMUes.tat>ceedl
^^ Is «L*^ »_ "^ ._ .. —•" r . *n»eaeî î  ••••fM *̂̂ «

watenbidst*aIuteAaadarig»ltute --Pbrkoddc samples. Bmtt

ĝĵ lJl,,̂  gl̂ ^ ̂ i«sja«B*«».4 -i-f,,-, ,,., rjient. ti|B

tnlnee^MJTiTs^ liiiii5Li'.'a\ij'lal'u«is"'" . when the site iteetf consists ol watershed. Enter this vetoetoTaWe4-l.
"" DriaUag water thnat—lHc£ho6d contaminated sediroents with no • U none of the sources is located in

_ .. . . .... „ ... Identtfied source, no separate surface water in the watershed, assign a
{>ctarcate«i»yiDveMbw*tenhediotamr attribution Ujequiwd, coottliiiMatbctorv^M from Table 4-2 to
of aaebMrvednleaMUctoror* potential to- ff«nobMtv^idMS«-ettbe«t)tUUied eachaoweeatthe«itetfiateanpotenttaHy
release lector. for a watershed. a«si(ii an obeanrodnlease release banrdou* substances to the

4.1A1.1 QbMrrao'nbase.BMablisa.aB lector value of SSO to that wMsabed. enter baxardo«s*«betano»nigratioapetli for this
cbtervedreleasetosariace water fora this value in Table 4-l..aiidfrooeed to waterstied.Assi(Dtlie«oatainaieiil&ictor
watersfaedbr<lemoa*tntiDgaattBecttohas section 4.U.U. If no observed release can be value for the watohed as follows:
released a hazardous substance to the estabUshed for the watershed, assign an

valaeofOtothat
deBonstrattononefthef; watershed, enter this value in T«Me *-X and

; .|»ce«tteiectioii4.lAii

bejedoatwocoiapontotepoteiHalto
reUasebyoveriandflow(seesecto» site o>eet* the adai-wasto
4Oilil) and potentiel to release by flood requfcen>ent.flien select the W^est
(•eesecnoacu.U2).£amae*ah.w{0r c^ujment factor »mf«a~ig«d to
th«. two eoevo«mt. to obtain the potofl^ tbesoorc«atthesiteetSfW. tobe

a*jectto«ii«Jm«i»«Iu««f50a
*1*"-1 »^«Wft'«*««V«»»w*«nrf wtaefcrlhefwfaribed. Biter this

value t Table 4-1.
ooeormor.b.OTdoesssb.taacwb, m n u _
the site to sorface water, demoDStrated S*wo»toaiSetwSt I>I™TO requirement tf Us sonrcehaiardous waste

ith that no^^^eaMbotMtend qnanttty vain* few section 2ArtS)si OS or

an

-Aaalvsbrof surface water, benthift or the watersheior except pptanttal to release by flood as
sedjaeataaiaples indicates that the • The overlajuUegment of the hazardous specified in aection4.LX.LU4.
coacentrettoftofhaiardoas substance mleratioo path for fte watershed 4.U.LU2 Banff. Evaluate mnoH baaed
substance(s) has increased exceeds Z miles be(ore surface water is on three components: rainfall, drainage area.
sIfairVanitTysbovethebacksnand .encountered. . and soil group.

TABLE 4-2.-ConTAJNMENT FACTOR VALUES FOR SURFACE WATBI MIGRATION PATHWAY

Assigned veto

Evidsnoe ot hazardous subsome nUgratlan from source area (Le, source ana tacMsa some and any i
NoevUsnoeofl ~ ~

WmelntslnedendneeMdcover. or (afancfci»MandiMinUlnedix»>^ouH»ulsyslsi»andnjriot
eg

M AB» one ot fte too kerns •> {•) pr
(e» Any too ot the-.tetawy ptessnt (1) mafcttlned enQheiied coxet; ct P> fanctDrtna and nartatasrt n«vo« comml aislem and

(d)AI Hems k>(O present.
M Al »M» In (c) prasenl plus no buik or norvcontsinerlad |k»Ms nor owMalsciinlska l̂reelquklsdsposeedln

^
and between taevs, andt • •

(frOn»or»ellliel8e^^osfclenc»Mpreaertlneonlalniî LO)bufc
rtspcseia l» souree ane. or (2>-no or non(unc«anfcig er nomneXitnxl mvoa-oDnuol system and noon inapeuwiiinl ayiln* or<3>
noornnnmelhtainedeiniiieeieiJocvef.. ' • • " • . . . . .

(g> None ot tie defctande* to (I) praesnL.

10

10

0
7

6
3

3

0
Soune area taeMe or undw. metatalned jntect structure that pro«ldei.prolscllon kom precipiwion so net "either rune* nor toechate Is

.generaMI. iquds or materials eortakyng Iree iquids not depoded In aoun»ai«a. and ksKtoiaqg and HMMataedMHinoonvot present
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Drainage area* Determine dw drainage
area for dw sources at dw sit0. fHraHn> bl ioit
drainage are* both the source areas and flu
UM upgradisnt of tiw sonnet, but exclude
any portion of tins drainage are* {or which
runoff is diverted from entering the source*
by stem MWWB or IUIMMI control ml/or

drainage area value for flic watershed from
Table 4-1

Soil group. Bend on die predominant toll
group within tin druiufft WM dMcnbco
above, assign • toffl group designation for the
watenhed from Table 4-4 u follow*:

• Select d* predominant soil group as diet
type which comprisea dw largest total arse
within dw.appUceble drainage area. '

• H a predaraliiarit soil group cannot be
denneated, select that toft group la the
drainage ana that yields the highest value for

combined ndnfaU/ranoff value for the
watershed from Table 4-5. baaed on tiw 2-
year. 24-hour rainfall and the toll group
designation. Determine the runoff factor
valae far the watenhed from Table 4-4
baaed on the rainfall/runoff and drainage
ana values. Enter the runoff factor value in
Table 4-1.

TABLE 4-3.— DRAINAGE AREA VALUES

50*0250.
150-

r than 2SO to 1400.
Greater than 1.000

TABLE 4-4.—SOIL GROUP DESIGNATIONS

Surface erf description

Coaise lartuMcl anas »>li Ngh InaV
flretjon

«or sample,
sen* loan* teem*

any toena, efts, aandy day toamaL
ne-tMMd sols wMtwjnrlM InnV
tration lalsa Clor eMiffplaj olaya*
sandy days. a% day loams, day
loeira, aMy days); or kivemwaMa

A

B

C

D

TABLE 4-5.—RAINFALL/RUNOPF VALUES

2-Year. 244wvr

Less man 1*. .
UtotoistiafiiJ.
1.5 to tow tan 24.

2S to toss than 3*.
3.0 to let* tan 3£.

Sol group deslQMton

TABLE 4-6.—RUNOFF FACTOR VALUES

RaWaViuMMvalua

1
4
15
as

for die potential to release by flood factor for
the watershed. However. It for this
watershed, no source at the site meets die
minimum sUe requirement, select the highest
value calculated for the sources at the site
euguHe to be.evaluateu for thia watershed •
and assign it as die value for this factor.

TABLE 4-7.—DISTANCE TO SURFACE
WATER FACTOR VALUES

4.L2.L2.U Dittanct to nufact water.
Evaluate the dutanca to surface water as the
shortest distance, along the overland
segnentt front any source wim a antface
water containment factor value greater dan 0
to either demean high water level for tidal
waters or the mean water level for other
surface waters. Baaed on this distance, assign
a value from Table 4-> to die distance to
surface water factor for the watershed. Enter
this value In Table 4-1.

&UJL8.14 Calculation of factor volt* for
potential to jwtoet by ovtrhndflow. Sum
the factor values for runoff and distance to
surface water for the watenhed and multiply
this sum by die factor value for containment
Assign die resulting product as die factor
value for potential to release by overland
flow for the watershed. Enter tills value in
Table 4-1.

4.UU.U Potential to rebate by flood
Evaluate potential to release by flood for
each watershed as die product of two factors:
containment (flood) ana flood frequency.
Evaluate potential to release by flood
separately for each source diet la widim die
•watershed. Furthermore! for each source*
evaluate potential to release by flood
separately for each category of floodplain fat
which die source lies. (See section 4.U.1JL2.Z
for the applicable floodplain categories.)
Calculate dw value for die potential to
release by flood factor as specified hi

Lees then 100 toet
100 feet to 500 feet ,
Greater than 500 lest to 1,000 taet—
Greater man 1.000 (set to &500 toet
Graator then %500-teat to 1£ nees -
Greater than 1.5 men to 2 mtos

25
20
16
9
6
3

4.L2.UJ.1 Containment (flood). For each
source witiiin die watershed, separately
evaluate dw <mnt.fa.fii*!* (flood) factor for
each category of floodplain in which the
source is pertiaUy or wholly located Assign a
containment (flood) factor vahw from Table
4-« to each floodplain category applicable to
diat source. Assign a containment (flood)
factor value of 0 to each floodplain category
in which dw source does not tie.

4.121,2,2.2 Flood frequency. For each
source witiiin dw watershed, separately
evaluate tite flood frequency factor for each

t of floodplain in which dw source is
1 or wholly located. Assign a flood
/factor value from Teble 4-0 to each

floodpiain category in which dw source to
located,
•4.12.1JJ4 Calculation of factor value for

potential to rebate by flood. For each source
widdn dw watershed and far each category
of floodplain tat which dw source la partially
or wholly located* calculate a separate
potential to rtVMv by flftifd factor value*
Calculate diis value as dw product of dw
containment (flood) value and die flood
frequency value applicable to dw source for
tiwOoodpUln category. Select tiw highest
value calculated for those sources diet meet
the minimum size requirement specified hi
section 4.1.2.120.1 and assign It as dw value

TABLE 4-8.—CONTAINMENT (FLOOD)
FACTOR VALUES

DoriBiiiintitton tat oot̂ eWVMnt *tf
ft* totiTct if (Montd, ffOfaftruc^
•d» opMiMo\ . tnd RMlnterincd to
PIWMI • Wevtmil of hflZeVdoM
aubetonoes by ttw food bring eval-
uated,

"•t* - , , , , - . . . . . . .

Assged

0

10

TABLE 4-9.—FLOOD FREQUENCY FACTOR
VALUES

Source toods
Source ei 10-year loodpWn.
Son* in 1C
Source hWO-yeer toodptoki.
NOIM Of •bO¥>.»< -•••'

so
so
25
7
0

Enter diis highest potential to release by
flood factor vane for dw watershed m Table
4-1. aa well aa die values for containment
(flood) and flood frequency diet yield diis
highest value.

4J4.1JU Calculation of potential to
rebate factor nthie. Sam die factor values
assigned to d» watershed for potential to
release by overland flow and potential to
release by flood. Assign diis sum as die
potential to release factor value for dw
watershed, subject to a maximum value of
SOa Enter diis value in Table 4-1.

4J4J4 Calculation of a^inking water
thnat-iasdihood of rebate factor category
value, tt en observed release is established
for die watershed, assign dw observed
release factor valae of 550 as tiw UkeUhood of
release factor category value for diet
watershed. Odwrwise. assign the potential to
release factor'value for diet watershed as die
likelihood of release factor category value for
dial watershed. Enter die vatae assigned in
Table 4-1.

4.1A2 Drinking water threat-watte
characteriitict. Evaluate die waste
characteristics factor category for each
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value for the watef*h*das*peoified to
secfion24A Eater ttsvahe la Table 4-L

al•a^4nHte

the hanrdmrs substance with Ihe highest
toddrj/peralstoQce betoM^oa for me

factor vatae for the drinking water flaeat for
the watershed. Biter this vahetoTabla 4-1.

44222 HaarAxawa&luaatay. ««««».waneviHuvacuriwaeBiiir
Assign a hazardous waste quanlKy factor tU watershed snbiect to a maxtouaiirodact

TABU 4-12.—Taoacrrv/feRStSTENCE FACTOR VALUES*

uetoi JimTaMs 1 T(MrHr» T llptn thn
^•MIM Tntw ttuiul na»M duinUuliUui
factor taMaorv for the watershed. Enter thu'HiMa*0a-aamvM

ff«i>jMu(is Meter wjlue

IB
HA
am

To** factor veto*

.10,000

10000
4,000
TOO .
7

1JOOO

1.000
400
70
a?

MO

too
40
7

007

tt

10
4
07

OJD07

1

1
a/4
OJOT

0X007

0

0
0
0
0

4UU coocatntfau orLcvd D conmilntko*. H

OOMKVMl XHMM B3T dtMCt wMmtkN& OM
UvdDoapontrafiaubrtfaatiatalc*.
Howwnr.iftheictMlcimtafflloadaaU

AnigD (be BMIM! intake factor • vilut *»
fallow* «ad«rtet«h«*»fc»taT*bU4^U

intak** ta tobiKt to Uwi I onBontattOM M
»iniftid fc «tcUop411,». Mriji« factor

dMatmia* wfalch levdapplU* far dw Intake

from MmplM (or ocapuabk MmplM} to
hMltlt-btMd benduuikt tt uwdfi^t to

«r tuodmu 8-10 («ectiao M.1) to
determining me Mvel of nwitsiBheHon from totakes.es

of the
i mini Lcvd Jl

(M« tectioa 4.1̂ 2). '

Uttr&atoMeet

mMt flw
Whan u

fcr«n
i»wbiectto«itad

nearest totake factor based on thedrtaktog
water intakes along me overland/flood

' noemlgrattoopalBforme
L _•.'— Ji, ,. >— f-|r , • S_M KptMOj BHaOM A

«is factor only tfney are used far

• If not. but if one or more oft
drtokhtg water totake* fa sabject to level H
concautniioos* Mitel • ffftff vdM of 45.

• If BOBtof nfMflrinnDf WBtarJBtwcM is
•^^ tp Lvrd lorUv^BooMj^Mlioitt.
CwtemOtt OKI BMVMI OK t»MA QnDlClBf W4\tW

aradftom the probable point
of entry (or from me point when

sediments with no Identified aowce). Assign
a dUutton weight from Table 4-11 to this
intake, based on the type of sorface water
body to which It is located, ttdttply mis
dibtton wetfit by to. round the product to
the nearest integer, snrt stsjgn ft as the factor

A*t|gn te dftdton wcifM from Table 4-13
a* fallow*:

TABLE 4-13.—SURFACE WATER DumON WEIGHTS

Mntaaltti

•orGraatLalH
Modmtodiplt ocean wn»« or Groat Lake—

••orQraatUhi
dnnto nUnp nne In OjuM floMrin0 iWorM

eneMrewtijMoi
On

jooo to l
IKUXW to 100.0

r Mn lOOflOO oti.
depOi not appicaBleM

no*nMapplcabl*,diptt)lm«»n20t
FkwiMteplclUe.
Fkm not appfc l̂*, i

1
0.1
ojn

OJDOI
OlOOOl
OMOD1
OtOOOl
0.0001

OJOQOOI
, itaptti ow«r Own 200 Met.

sech Mke as a sepanM tape of waMrbooV and saslona fflueon veUa seepecMed In Mrt.
» OB Ml nund to nesraeTtaMger.
•ds - cubic Met per second.

I
MA at ̂  Innei bguwtoy ot •• FedvatfcMw

4 1 Ou*o.
•nd taratevd Irani IMMBM of TvtHoiw SM.

jiMMon under the Submenjsd Lands Ad. as amended.

» For a riw (that to. Micfac* water body
types qieciBed to Table 4-13 as minimal
stream through very large-river), assign a
dilution weight based on the average annual
flow in the river at the intake. B available.

use the average annual discharg
In the US. Geological Survey Water
Resources Data Annual Report Otherwise,
estimate the average annual Bow.

• For a lake, assign a dilation weight as
follows:

-For a lake that has surface water flow
entering the lake, assign a dilution
weight based on the sum of the
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TABLE 4*14
DILUTION-WEIGHTED POPULATION

•

. . Type of Surface Water Body*

Minima i stream
(<!10 cfs)
Small to moderate stream
(10 to. 100 cfs)

Moderate to large stream
O.100 to 1,000 cfs)

Large stream to rjv r
(> 1,000 to 10,000 cfs)

2 Large river
(> 10,000 to 1CO.OOO eft)

Very large river
(> 100,000 cfs)

Shallow -ocean zone or Great
Lake (depth < 20 feet)

Moderate ocean zone' or Great
Lake (depth 20 to 200 feet)

Deep ocean zone or Great
Lakes (depth > 200 feet)

3-mile mixing zone in
quiet flowing river
(i 10 cfs)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

.0

VALUES

1
to
10

4

0.4

0.04

0.004

0 '

6

0

6

0

2

TOR POTENTIAL

. '11
to
30

• 17

2

0.2

0.02

0.002

0

. 0.002

0

0

9

31
to
100

5J

- 5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

26

CONTAMINATION FACTOR FOR

Number o£

: . 101 > ,
to.
30.0

16* .

•• 16'. •'-.

•5 . 2

.05- 0.2

.005 0.02

.001 0.002

.005 . 0.02

.001 0.002

0.001

82

People

301
to

1,000

522

52

•5-'

0.5

0;05

0.005

0.05

0.005

0.003

261 .

SURFACE WATER MIGRATION

... •

1,001
to ' "

,3,000

1,633

163

16

• 2 '

0.2

0.02

0.2

0.02

0.008

817

3,001
to

10,000

5,214.

521 .

52

5

0.51

0.05

0.5

6.05

0.03
•>

2,607

PATHWAY*

10,001
to

30,000

• • •«•• ••

16,325 ,

.1,633

163

.16

2

0.2

2

0.2

0.08

8,163

*i



Os
wn

TABLE 4-14 (Concluded).
' i •

Type of Surface Water Body*

Minimal atreaa
(< 10 cfa)
Saiall to moderate screen
(10 co 100 cfa)

Moderace to large stream
(̂  100 to 1,000 cCn)

Lura,* atrams Co rlvar
(> 1,000 to 10.000 cfa)

Large river
(> 10,000 Co 100,000 cfa)

Vary large river
(> 100.000 cfs)

Shallow ocean cone or Great
Lake (dapch < 20 feet)

Moderate ocean zone or Great
Lake (dapch 20 Co 200 feet) ,

Deep tone or Great Lake
(depth > 200 feet)
3 -mile nixing cone In
quiet flowing river
(1 10 cfa)

Nuejber of Peoplo , •

30,001 100,001 300,001 1,000,001 3,000,001
to to to eo to

100,000 300,000 1.000,000. 3,000,000 10,000,000
• . • .

32.137 163,246 321,360 1,632,435 5.213.5*0

5,214 16,325 52.136 163,245 521,359

'.21 1.6.13 3.214 16,325 52,136

57 113 521 1,632 3,214

5 16 52 163 321

0.5 2 5 16 52

5 16 52 163 321

0.5 . 2 5 16 52
. •

0.3 1 3 8 26

26,068 81,623 260,680 816,227 2,606,795
,

•Round tha nuaber of people' to nearaat Integar. Do hot round the assigned dilution*
weighted population value to nearaat Integer. ,
"Treat each lake aa a aaparata type of water, body and assign it a dilution-weighted
population value using the surface water body type with the same dilution weight fro*
Table 4-13 aa the lake. If drlnklnp, water la withdrawn front coastal tidal water or the
ocean, naalgn a dllutlon«wftir,htad population value. to it using tha surface water body
type with the same dilution wol&bt from Tnbln 4-13 aa the coastal tidal water or the ocean
zone.' . ' ' ' • • . . ' • ' ' '

I
'"•! •

I
"

•

•w •
j£
j
r

.
•

t\ .[i1/
i
i

.
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For each type of surface water body, esi
• dttution-wetghted population Value bom
Table 4-14. bated on 1 ,__,„
included for that type of torface water body.
(Note that die duatian-weig..ted population
values hi Table 4-14 Incorporate fee dilution
weight* from Table 4-13. Do not multiply the
values from fable 4-14 by time dilution
weights.)

Calculate the value tor (he potential
contamination factor (PC) for the watershed
a« follows:

1 n
PC-_ 2 W,

10 1-1

when:
W.-Dilntion-welghtod population from Table

4-14 for surface water body type i.
n=Number of different surface water body

type* in the watershed.
If PC la tea* man 1. do not round it to the

nearest integer: if PC to lor more, round to
the nearest Integer. Enter this value for the
potential contamination factor in Table 4-1.

4.1&&2J, Calcalaaon of population factor
rah*. Sam the factor values for Level I
concentration*. Level n concentration*, and
potential contamination. Do not round '̂ 'f
sum to the nearest integer. Assign this sum a*
the population factor value for the watershed.
Enter this value in Table 4-1..

4,128,8 Aesourea*. To evaluate the
resources factor for the watershed, select the
highest value below that applies to the
watershed. Assign this value as the resources
factor value for the watershed. Enter this
value in Table 4-1

Assign a value of 5 if. within the in-watar
mugattmt at lh» lifrf H "̂f Sftfrttf If!*
migration path for the watershed, the surface
water is used for one or more of the following
purposes:

• Irrigation (Seers minimum) of
commercial food crops or commercial forage
crops*

• Watering of commercial livestock.
• Ingredient in commercial food

preparation.
• Major or designated water recreation

area, excluding drinking water use.
Assign a value of 5 if, within the in-water

segment of the haiardous substance
migration path for the watershed, the surface.
water is not used for drinking water, but
either of the following applies:

• Any portion of the surface water Is
designated by a State for drinking water use
under section SOS(a) of the CUan Water Act
as amended.

• Any portion of the surface water is
usable for drinking water purposes.

Assign a value of 0 if none of the above'
applies.

4.1.13.4 Calculation of drinking water
threat-target* factor category value. Sam the
nearest intake, population, and resources
factor values for the watershed. Do not round
this sum to the nearest integer. Assign this
sum as the drinking water threat-targets
factor category value for the Watershed. Enter
this value in Table 4-1.

4.1.2.4 Calculation of OH drinking water
thnat score for a watenhed Multiply the

drinking water threat factor category values
• for likelihood of release, waste char-
acteristics, and targets far the watershed, and
round the product to the nearest integer. Then
divide by 81500. Assign the resulting value,
subject to a maximum of 100, as me drinking
water thnat scon for the watershed. Enter
this value in Table 4-1

4.13 Human food chain threat Evaluate
we human food chain threat for each
watershed based on three factor categories:
likelihood of release, waste characteristics,
and targets.

4.134 Human food chain threat-
lUalihoodofreJeate. Assign the same
likelihood of release factor category vahw for
the human food chain threat for the
watershed as would be assigned in section
4.1113 for the drinking water threat Enter
this value in Table 4-1
.4.183 Human food chain threat-watte

characterittict. Evaluate the waste
characteristics factor category for each
watenhed based on two factors: toxhaty/
ptrsutenet/bloaccamnlation and hazardous
waste quantity.

4.1341 Toxlcity/perutteitce/
bioaccumulation. Evaluate all those
hazardous substances eligible to be
evaluated for Undcity/persistence in the
drinking water threat for the watershed (see
section 4.112).

4.13411 Toxicity. Assign a toxidty
factor value to each hazardous substance as
specified in section 14.11.

4.1341.2 Jtowteno*. Assign a
persistence factor value to each hazardous
substance as specified for die drinking water
thnat (see section 4.1111.2), except: use the
predominant water category (mat Is, lakes: or
rivers, oceans, coastal tidal waters, or Gnat
Lakes) between the probable point of entry
and the nearest fishery (not the nearest
drinldng water or resources intake) along the
hazardous substance migration path for the
watenhed to determine which portion of
Table 4-tt to use. Determine the predominant
water category based on distance as
specified in section 4X1114 For
contaminated sediments with no Identified
source, use the point whan measurement
begins rather than the probable point of
entry.

4.1341.3 Bioaccuaulation potential Use
the following date hierarchy to assign a
bioaccumulation potential factor vahw to
each hazardous substance:

• ffioconcen-ration factor (BCF) date.
• Logarithm of the n-octanol-water

partition coefficient (log KM) data.
• Water solubility data.

Assign a bioaccumulation potential factor
value to each hazardous substance from
Table 4-15.

If; BCF data, an available for any aquatic
human food chain organism for the substance
being evaluated, assign the btoaccumnladon.
potential factor value to the hazardous
substance as follows*

« ff BCF date an available for both fresh
water and salt water for the hazardous
substance, use the BCF data that correspond
to the type of water body (that Is. fresh water
or salt water) in which the fisheries an
located to assign the bioaccumulation
potential factor value to the hazardous
substance.

• It however, some of the fisheries being
evaluated are in fresh water and some an in
salt water, or if any are in brackish water,
use the BCF date that yield the higher factor
vane to assign die btoaccumutetion potential
factor value to the hazardous substance.

• If BCF date an available for either fresh
water or sah water, bat not for both, use the
available BCF data to assign the
Uoaecumulation potential factor value to the
hazardous substance.

If BCF data are not available for fee
hazardous substance, use log K_ data to
assign • bioaccomulation potential factor
value to organic substances, but not to
inorganic substances. tfBCF date are not
available, and if either logK*r date an not
available, the log K_ is available but
exceeds 64. or the substance is an inorganic
substance, use water solubility data to assign
a Uoaecumulation potential factor value.

TABLE 4-15.—BKMCCUMULATION
POTENTIAL FACTOR VALUES*

If Moconcentnlion factor (BCF) data an
available far any aquattc manaa food

.assign a value as follows:'

BCF

(VMier than w equal to 19 OW>
1000 ID leas then 10 floo
100 to less man 1 000 •,
TO to toss Hian WO
1 M teas flan 10 ,
IMS man 1' , -

-tr
50,000
5X100
500
50
$

•as

It BCF dam are not available, and fag K_
date an available and do not exceed U.
assign a vahw to aa organic haftataous
substance aa follows (for morgauc hazardous
substances, skip misstep and proceed to the
•art):

Logic.

§ $tfff n

91 to less than 4*5 •>.. <-~
f n ki less then n ? , - -
OK tottmff.en70
lntmw.O*M, ... —

"Of
50.000
5,000
500
50
5

0.5 .

If BCT date ate nrt available, and if either
Log 1U data an not available, a tog IU »a
available bat exceeds M, or me substance is
aa inorganic substance, assign • value as
foBows.
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TABLE 4-16
TOaaCJTY/PERSTSTENCE/BlOACCUMULATIOM

Toxlcity/
Persistence
Factor Value .

10,000

4,000

1,000

700

400

100

70

40

10

• 4

. . - : .- 1 ' •-,

i : . ' 6.7 ir ' , .

O.4 ',

0.07

O.007

0.0007

0

Bioaccunuiation Potential

50,000

5 x 10*

2 x 10*

5 x 107

3.5 x 107

2 » 107

5 x 10*

3.5 x 10*

2 x 10*

5 x 10s

3.5 x 19? , .

2 x 105
:.

5 x 104 .-.;:.

3.5 x 104

2 x 104

•3,500

350

• • 35

0

5,000

5 x 107

2 x 107

5 x 10*

3.5 x 10*

2 x 10*

5 x 105

3.5.x 105.

2 x 105

5 x lO4

3.5 X 10*.;

2 x 104

••; 5,000 .

3,500

2,000

350

35 '-.

•3.5

0 ' '

500

5 X 10*

2 x 10*

5 x 10s

3.5 x 105 3.

2 x 105 ;

5 x ip4

3.5 x 104

2 x M4 :.

5.000'

3,500; ..;
2,000

500

350

: 200

35

' 3.5

0.35 '

: - o.V

FACTOR VALUES*

Factor

50

5 x 105

2 x 10s

5 x 104

5 x 104

2 x 104

5,000

3,500

2,000

500

350

200

5O

• 35

20

3.

0.

.. 0-

'0

Value

5

5 x 104 5

2 x 104 2

5,000

3,500

2,000

500

350

200

50. .

35 .

20

" " 5

3.5

• • 2

5 0.35

35 0.035

035. 0.0035

:' ." °

0.5

,000

,0«0

500

350

200

5Q

35

20

• 5. ' ' -

3,5

2 • '

*•*

^»: •• : . : : .
0.2

0.035

0.0035

0.00035;

0

*Do not 'round to ijearest integer,

173
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that fishery, ewepfcff thtfitberytedoeed wetertbed u follow*:

*rtlttted far taodd^/ptntoimoe in the
threat far 1he'w«t«t«lie<I(»ee

Jtoeack «•*•;

I\~HUBUB food chain population vahe tor •
-^•fboeeyV ------- ...... .:;....., .. . ,;•
D,-Mutioo wdjht tram T»We 4-13 far
..... .fiilwiy l>. :... .„•... . .......'•.
n=Numb«r.of fiAqriw subject topotenttd

QitWion (AWQCJ
• H»Adm»lcAiBUeiit Aquatic tlfa

^EPA,acuteAWQGforlhe*nb*taace.
« EPA acute AALAt for the substance.

water dflutton weight cheat

vahw for each fishery (and portton «f a'

popttbttoit *•!•• (PJ Cor • fifhay (or parfiaa
d *fl*kety>«» ifMcffied ia •eetton4JA3il.

a dltaUon
t donot maid tito the •

Kand

*X*JU2 .XWffcMMBMftM*: -•.-,.:. . , ----

niHimhii thoeefiAeriee (orportiaaaitf

•Mipi « 4anttaB wdrirt oftos far * -SHnlte
to Tittflowtog i

If PP Isles*than i. do nottbuod it to the
nearest ottegen if PP to 1 or ntore. found to

lew..-..?, . . .-•-. ' . . • . . - . .
|AL4. .CafcaAttfr» offOftiioOdffactor

valve to the haxardoufaubatance:
• HdtheraaBPAehronicAWQCor -

.AALACJ* available for the hasardout . .
aobetanoe. u*e U to aaa^n the •ooeyatem
toxidty factor value. Uae the chronic A WQC
in nreference to the chronic AALAC when

. bothatvivaflable.' j o". . : ' ..
. • If neither to avaflabte. UM the EPA-acute

AWQCorAAtACfo'ae«%nlBeecoey»tem
Undcity factor-»el»erUee<he acute AWQC la
preference to the acuieAALAC . . .

IfBoneof the chtonk: aqdac^to AWQCi

ooncannvtian*. level 0 cancentntians. (011
WrtenUarhnMii food«hafai contamination
factors &r4hewetershed..Do«dt'found into

factor vatee.

•aaigB-Mi eoo9»tem:loxic1ty,fK*or vabe efo
to the baiardoiiaaobtano* an) »ee other •

ai«pedfiedfa
Snm «Jwi h^in

«atae-fat Mch fiakenr (ana pottton ot«
If an •ootyileBa toxtdty factor vatue of 0 !•

,*-'...., „.—

ran to the nearest integer: Asthjn it as die
-haman food chain dn«aMai«Ma factor
.ftlajptyiajof far die wktetwajd. Enter ttio)-'

*• value In.Tahfe'Arl*'**i •' .* . •• -h. .'*-•
j^4.J,S<t .Catsatati^JaifJmaffoottc^ain.; ."*" " ' " ..— ... -•.^^. ^

iategory. ':;

tooffidrnt data too «vaflafal» faryrahattag
aH the «ubefaj»ceei u»e a defa'uh value of MO
.aatheocoiyitenitooacHy factor value for all
llati liaiintiM whitanofa. '• -•' •; '

tpat^
> •.'••"•'. . •': .''•'*.

•OonoKbandtomMnwtiMaw.

d>aia«ttfiitica. aod^qetafot 4m watenhed.
ud |ound thftimduqt to*eiK»ere*t intefer. • -

food for Ib.

aubrtance:
. -y ftmahiea for the AWQa- : .

forbothlMaa
water and Bmiaew^fiorthehazardou* : .

O03
a*-
3 • .
41

4.14 Evaluate Ihe
envfaongnental thraat inr die watenhed-based

Ae type of water body (that te,fceeh water or
«altw«ter)b which the teneiBve

.
41400
•10400

8.100400

pardons of Bsherie*) within the i
* that ate subject to potentiaUnpiea1 food
:aiafacontamina«on.t)e netincbde those
«ahacias for portion of fisheries) alwady
oounted under the LeveTI or UvcJ D
concentrations factor*.

releaw. watte dwracteiictica. and t
.414.1

reJeOM. AaijgD dw aunt IQcelBxwd of Tefoaae '
factor cateaoryyahWforlheenviramDenUl,
threat for O«iMter»bedww«ald be : '
aatl^ied In eectton 4JXU for the drinking
water threat Enter tblavah»ln Table 4-L .

4.1A2 Enriroamtutaiauidi-wtate •
chanct«HtUn hvalaatrfeewaite ' '.
cnancteiiatica factor cateajury-far Mra .
watenbeo' bated on two factor*: aoBa'yatem
toxtdry/peniitenceArioaccumulation and
hanrdawwaate' quantity. •
. 41AZ1 Sc«tir»i»a>taxidty/j»ni*t«nce/
biooecunfofdtion. Evaluate att Ihoae
hacardoui aubatances eligible to be

' .^ however. .
envjropmentrbeins aj»akataa«i»4n fireab,
water and aome are in nit water, or K'ahy

water«martoe)thatSyietd»^hlgfierfacWr
value to aa§i«ntheeco*y»ten»toj«icity factor
val«»totb«haxardop«.mtNttance. : :

» If rvalue for the aelected-AWQC /.
AALAC or LU* to available for eltherfreih
water «rnt*rine water. But nobforlralh. use -
Oe avaflabie one to •utyt an ecoavatem
toxidty factor value to the bazardouf
(ubftance. . ..
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TABLE 4-21
ECOSYSTEM TOXJCITY/PERSISTOJeE/BlOACCUMUIATION FACTOR VALUES*

Ecosystea
Toxicity/
Persistence
Factor Value

10,000

4,000

1,000

700

400

• TOO: ' •••-

:- ->p; •• •
• AO: ;;;;'"

v :i<t.:./;:;-
-..., 7 ,.:

" ".'' -4'...- .' '

•" . .- iV • •
• f •'•

• °'4

OJ007..

, .0,0007

0

50,000

5 x IO8

2 x 16*

5 x IO7

3.5 x IO7

2 x IO7

•*;:.:5Viw
-3.5 x IO6

2 X; 10°

.. 5 x iO.5

. 2. x IO3

'• 5 x NJ4

: 3~s x 10*
. 2 x io4

• ; ' - ; - . -.3.500-.

; .!' -.-. 350

; • • - . ' • • 3 5

0

Ecosystem Bioaccuaulation

5,000 : 5.00.

5 x IO7 5 x IO6

2 x IO7 2 x 10*

5 x 10* . 5 x ID5 .

; 3.5 x'106 3^5 x.105

• % .. . . .* .' ' . "**

. '•" '"'5 x'105 5 x iO4

' j.5 x IO5 3.5 x IO4

• 2 \x i& "•'•'. ^2 vie4;

[,::'!•' A. «:idS' ",-' 5v0o6.:
t e * - ' . ' * ' • ' • . •

j ...^xUp4:^ 'V 3, -500; "-.

--. :^x:loV 2,000 ;

•-5,000....:; 500 .

. ;•; :3,500 350 .
: - r i ' . . ' • - . • . " ' • • -

.; :'" - '* .35 -'• •• ' 3,5

I • • - . - ; • _ . ;-3.5 . - 0^35

| 0 0

Potential Factor Value

50 5 0.5

5 x IO5 5 x IO4 5.000

2 x 10s 2 x IO4 2.000

5 x IO4 ,5.000 . -500

3.5 x IO4 3,500 350

2 x IO4 2,000 . 200

•: $;o6p: v^oo ; . so. •.•• ' ; .",.; .".
"3.500. 350 . 35

• ' ' : " • ' -c -
^'/OOO" " '200 ••; 20 •. • . ' . • : .

•;.\: 500 - 50. ' • ' . ' • ' - '-iv" • • ' . - ' " '

. . - ' . "350 -•~''V'..35^"'':.' • ••:3.:'5. ";.-. :. . . . - ,

-^•- ••:. 20 ; " . .•.?:.:, •,:•;;.- ' • •
: ." .•.-"*5.9 ".': '''.' ;•? ; .9- i5 '.'; .'/'

".'..•-• • 35'"--'.-v.; 3V5 '• O'.'3-s' ' - - •'

:-::n2CV:^^---. • & * > • • ' - ' . '•
. :^:••.3x.;;.::•o^5;,::o^•;;>..;:

t).35- «:O35 0.0035

0.035 0'.Q035 '. 0^6.0035.

0 0 0

*Do not round to nearest integer.

190
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TAWS 4-24.—WETLMSDS Rffiwa VMJUES
FOR SURFACE WATER MKWATOM PATH-
WAY

For riven, use the length of (he wetlands

ToteHeogltoli

Ussftsnat.
ai*»t_

.
teeter MM* to 4_

•e»»tott_
•»n 12 to 16-

WellaBd frontage).
» For hl ftoartal tidal «

0
ts
so
IS
wo

sea

and Great Lakes. BM the log* of the
wetlands along the shoreline wghtotbe target
dittano Unit (tut Is, wvtituMl """̂ y <lon&
t!ieshorettne}t

CaTcuhtfrtheUveltcoBCmtreJkms factor
value (SH) for the watersheds* follow*:

SH«MfWH+ Z SJ
i-I

contamination D»notactodeaen«atve
iiirirnaaniintaalieadj ooanled far Table 4-23
under me Level I or Level H concentratioB*
factors.

For eacfc type of tarfece water body m
Table 4-13 (section 4X1A1). SMI the veloet*)
a n e d from Table 4-»lo

.
water body, except do not «se the ssaface
water body type -»«fle mfadag «one in quiet
flowing rweg,* iff g eepeitlyt emHioiijiMiit it
eloot two or BOM types of eorfeee
bodlee (far
oovd%Mm to both • B
Urge rhrar), miga fee

•VMendt M dritoed k» 4« CFR.«K«an 2Mi& when:
WH-V

theU^eetdlhtteBi

Fort that art

Erehete the t»»IiuiMeiHel teeeMuge
f»*lt<^ ^A^ t̂̂ B^^ A^ A ̂  __ •-- T __ncur cntgofy rar • concentration*.

V«lbet»y«e«ly>ed frail TeMe *^»to

weUende. ta*&m eddfbOMl vekw Irani
Tabi»4-M. ka aMigao* • vatae ficom Table
4-a*. incMe eotr thaee porttone of i

4.1AJJ 5to«Ato» *nlnma»nts. Evdoete
le wuBf Uw iiexavdeQi
patbfarlliewatenbed
nr

cooceat«1JoB«. LevetB concentretione. and
imtMltlM t MHffff ••e)n Affavt

Detetmfae whkfa facto eppBet t« e«dk
•eiiaittw ndiOBinentat (pecffled (a eecttoa

n-Nnmberofi
located ebie«
migretkaipeibkitbe
contmmiiaUoa,ea apedfiedlB
41 A3LL3. A

Enter the vehe eitfcjpeJ tet«ble4-l.

vben wJO
egvirontoentot««nple» (tha^b.
water,

oorbeyond
t(oraBj<iihaiaad)aeenl to er

beyond- Ike aenedM envboament ff it to

valneCe^faii Tablt 4-O to Mdb eenaMve
enviMMMnt.anbiect to Level D
coDcenttetfanM. Do-not tadede eendttw
environuab eiraedy eoonted for TeMe 4-»
under the Level leopeeatntfen factor far -
tiiltwatenbed.

For thow •owithte eavtooBgwaU tfaet en
wetlandt. aaaWaa
Table 4-atln
4-a4.Jnd»d»<
located aleni the

of aurleee water body, emeirt: doMlaee Ae
unfeee water body type "**>a* atria* SOM
in qidet flowing river." Treat the wetland*nvingrit

IwiAiB

* value from Table
H>mM«:poitUMs of wetland*
tthsiatdoMimbsUBC*

migra&Bvpa&u the aneef Level n

aggregated wttfeeach type ef *
body es eepaimfc* eanettive euelimimrnte
solely far pDrpoces «f epplying Tabit 4-M.
Estimate the tolaTleagHi ollbewetiaade
wltblai ejeicb. sBtfaoe VMSV body-type ae
•pacified hvsacttan, 4AA84J. except: far a*
Isolates) wetland or far « wetland where the
probable pobt of entry t»«arface water ie to
thewedand^teiieriiMtarofthatsxrfoB
of the i»mlaud«eb(e<ittoPrteBlter

BigraHea
ttleoiaai

paO);
4.1A&U.

BMimate the totalleagth of wene*a* along

«-ato«ach sensitive
tsobfecttoLevett

For taoeeacanittw enrironaMnte thatan
wetJand*. MB^B a»eddHIana» vahe b

4-24. ndade onfy Due* poraaM
Ij^-^^J ^1^^^^ |iv^ tt^»AiA»M« sn}.«

of wedandi

imtbeaneofUvell
kHaweOandblocMtd

partia8yalong;n>*anaaCLeveII
~ parlfaBy afanedM area of
DM and/or potenttal

ityfarpefpeeeeof
Level n

Table 4-21 comt the portion(») along the
area* of Level n concentratlona or potential
contanrinatioB under tbtf Level fl
concentratioM factor (Mcthm 4.1A3.U) or
.potential contamination factor (section
4.1A&U). ae appropriate.

Estimate the total length of wetland* along
the hexardon* »ub*tanoe migration path (that
ie, wetland frontage) fat the area of Level I
concentration* and aariga a value from Table
4-84 baaed on this total length. Eattmate this
length a* follow*:

• For en-Isolated wetland or for a wetland
where the ptobable point of entry to •uriace .
water is in the wetland, use the perimeter of -
.that portion of the wetland subject to Level I
concentrationr ei the length.

is. weueadBtmtaga^iAlheaiM of Level n
conoentretfoB^aiid auk»a value from Table
4-24b«seormthktoUlleugrt>:K*He»at«thi«
length aa specified hi aectkn 4JL4JX1.
except far an belated wethnttor far •
wetland when the probable •bint of entry to
enrfaoe water to fa tte wetfaadV we the

porUoaottbeweflaiid
(nof Level I)

levcfBooneentiatkm* vafae
JSL) far the watercbed as fallow*:

SL-WL+ Z S,
. 1=1

where:
WL- Value estigned from Table 4-44 to

wetlands along die area of 4evel n
. * concentrations.

6,-VabeM assigned from Table 4-23 to
. *en«itiv* environment L

n»Nnmber of sensitive environment* from •
Table 4-23 subject to Level n

Enter the value assigned in Table 4-1.
4.143.1.3 Potential contamination. A**ign

vahieM from Table 4-23 to each sensitive
environment subject to potential

_ _ .
froak Table 4-M far each type ot

~ '

S.-X8,
1-1

S»-Vahe(*) atsigned from Table 4-» to
sensitive environment i In surface wate*
body type).

n-Nnmber of sensitive environment* from
Table 4-43 subject to potential

Wj-Value assigned from Table 4-24 for
wetland* along the ana of potential

• . contamination in surface water body
typej-

D,«Oihttian weight from Table 4-13 for
surface water body type L

m-Number of different surface water body
types from Table 4-13 In the watershed.

tt SP I* less than t do not round it to the
nearest integer: If SP Is 1 or more, round to
the nearest Integer. Enter this value for the
potential contamination factor in Table 4-1.
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TABLE 4-25.—GROUND WATER TO SURFACE WATER MIGRATION COMPONENT SCORESHEET—Continued

Fecluf catsQoriss end fedois Mueasslgned

120 x 23 x aSJ/SMOO. tubisct to a maximum of •6).
'' ' •ooratore

W. WMratNd Score- 0nts 11 + 19 + IB..aubjaot to a maximum of 100).
t u M 2 7 «

M

100
100

MfcK* round to nearest Msg*.

4i2 Drinking water OtnajL Bvahiate die
drinking water dmat for ea^ii,watershed
based onthree factor categories: HkeUhood of
release, waate charwsterittka, and t̂argets!

•potanUal to releaM factor »ahie:a«ttuB ' .
Ucdihood ofwleaM factor category Vahu far

. flu watenhed. Enter the value ais^ned in
Tabl«4-2S.

factor category for each watershed m terms
of aa observed release factor or • potential to
ideas* factor. . ' '- '- . •'•' ' '
442.il Obc^mbcis&Estabusaan

observed Tttloaefl to'tha TpMitnfff!fV*i"tf
:*tctiOh3Xt Han observed

•coaiactariatica Jhctor category for oach
watarihwl bated on two factor*: taxktty/

•moUKly/peniatanoa andhatanteni waate
QQantaty. _Bvaloato only IbpM hauvdoos

tdecie can be«*taUlahad lor Ihe opperootl

value of 550 to that watershed, enter this
value in Table 4-35. andprooeedto section
42±iJLffao obierwadielaafe'cadbe
MtaUbbMl anign an obwrvMl ralaaae
factor^aIaeof0.cnteTttii»*alaalhTBble

4A&U

relaancamibtbanthblltliedfortli*
-uppenlKMt aquifer. Calcalatra pottati*! to •
reteatrvahie farther..
specified favaection 3^2and sections 3.i2J
through iliS. Assign the potential to release
value for the uppermost aquifer aa the
potential tordeate facter.valne far die
watershed. Enter due value tn

tarceUgory
ra/u&Dan observed NleawUaatabUahed
forthe •ppemoftaqBifar.ewigMlie'- :

: observed release factor value ofSBO airtqa -
• JQifBhood-of fritate factor cateoon.value far

Huardounbstances-tliatiDeetdw
«rit«fia fatanobtetved reUaie togrtund
writer.

.
• wlttta tource that baa ia-graond water ..
containtnent&ctoT value ireater dian 0 (see

•-" '

Tor t
^toxicHy factor value; a maUBty factor value,
a panMenee factor vahn, and a conbiaed
toxh^/mobflity /pen&tence factor vatoe aa
specified totectionst2i2.il through .' '

, .
•4AZZ1.1 Toxfc/Or. Assign a toridty

factor Value to tac&baxaidoasiQbstanceas •
' '

water mobility factor vah* to aach • .
nasardoorsubstaiHie aa specified in section

' ' '

water persistence factor vaUe to'each

hasardoos attpatanoBAa^Micifiaa in teuton
4.U2.L2. . .

Cakulatioaoftaadcity/, •.

. assign each haxardoos substance a hndcity/
mobility ̂ ctorvahe from Tables-* (section
U.13). baaadan die values asstgoed to die

. mobility factors. Toan assign each haiafrtmts
nibttance a toxkfty/mobtt*/Ber*btanc*
'factor vane tram TabU 4-Z8. bated on-the
vaton assigned far thi tojadty/mobflity and

, persistence laoton. Use the substance-with
•Ihe h^t** Imduily /nKibflilyj[. penitteDce . . .
.factor vakjt for die. watenhad to assign die
.value to Jhis factor. Enter tfos. value in Table

•
.. ... ... -

.. VL3JJ. Hasariioa*wott» quantity.
Assigh the saw factor *ame far haxardoua
waste ojoanttrrfar the watershed as would be
Assigned far the anpeimost aquifer In section
41ZBnterthlava»e to Table 4-»

it-war* ehc facto
valut. MuWpJy the toddty/mobility/
persistence andnanrdoua waste quantity
factor vabws for die watertbed, subject to a
Maximum prodiKt of 1X10*. Based on diU
iffodnct assign a value from Table «-7
(tectton 2AM) to the drinkint water tnreat-
! waste<taisictaris«cs factor ea4e«or» ferlhe

itoTaW»*-W. ;
DriaUiy water

Evaluate the targett fact
Ibasedwaktnhadl Ion th

tegory far each

•Make.pqpalattoa, end resomces..
' * "
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•toccar **!•»

10 JJOO ..''..

2.000

U0»; - -

200 '
' !

100 .".

'»

to 1

2 ;

i ;
•-7

•-1

o.«

0«

O.O02

O.OM

*m«0-*

1 x 10*

2 x W*

2 x 10-* J

2 x MT7

2 x 10'*

o •

: 10BICTTY/HOO]

1 •
.10.000

2.000

.4^000.

- Voo

*. IOC

20

10

2

I

0.2

0.1

0.02

0.01

0.402

0.001

2m 10-*

1 x 10"4

2 x ID"5

2 x 10-*

2 x W7

2 x 10-*

2 x 10-'

0
i

TUU %-7S
UTY/Rtsismcc

feofet^c.

0.4

4,000

000

400

• to

40

•
4

0.0

0.4

0.00

0.04

0.000

0«4

« x W*

4 x 10**

«aU-*

4,10-*

1 x W*

• x 10'7

I x 10-*

t x W*

• x 10-W

0

FACTO* VALUES*

F«ctor V*lu*

0.07

700

140

70

14

1

1.4

0.7

O.lt

«.«7

O.Olt

O.M7

0.0014

7 x 10~*

1.4 x W*

7 x Hr*

1.4 x W5

r x itr*

1.4 x W*

1.4 x 10'7

1.4 x 10'*

1.4 x 10'*

1.4 x 10'10

0

0.0007

7

1.*

O.7

O;14

O.O7

O.014

0.0014

7.M-*

1.4 x 10T*

7«1^*

1-4 x 10*̂

7*W-«

1.4 m 10-*

7»W'

1.4 m. tt'7

7 M. vr9

1.4 x 10-*

1.4 x 10'*

1.4 x W L°

1.4 x 10 U

1.4 x W1* -

0

2U
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For the nearest inUke and population
lector*, determine whether the target surface
water intakes an subject to actual or
potential cbntaminattn w specified to
section 4.14A subject to the restriction*
specified In sections 12.U and 414 A

When the intake l**nbfect to actual
contamination: evaluate It using Level I
o«o«ntMtian» or Lanl 0 conontntton*..
Detannfaw^Ucb leva! appIiM far fyt Intake
by comparing tha MpoMu* concentcatton*
from a faople (or ooaipaiable •ample*} to
health-baMd bcDduaaria at apMlfiad in
wction 4JA3. «X**Jl OMonly HIOM sample
bom tiw enrfMe water io-water ««gnMnt and
only thowluxaraout mUUnce* In rach
umplet that ntet d* coodltkm* in atctfont
42.1J tad 4̂ .1.4. • - .

4718.1 Atamt fatal*. Aaiipi a value 16
the oeaiwt Intake factor at specified in
•action 4.143.1 with the following
nwdificatton. For iheJntake being evaluated.

multiply lt» dilution weight fremTabla 4-18
(Mcttm 4.1.24.1) by a nine eekdod torn
Tabfe 4-27. U«e the multog product not tfae
value from Table 4-13. a* *e dUution waigtit
Cot the intake for die ground water to surface
water component. Do not round thU prodSact
tothenetmtinteter.

Select the value from Table 4-27 bated on
«e ««^e«L the «n^> defloed by die toureet
at the tile and either the two points at die
intertectim of the surface water body and
the 1-mile distance ring of any two other
point* of the surface water body within the 1-
mik dUtance ring, wUcnamr retolts in the
Urgnt angle. (See Figure 4-3ier«n imaniplii
of bow toJetennlned.)! die tnrface water
body doet not extend.to the Inaile rug at one
orbofh enda.define 9 ndaf AM surface
water endpolnl(t) within the >Brile ring or
any two other poUtt of the surface water
body within the Unlle dlttanoe ring.
wbJch^frretute in the largest angle. •

TABLE 4-27.—OumON VVEBHT
ADJUSTMENTS

Angle e {degrees)

areekvftenOtolS-
rfteftlSto54_

GNStVU*nB*tDtt>_.
Greet* then «0 to 126-

rtten .120101

GfeettrlhanlMtottt-
HrMSerthen234l»270-

0
CLOS
0.1

OJ
0.4.
05
0.6
ar
OJS

1.0

• Do not found to nearett eatger.
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•• ' ' , ' • • TABLE *~tt.
TOXlCITY/̂ OBIUTY/PERSISTENtt/BlCVlCCOHDlATIWl FACTOR

Toxiclty/
Mobility/
Persistence
Factor Value

10,000

4.000

2,000

1.000

800

700

400

200

140

100

80

70

40

: 20 .

14

10

8

7

4 -

2

1.4

VALUES*

. ' ' . ' ' • - . '
. . , . Bioaccuoulatloik Potential Factor Value

* 50,000

5 x 108

2 x 108

1 x 108

5 x 1Q7

4 x 107

3.5 x 107

2 x 107

1 x 107

4

7 x 106

5 x 106

4 x 10*

3.5 x 10*

2 x 10*

1 x 10*

7 x 10s

5 x 105

4 x 10s

3.5 x 105

2 x 10s

1 x 105

7 x 10*

5.000 500

5 x 107 5 x 10*

2 x 107 2 x 10€

1 x 107 1 x 10*

5 x 10* 5 x 105

4 x 10* 4 x 105

3.5 x 10* 3.5 x 105

2 x 10* 2 x 105

1 x 10* 1 x 105

7 x 105 7 x 10*

5 x 105 5 x 10*

4 x 105 4 x 10*

3.5 x 105 3.5 x 10*

2 x 105 2 x 10*

1 x 105 1 x 10*

7 x 10* 7,000

5 x 10* 5,000

4 x.lO* 4,000

3.5 x 10* 3,500

2 x 10* 2.0QO

1 x 10* 1,000

7,000 700

50

5 x 10s 5 x

5 0.5

10* 5

2 x 10s 2 x 10* 2

1 x 105 1 x

5 x 10* 5,

4 x 10* 4,

3.5 x 10* 3,

2 x 10* 2,

1 x 10* 1.

7,000

5.000

4.000

3,500

2.000

1.000

700

50°.

400

350

200

100

70

10* 1

000

000

500

000

000

700

500

400

350

200

100

70

50 .

40

35

20

10

7

.000

.000

.000

500

400

350

200 ;

100

?o
50 .

40

35

20

10

7

5

4

3.5

2

1

0.7
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TABU 4-21 (Cootlnu^J)

IMclty/

- __" "

1.0

O.t

0.7 ; .
0.4 ;_

0.2

0.14

0.1.

o.ot

50.000

c

. : 5 X 10*

4 »10*

. 3.5 * 10*

2 * 10*

1 * 10*

7.000

5.000

4.000
" 1 -

0.07 3.500

0.04

0.02

0.014

0.01

O.OM

6.007

.0.004 I
- - '•• > ' * *

. •-.!•«" i : _ -

.0.001* -'

•looi ' :

• * if*

7 » If* {

4»'lf* '

2.000

1.000

700

500

400

350

200
.

100

: TO
50

40

35

..- . 20

li~c—
5,000.

5.000

4.000

3.500

2.000

1.000

700

500

400

3sa

200

100

70

50

40

35

20

w
7

5-

4

. 3-5

X

latiM Pot

500

500

400

350

200

100

70

SO

40

35

20

10

7

5

4

3.5

2

1

0.7

0.5

0.4

0.35

0.2

«ptf«l Tact**

50 . ; . - _ • ; -
, .

50

40

35

20

10

7

5

4

3 i

2

1

0.7

0.5

0.4

0.35

0.2

0.1

0.07

0.05

0.04

0.035

0*2 -

«6."":
5 :-'.j-;
--_—•-.
5, •{.

4

3.5

2 .

1

0.7

0.5

0.4

0.35

o.;

0 .

• 0.07

0.05

0.04

a.035

0.02 -
- " -

0.01

0.007
- '*•

-6.009,

o.oo* -

0.003S

0.002

: :-:'•-.:*

-' «-5 , ̂ ,
"-, - ^ -- -^~~-'
. 0.5 -.

. -. °;-* ..; .
C.35

* <" . -

0.2 . .

, 0.1

O.07

0.05

. 0.04
" - -

0.035 _

0.02

6.01

, 0.007

0.005

. 0.004

0.0035

- 0.002
-- • -

f "°l

lj» 10̂ *
«* — . '̂

Sm'10**

4 x 10-*
- " \ t

J.5 « 10-*

--Wiri:V-

223
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TABLE 4-28 CContinued)

Toxic I ty/
Mobility/
Persistence
Factor Value

2 x 10'*

1.4 x 10'*

1 x W*

8 x 10'5

7 x ID'5

4 x 10'5

2 x lO'5

1.4 x 10T5

8 X 10'*

7 x 10-*

2 x 10'*

1.4 x 10'* -

8 x 10'7

7 x W7

2 x 10W?

1.4 x 10'7

8 x io'-8

7 x 10'8

2 x 10'8

1.4 x 10'8

• Bioaccumulation Potential Factor

50.000

10

7

. :5

4 .

3.5

2 ,'• .

'1

0.7

- 0.4

0.35

Oil

0.07

0.04

0.035

0.01

0.007

0.004

0.0035

.0.001.

7 x IP"*

5,000

1

0.7

0.5

0.4

0.35

0.2

0.1

.0,07

0.04

0.035

0.01

0.007

0.004

0.0035

0.001

7 x W*

;4 x-10-*

3.5 x 10'*

1 x W*

. . 7 x 10'5

500

0.1

0.07

0-.05

0.04

0.035

0.02

0.01

0.007

' 0.004

6.0035

0.001

7 x W*

4 x 10**

- 3.5 x 10-*

1 x ID'*

7 x IP'5

4 x io-5

3.5 x 10'5

1 x W5

7 x 10-*

50

0.01

0.007

0.005

0.004

0.0035 3.

0.002

0.001 .

7 x 10-*

4 x W*

3.5 x W* 3.

1 x 10-*

7 x 1Q"5
v

4 x 10'5

.3.5 x 10'5- 3.

1 x W5 .

7 x W*

4 x 10-*.

3.5 x W* 3.

1 x 10-*

7 x 10'7

Value

5

0.001

7 x 10'*

5 x io-*

4 x 10'*

5 x 10'*

2 x W*

1 x W*

7 x 10'5

4 x W5

5 x 10'5

1 x id'5

7 x 10'*

4 x W*

5 x 10'*

1 x IP'*

7 x io-7

4 x lO'7

5 x 10*7

1 x 10'- 7

7 x 10'8

0.5

1 x 10'*

7 x 10'5

5 x 10"5

4 x 10'.5

3.5 x 10'5

2 x 10* 5

1 x 10* 5

7 x 10"*

4 x 10**

3.5 x 10'*

1 x 10'6

7 x W7

4 x It)'?

3.5 x W7

1.x. 1°"7

7 x 10'8

. 4 x lO'8

i.5 x 10r8

1 x 10- 8

7 x 10*9



HM

Toad
MM
«•• j

Fact

I

2

1.4

t

1.4

1.4

1.4

• NMH

-city/
Aity/

wr Valae

x 10 '

««-*x 10 '

x 10 '

xlO'W

xiO-"

xlO-"

X10-"

0

m-m^mm: i V<B. a*, cw. »» f rnoay, imraawii i«, uw / i

TABLE 4-28 (CoocludnJ)

•ioAcctMuIacion Potential Factor

. 50.000 5,000 500 50 :

f 4 x 10*5 4 x 10*' 4 x IO'7 4 x 10"*
f
t - 7 x W* 7 x 10'7 7 x 10-* 7 x 10-' '

I . . • .
1 7 x W7 7 x 10'1 7 x 10"' 7 x I0'l°
I
f 7 x Wf 7 x W' 7 x 10' lc 7 x I0'u

r - o o o o

Value

5

1 x 10"*

4 x 10-'

7 x UP10

7 x 10*u

7- x 10'"

0

-

0.5

1 x 10*'

4 x W10

4 x 10."

7 x 10*U

7 * Mr"

0

*0o mot int»jer
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4.2ZX2
ypri.Hn.fach> fa Ibe

Ml UvalB
conceatrsflons. and potential*
Determine which factor applies to a* intake
asspecffiedtaeecttoB4£t*rDeieminethe
population tola cooled for that in take as
specified at section 4XTU. Bring the tuget

i bntts in section 4434and tte

IMOUOM uctof •• flpecnMl ta
41.? 1.3.

4JL1M Calcolaaoa of Atokiiv water
the

___________ _____ tt •pMJBBtf for tBt
diWck« water (faaat (ate aactfon 4AX2.U).

•action 12.12. .
4tt3t1 Level lcoaceatratioat.tiMifi*

vahie to Ob farter as specified in section
- • • '

*«LTi l hasardoo?
r Anat (aaa McUon 4JUtii3).

i &ff tuB Wattutbttd. Enter

a vataetotfab factor asapedfiedin section
4.U&23. • • .

402&2J JManfftrf ttumrmfrirtat Fee
^M_n»t ̂ -^ji^u^ tnumjtf niinfJgmfc latmiMt? Kjijiu In

Table 4..M. dslBiaiBilheoltatflBHiipelgbtod

WnJa
vrirotanhed Multiply

ter Jhreat fac tegory values
for Bksttood of wteese. waste
chatmcteristics. and targets for the watershed,
and round the product to the nearest integer.
Tban4Mde by tUDQ. A^gnlhetesalttng
yahw,«abJectto«majdBMaofmasdie .

water Ibnat score for fhe

ccceptewaa fta yUNluiniiiaiit </atcr calcjiury
(thrt is, lakm or item, ocaaai. coastal tfdal
watan. or Gnat Lak**}feetween the probable
point of ektiy and «M nearnt fiatey (oat the
neuMldriBkiOf watar or teaomcei intake)
atong ftahMMdpM «ubatanr» arigratton
[W& for ttewatenlMd to detomiae which
portion ofTaU* 4-10 toa*a.Detennine die

water category baaed on

Calcolato tte value forte potential
cratamfaaiiaA factor [PQ for the watershed
a»foUowc

A a
PC— X W|

Ml-1

where
A-Dfla

Table 4-47.
-Dhdtoi
4-Mfar

types ta*e

4JU Hunaefaoddiaiathnat. Evaluate
thehunan bad chain threat far a-watershed

id of

dittanceM specified mMc&m

AM<an « bJoaconnalaMon poteatfiJ factor
vahttt to aacb haxardona mbftaBCtt w

lekaae, waste disracti^ftift. and targets.
foodctniatiie*tt-

body typaL
sarface water body

UkaUhood of nle«M factor category value for
tneaasHB feed chain faaat far the
watershed as woald be asaigned in section
4A&T3 te the ddnUnf water ftreat Eider
this vahe in Table 4-4&.

4AM Huataafoodct>atotbr*it-waae

4«3>t» Cafcufartoa o/ftuoqfr/

•abatonca a tadoHy/aMMHjr factor »atoe
ftoa Table*^ (aacBon 8Al.3j.bMed I OB the

for the iTHiiillj ^^^ ir**^flFly fadocs* iflaft
•ntt* aach fcoantox •obatance • toxicMjr/
nobOtty/penictoaoa factor vabw feoat Table
4-26. bated OB &•

watte

w«Ui Anad based on two •artflfe' teoddty/

aariajiad te the
facton.

toxtdty/iaobHay/patHrtence/

n UPC b 1 or BMC*, mad to
t^M 4liA w^i^^tt k* ^*— *-*-nar ma vana ai ivote

4-a. • •
4JLZ1A4 CalaaaKoatfptfi&itiau facto

.tha factor wahjeajortatall

potenaaltaalaiiynatlnii O» not HHind tins

hacatdoaa
44A21

bktoba watenbad to a*a%> d»valoe to tbto factor
OTriaatadfar toxtottr/awMBtar/panManee in

r Aiaatfar the watonhad
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. - . . . . TABIE 4-29 .
ECOSYSTEM TOMCm/HOBItm/tpHRSISTBICE FACTOR VAUIES*

Ecosystea
Toxlcity/Mobility
Factor Value

10.000

2.000 .

1.000

200

100

20

10

2

1

0.2

0.1

0.02

0.01

0.002

0.001

2 x 10-*

1 x 10'*

2 x W*

2 x 10'6

2 x 10'7

2 x 10'8

2 x ID"9

0

Persistence

1.6 0.4

io.ooo 4.000
.2.000 . «00

1,000 . , . • 400

200 80

100 40

20 8

10 <• ' . .

2 0.8

1 0.4

0.2 0.08

0.1 0.04

0.02 0.008

0.01 0.004

0.002 8 x W*

0.001 =4x10'*

2 x 10'* 8 x 10'5

1 x 10'* 4 x 10'5

2 x ID'5 8 x W*

2 x 10'6 8 x 10'7

2 x lO'7 8 x 10'8 .

2 x 10*8 8 x 10'9

2 x W9 8 x W10

0 . 0

Factor Value

0.07

700

140 .

70

14 .

7

1.4

0.7

0.14

0.07

0.014

0.007

0.0014

7 x W*

1.4 x W*

7 x 10'5

1.4 x I'D-*

7 x 10'*

1.4 x 10'*

I.4X.10'7

1.4 x 10'8

1.4 x 10'9

1.4 x W10

0

0.0007

7

1.4

0.7

0.14

0.07

0.014

0.007

O.OOU

7 x ID-* :
1.4 x 10-*

7 x 10"5

1.4 x ID'5

. 7 x 10;6

1.4 x 10'*

7 x 10'7

1.4 x 10"7

7 x 10~B

1.4 x 10'8

1.4 x 10"9

1.4 x 10'10

1.4 x 10'11

1.4 x 10'12

0

"Do not round to nearest integer.
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TAIU-4-30
tuucs*

'tm /̂â i/ -'

ihfeiî ^

fcffi**!**

lo-.ooo n

*.•» ,

2.000 V

1.000

•00

700 :

400- /•

200

100* -" ,

•-- 70 . ;-

> - - • -

-- 20

M

** >io . ..-•--

\ - * ' - ' ^

^.'J "-. .
' •- -4

; : " * • :
: U:-

. '<•*• -,:•— -fco*

.v.s»%».
3 x-10*

'?il°*

: ix^o»

5 x 107

4-x 107

^3.5 x 10» -

HiTlO7

. 1 x 107

' 7'ifip*

. 4 x *0*.

'j*.i*ufi
2x10*

-1-xlO*

! 7.:<o»
. :->^"tb*. --
'T;*;-i*
• _ " " " - * " r"

s.s'*.io*

2 x 10s

:*r̂ k;iii.;
~-V«ioV

- 7^^^

5.000

5.107

2 x 107

1 x 107

5 x 10*

4 x 10*

3.5x10* 3

2 > 10/

;,&&
- ^~

7 x 10*

s x ib*

4 x 10*

3.5,10*1^

2~x lO5""̂ "

I'm 10s

7 x 10*

1x10*

4 t ,10*

3.5»y ":
2 x 10*

i »-!*»"•';.
7.00*

Ictiaa Pec

500

SxlO*

2 x 10*

1 x 10*

5 x 10s

4 x 10s

.5 X 105

2 x 10*

1 x 10s

7 x 10*.

5 x 1O*

-4oi 10*

5 x 10*

2 x 10*

I x 10*

7,000

S.'OM

4.000

3.500

.2.000

1.000

'TOO

•otUJL Iteti

so

5 x 10s

2 x 10*

1 x 10*

5 x 10*

4 x 10*

3.5 x 10*

2 x 10*

1 x 10*

7.000

5,000

4.000

. 3.500

2.000

1.000

700

, 540..

400

350

200

100

TO

r«-
s

5 x M4

J xlO*

Ix 10*

= 5.000

4.000

'" 3.500

2.000

-' i.ooo

-• 500

-•400

350
- T ~

200

'100

70

: '-.»

40-

38

»

10

7

:. ...

0.5

3.000

2,000

i.ooo -

500

400 .

"350"

. 200

100

"'50-
.V

- - /40 -"

:35

c»

'l:\*'-'.

T 7 .

:'_.> ? " . - .
"\. ri
•l:-:3i».

" - - 2

-;j-i--"-
.= :,-:>r

232
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. Ecosystem
Tpxicity/
Mobility/
Persistence
.Factor Value

1,0

.0.8-

0.7

0.4

0.2

0.14

0.1

0.08

0.07

0.04

0.02

0.014

0.01

0.008

0.007

0.004

p;002

0.0014

0.001

8 x 10'*

7 x lO'4

4 x ID'*

TABLE 4-30 (Continued} > . - - . . - •

Esosysten Bioaccuoulation

50,000

'. 5 x 10*

4 x 10*

3.5 x 10*

2 x 10*

l:x.lO*

7,000

.5,000

4,000

3,500

2,000

1,000

.700

• 500

400

350

200

100

70

50

40

35

20

' 5.000

5,000

4,000

3,500

2.000

1.000

7oe

500

400

••• .:'.350.,..

200

100: ..

70

50

40

35

20 .

10

• 7'

5

4

: ". *-5 •

2

500

500

400

350

200

100 .

. 70.

50

40

3.5

20

10 -

7

5

4

3.5

2

'I

0.7

0.5

0.4

0.35

0.2

Potential

50

50.

40

35

20

10

7

5

4

3.5

2

1

0.7

0.5

0.4

0.35

0.2 .

: °-v;v
0.07

0.05

0.04

0.035

6.02

Factor Value

5

5

.". 4 ' '"

' 3.5

2

1

0.7

0.5

0.4

0.35

.0.2 .

=.,0.1

0.07

0.05

0.04

0.035

0.02

- o.oi :
0.007

0.005 -

0.004

0.0035 3

0.002

0.5

0.5

0.4

0.35

0.2

0.1

0.07 ;

0.05.

0.04

0.035- -

0.02 ^

0.01 V

0.007

0.005

0.004

0.0035

0.002

.•ovoor. : ;;•;..: . v' ' ' :
.'7.x. IT* ". "..; .. '••'-
5 x 10**

4 x 10-*

.5x10** :

•2:X' iO.1* . " " : ' . - '
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TABLE 4-30

Ecoiyitaa
Toxlcity/
Mobility/
ParsiSCCBCO

Factor Vain*

2 K 10'*

1.4 x ID"4

1 * 10'*

a x lo-5

7 x 10'5

4 x 10*$

2 x 10'5

1.4 X ID' 5

S x 10**

7 x 10-*

2 x 10'*

1.4 x 10**

• x 10'7

7 x UT7

2 x 10'7

1 4 x lO*7

• m 10'*

7 x 10-f

2 x urs

1.4 x 10-*

E

50.000

10

7

5

4

3.5

2

1

0.7

0.4

0.35

0.1

0.07

.0.04

0.4)35

o.oi -

O.097

0.00*

0.0035

0.001

7 x 10-*

.cocyctM •!•)

5.000

1

0.7

0.5

0 4

0.35

0.2

0.1

0.07

0.04

0.035

0.01

0.007

0.004

0.0*35

0 Ofrl

7 * I*"*

4 > 10~*

3.5 » W*

1 x 10~*

7 x 10-*

•ecuHtlaeion t

500

0.1

0.07

0.05

0.06

0.035

0.02

0.01

0.007

• 004

0 0035

0.001

7 x 10'*

4 x 10'4

3.5 x 1C'*

1 * 10**

7 x 10'5

4 x 10'3

3.5 x 10'5

1 x 1C'5

/ x W*

ot«ACfal Fa.

SO

0.01

0.007

0.005

O.OW

0 0035

0.002

0.001

7 a 10**

4 x 10'*

3.5 x 10-*

1 » 10'*

7 x 10'5

4 x 10'5

3.5 x 10'5

1 x 10's

7 x 10'*

4 x 10-*

3.5 x 10'*

1 x 10'*

7 x 10'7

et«r Valve

S

0.001

7 x 10-*

5 x 10**

4 x 10-*

3.5 x 10'*

2 x 10-*

1 x 10-*

7 x 10'5

4 x 10'*

3.5 x MT5

1 x 10'5

7 x 10-*

4 x 10**

3.5 x 10'*

1 x lO'4

7 x lO'7

4 x ID'7

3.S x 10'7

1 x MT7

/ x 10'*

0.5

1 x 10-*

7 x 10'5

5 x 10'S

4 x 10'5

3.5 x 10'5

2 x W5

1 x M"5

7 x 10-'

4 x 10**

3 5 x 10-*

1 x 1C'*

7 x HT7

4 x W7

3 5 x 10"7

1 < »'7

7 z 10'g

4 x 10'S

3.5 x ID'*

1 x lO'8

7 x 10's
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TA&LE 4-30 (Concluded) .

x*

Ecosystem '
Toxlcity/
Mobility/
Persistence
Factor Value

8 x W*

2 x 10'*

1.4x10'*

8 x.!0-l°

1.4 x 10"1°

1 4 x 10-U

1 4 x 10-«

0
•

Ecosystem BioaectsBulation Potential Factor Value

50.000

4 x MT*

1 x 10-*

7 x lO'5

4 x 10-*

7 x 10'6

7 x 10'7

7 x NT8

0

5,000 500 50

4 x 10'5 4 x 10"* 4 x 10"7

1 x 10'5 1 x 10'6 1 x 10'7

7 x ID'* 7 x 10'7 7 x 10'*

4 x.lQ-* 4 x 10'7 4 x 10~*

7 x 10'7 7 x 10'8 7 x 10"*

7 x 10"a 7 x 1O-* 7 x 10-1°

. 7 x 10'9 7 x 10'10 7 x 10'11

0 0 0

5

4 x 10-*

1 x 10-'

7 x 10-*

4 x 10'*

7 x 10-1°

7 x 10-11

7 x 1C" 12

0

0.5

4 x 10"*

1 x 10-*

7,10-1°

4 x 10-1°

4 x 10-U

7 x 10" 1*

7 x 10' 13

0

*0o not round to nearest integer.
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Likelihood of Exposure (LE) . Waste Characteristics (WC) Targets (T)

Resident
Population

Observed Contamination
Area wit* Resident
Target* :

Toxi,city
• Chronic
• Carcinogenic
• .Acute
Hazardous Waste Quantity
• Hazardous Constituent
Quantity

• Hazardous Wastestream .
Quantity

• Volu
• Area

Resident Individual
Resident Population
• Level I Concentrations
• Level II Concentrations
Workers .
Resources
Terrestrial Sensitive
Environments

t
J3

Likelihood, of Exposure (LE) Waste Characteristics (WC) Targets (T)

Nearby
Population

Attractiveness/
Accessibility
Area of Contamination

X
Toxieity
» Chtonic
• Carcinogenic
• Acute
Hazardous Waste Quantity
.* Hazardous Constituent

Quantity
•.Hazardous Wastestream
Quantity

••• Volume
• Area

Nearby Individual
Population Within One Mil*

I
I"

: Figure 5-1
OVERVIEW OF SOIL EXPOSURE PATHWAY
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• Consider only 0* feat *fcet of depth of
an area of observed coatanhiiafion. except a*

*—'— • • '

typt* of
* observed contanfaatiott Hated in Tier C of ..

for UMa^.nt^MJMas^rfooaafvad'
contamination. me the fell volume. not hi*t
the TofamM within the top 2 bat

area iaea*ure(*ee section

• Resident mdividual-e per*oo living or
•Ucnffing nhool or day' care on a property
with an awe: of observed contamination and
whose residence, (cfaool or iky care enter,
respectively, is on or within 200 feei of the .
ATM of Observed OpDtllulMQOb*

• .Wuuer a'pajraon working on • uiu|Mi.ly

•actton tl* In ntimatinc the number of
people Uviot on property with an area pt
obaerred conUalnation, whan the aaumata
inbaaad on the npmber of reaidencea, .
aollfaly each re*idenee by the aVarata
number ̂ ^ef panpn* par re*Wenee lor the
county in which dw nddence to located

contamination, even if their volume to known.

TABLE 5-2.— HAZARDOUS- WASTE QUAM-
TTTY EVALUATION EQUATIONS FOR SON.
EXPOSURE>ATHWAY .

Tier.

A

B»

.
Tank* and
CMatmOlwr

Araa(A)
' '

whoa* workplact an* I* on or niton 200 fcet
of tha arM of ooMivad CTirt>BiIri%tiflni.

•:Ka*oaraa»locU»donantiaa,.of . *
obMrrcd nontanrinarloa a* •pacffiad in
•ecttonS.1. . . .
• • T«fMtrialMiiaitfv*ain!iranmenti

located on an ana of obaervtd :

cohtaadnaUon. a* cpadflad fa Mctton &L
54J.1 RetHmttodirituaL tmhu.it thto

factor baiad on whcthar thert to a retident
individual aa tpadfiad In wctioil 5.1A who

concqitntlon*.
Ftet. datmnln th rf ob d

c

W/S.OOO

V/i6

v/aoo

eontaminationrabiaettoUvall - '
concentrationt and thoaambject to Level 0
concen^atioo* a* nedfied iaaactfana 2A1
.and 2itU»e the bealdvt«*ed benchmark*
from Table S-3 in determining the level of
cnntimlnahnn. Then atdyi a value to the
resident Individual factor aa follow*

• Aa*i«navahieof SO if then laatleatt
- one resident fadWdnal for one or more area*
iub)act to Level I concentration*.

A/13

A/13

A/270.

A/S-UHO

tetldent JndWduala, bat then to at laait OM
reddentindiyidnal for one or more areas
•nbject to Level H concentration*.

• AadgnavahHofOifOiereUnorewdeot
indMdaaL

Enter, the valoeaMignad in Table S-l. .
' . Bvabiate

number of njaldent fadMdoala mbfact to
Laval I conctetntknia and mnJUply difa tarn
by ML Amigb the reaiiltins product aa the
valoe for thi* factor. Enter thi*valae to Table
6-1. .
. 51.3 7 » I«va/0canceotra(K>n*.Samthe
number of retident individual* subject to
Uyal B eoneantratidna. Do not tachide those
people already counted under Ihe Level I
concentration* factor. Assign thto sum a* the
value for thia factor. Enter tfai* value in Table
5-1.

BJJiS Calculation of nsMeat
population factor rah*. Son the factor
values for Level I coocentratiaps and Level n
concentratians. Assign diis sum a* the .
resident population factor vahe. Enter this
vahwmTaUaS-l.

5.13J HMtars.Evahiate this factor
based on the number of workers that meet
the section 5JJ criteria. Assign a value for
these workers usmg Table 5-4. Enter this
vahtein Table 5-1.

- TABLE S-4.-FAcroR VALUES FOR
. WORKERS

' Number of wortwa

1 to 100.

.
reaidant pqpnlatioa baled on two factpn:
Levellooncentntiauaqd-Levein .

0
5
10
15

• Do not louhtftiamH Wajat
>OonMrt MhMia to

km-2400 pounw.1
apptte* a* qiaclfiad ta faction* SJSA and 24JA

fcquidt. UarpaiiaaaM*ln jiaf ator.
•npowidniaflti and lor bMavbacldHao wrfaoa^Hi>.

Lave! I concenbaoon* a* apaciibd fa aactton
S.L3JJ and population* *ob]ect-to Level D

'

&1A4 Aacoorce*. Evaluate the resources
factor as follow*;

• Awlgn a value of 5 to the resources
factor if one or more of the foD0wbig is
praaanl on an ana ,oi obaarved
cnntammaHon at the rite:

-4>ninercia] agriculture.

0| dan* Is I
•so oaton*: - • - ' " ' • • • • • •
land* surface-ara* wder ESC not surface

Mnlttpfy ttatoxSchy. aiid haiaraooi ̂ avte
quantity factor^alae*. Mbjact to a maxJmnin
product of lxiO».BMad on topHxtoct.
a«aign a Mtak CrotfT«Ua..*f taeqtfoB 1*34)
ta the Oarte rh*nr<t>ir« fcicfatca
Enter this value fa TaUe art.

503 Tmsett:Evaluate**1 target*factor,
categbcy for fee resident population threat

resident pop

In evabatini frc taiytts £id»«teaory for.
the rMWoit popolatWi Areat count only the
foQowing wtargete' '. •.'. . ". , :

TABLE fr*—HEAUH^AIBED BENCH-
MARKS FOB HAZARDOUS SeesTAHces
w Sous . . . . : ' . ' . .

• Scraentnt concfntraUoB-fot oannrr '• .
corre*pondin(4othat concentratfon that -..

. ootraapDnda to theior^utdivl^inal cancer rl»k
; for onl axpoBiiraa. .. ..

• • ScfteninB, ooncej^tr^tioii for noncajiuet
toxtoolqglca,! retpnnfM oorretpondtag tothe
Referaioe Doae- l̂fO) far oral

. CounJ on|y fto*eper*on*meeting the
criteria tor reaident individual a* •padfiadin •

coflunerdalhvestockgcaxiqg. . •. '
•• • AwignavahieofOtfnoiiaof&eabove

are present • • • • • • .
Bntef the vame anjgned to Table 6-1.
5JAB TunttiiolMMitivtearinament*.

A*s^nyame(*}fiomT*ble6-5toeach
terrestrial aenaittve anvtaonnedt mat meet*
die eligibility criteria of aectton 6.U.

. Cale»late a value (ES) for terrestrial
sensitive environment* a* foDows:

8,

81- Va»e(«) assignedfrom Xaala Wjuj
• .terrestrial aanaitt**environment I.
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resident indhridiwl assign till* factor • value
of a Enter tbi* vahw In Table 5-1.

If no person meets the criteria for a
resident Individual detenntoe die shorten
travel distance from the site to any iMUenoe
oraehooL In determining the trawl distance,
ineasun the shortest overland distance an
Individualwould travel from a residence or

TABLE 5-9.—NEARBY INDIVIDUAL FACTOR
VALUES

ttence tor nasty MMdusi

1 to the nearest area of observed
contamination for the site wtthan
atfractiveness/ecceMrbility factor value
greater than 0. tf there are no natural barriers
.to travel measure the travel distance as the

Greater tMfiO to K-
QraetertwiUtol..

• Assign a «etoe of 0 K one or mom psnens
the secton 8.1.3 okeria krnsWenl (noMdueJ.

residence: or school to Ae ana of observed
contaminatto3LlfnatDralbarriers«dsi(fbr
example, a river), measure me travel distance

! M the sriortest«traight-4ine distance from the
residence or school to nw nearest crossing
point and from there es the shortest straight-

. hnedi ' - ' -
contamination. Based on theshortestlravel
qHtttnct. •**%** e value from Table 5-9 to the
nearest indhrkroal factor. Enter this Value In
Table6-i; ' ' " • • . • ' ; . ' . ' . ... ' . . . . ' .

PopulaaoawitbialiDik. :
Determine me population witbto each travel :
distance category of Ta^leS-VLCoAmt
residents and students wbo attend school !
witmnthUtraveldistaace.I)oiM>tmclQde
those people already counted to the resident
populattoa threat Detennine travel distances
as specified in section UJJL

In estimating residential population, when
the estimate to based on the number of •
residences, multiply each residence by die
average -number of persons JMT residence for
the county in which the residence Is located. .

Based on the number of people included
within a travel distance category, assign a
outAfftCC'Wwfhted popuunoD vuu0 fof nut
travel distance from Table 5-10.

Calculate the value for the population
withinl muefactor (PNJ as follows:

• - . - • ' ' i s :
PN— Z W

10 l-t
where: • ..
W^DIslance wnlghted population value

from Table 5-10 tor travel distance
category L

tf PN is less than 1. do not round it to die
neatest integer if PN is 1 or more, round to,
the nearest integer. Eater due value in Table.

'" '

target* factor category noAie. Sum fte values
for die nearby individual factor and the
population within 1 mfle factor. Do not round
this sum to the nearest integer. Assign this
sum as the targets factor category valne far
the-nearby population threat Baler this value
to Ta We 5-1. :

: TABLE 5-10.—OISTANCE-WEWHTED POPULATION VALUES FOR NEARBY POPULATION THREAT •

Tnwell sgory

Number el people «MNn vie t

it to 30 Jl»
.100

JOT to
300

301 to
1.000 aooo

lOjOOl
-to

30000 lOftOOO

100JW1
to

300,000

300401

uaowm

. 0.1

002 at .
w
0.7
O3

4
2
1

13
7
3

41
20
10

«0
06
33

408
204
102

1,303-
662
32»

4JOM
2XM1
tjaao

13J034

•Round me
mstintogsr.

umber of- poopto praMnt wHhn • 1 egoiy to merest Meger. Do not round me assigned mu»c» «^gm«t] |ip(juHliuii «skie to

. Cakutotiaa of Mtuity population -
thnal scon. Mulapty die values for
likelihood of enorare, waste .characterlsdcs.
^no taigela. {or tnenaaivy populatipn .tnreatf
and round (he product to dWnearest mtegar.
AssignJfaisprodactaKthe nearby population
threat score. Enter this score in Table 5-1.

S3 . Cakuhtioa of toff txponm pathway

-score and the nearby population threat score.
and divide the earn by aZSm. Aselgn the
TesuWngvahte. subject loamaxmiiim of loa
as the soil enuueuie pathway score (8J. Enter
this score in TaWe.S-1. .

&O Air Migration Pathway
Evaluate the air migration pathway based

on three factor categoriec Ukelibood of
release, waste characteristics, and targets.
FlguHK-1 Indicates the factors Included
wiuun each &ctor category.'

Oeterinine the air migration pathway score
(SJ hrienns of the factor category values as
foOowa:

when:

egoryLR-LikaBbood of release fact
value.

WC-Waste characteristics factor category
•:. • vahw. '•:" '- ' ' • -
T«Targets factor category value.
SF«Scalmg factor. • • - • •

Table 8-1 outlines the specific calculation.
. pcocconrv* . - • . • • ' . .



Likelihood of Release <LR) Vaate Characteristics (WC) Targeta (T)

Observed Release
or

Potential to Release
• Oas Potential to Release
• OM Containment
• OM Seuree Type
• Oat Migration
Potential

• Partloulate Potential to
Releaae
• Partlculate
ContalnMnt

• Partlculate Source

Partleulate
Migration fotantlal

ToKiolty/Mebiiltv
• Toxtolty
• Ohreole
• Oareinogenle
• Acute '

• Mobility
• Oeeeoue Mobility
• Partleulate Mobility

Hacardoua Vacte Quantity
• Hazardous Constituent
Quantity

• lUxardoua Waiteatreaa
Quantity

• Volv
• Area

nearest Individual
Population
• tevel X Oonoentrationa
• Level XI Concentrations
• Potential Contamination
Resources '
lensitlve hivirenaents
• Actual Contaalnatlon .
• Potential Oontenlnation

I
I

f
i

FIGURE 6-1
OVERVZIW OP AIR MIORATION PATHWAY
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TABLE e-1.- kT»N PATHWAY SCORESHEET

Factor eaMgorlM and fedora

ffgharot matt and 2e).

S. HazankMWa

a
10.

80. Level I Conoannloi
OcPotenWContMMI
MLPoputaton

I0c. SanaUM Bwtn nlt0melOa+lOM.

550

500
600
800
850

M
(a)

60

W

W
W
M

•MO,

*Oo not round to namdtaligir.
i ID twnof* HOMMWMV pithiwy •oow taMd toUkf on i 0160.

64 "f™'tlw4rfItr'nitt Evaluate the
likelihood of releee* factor category IB taima
of an obterved releaae tutor or a potential to
taleaatffactor.

beerved relent to the atawtphete by

amblant kaiaidout «abMaaoi(«) few
iacrMMd tignificantly •bom the baekjround
concentration tor Oe ift» (tee tecUon iSX
Samporttan of tha i^nfficairt bumaM must
be attributable to th>«ite to •sUblfth the

tbis < . __— „ __ _
Direct uU«mUou aaaUtUlpbr

i hat been
teen entering the atnotpketa dbacdy. When
evidence tuppottt the lafcteuoe of etateaae
of a material thatoaatato* one or man _

aonoepbete. deooottratad adwene efiectt
accamatatadwilfcrTiatiakaaaiiaybaatad
to ettabliab an obeeivefl leleetei

• ChemtealaiMlyalt aaanaMiofalr

if M observed iriaata can be ettabrJahed.
draleaia factor «ahia of

550. enter Ait vabtt in TaUea-t. and
proceed to eectJon^MA Ban obterved
reieete ftatinrt ba aatabUabad* ittiyi a&
obterved laleaae factor value of a enter thit
vehw in Table «-l,and prooted to lection
6X2.

potential ioreleate only if an obtenred '
laleate cannot be ettaUithad. Oatennine the

I to nleate tactor vatea for Iba atta
j ertloatins the aaa potential to

reieete and the parttcalate potential to
nleate for each toaraa at the tile. Select the

hi^Mttpotentieltoi
•ori
evaluated and atejgathalTaheaUhe alto
potential teieleate factor Tahe at tpedfied
below.

6.1A1 Gat potential to nleate. Evaluate
eat potential to rebate for tbote tonrcet dwt
contahi gateou Jtaxaidoaa anbttanpea—tint
fa. thote haiardoBt aabttannet with a t

oraqjaalto«T*tan.
" Bvahiateoat potential to lalaate for each
aovoe bated on three bcton: 0u
oontainment. gaa tooroe type, and (t*
misntton pbtenaaL Calculate the gat
potential to relaaaa valne at Olntbated in
Table B-*. Canbbw tourcet with tbndar
diancteritdct into a (fngfe aource in
evahuting the aat potential to release
{acton.

TABLE 6-2.—GAS POTENTIAL T*> RELEASE EVALUATION

Sauna •

i ... ,.. :. ,.:...
9 .....

Si

A ., ..... .

« , - - - , - -

* - ,
T ' . . . - , -

•

• Enler a Sourae Twe Matf k
* Pntar flmt rkwrtabm^nt Tm
• Entar Oat Source Type Fact4 Enter Gaa Mmtton Pounbi

f

8ouro*typ»fl

lT«M*4-4.

or Valut fcom MCtion
i factor V*M (mm M

GM oonlrinmMi
tectarMhw*

A

8.1̂ .1̂ .
CWXl6.5i.1J.

Oat tome Via*
factor «aXielr

•' B

Gatmtarallon
pMMMtacttt

«eXia«

C

. 8u»

1B4Q

•

Ga»tounaiolua

A<B+C)
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TABLE 6- MO
VALUES FOR A HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE VALUES FOR THE SOURCE— Concluded

Stan of MftMt (or vapor pressure and
Henry's constant vaMt tar three hazardous

substancei*

10r2_ 14- 11
17

5or6__

TABLE 6-7.—GAS MIGRATION POTENTIAL
VALUES FOR THE SOURCE

i POTENTIAL - TABLES-?.—GAS MIGRATION POTENTIAL those source* that contain parUcatate
hazardous subttancet—that it, those
hazardous tiihttaimirt with • vapor pressure
less than or equal to «r« torr.

Evaluate particulate potential to release for
each tource based on three tactort:
particulate containment particalats source
type, and paxttcalate migration potential.

. Calculate the particulate potential to release
value at illuttrated in Table 6-8. Combine
sources with similar characteristics Into a
single sotuxe in evaluating the particnlate
potential to release factor*.

6.L22.1 Paiticuhtf containment futlga
each source a vame from Table 8-0 for
particulate containment Use the lowest value
from Table 6-* that applies to the source.

iisnclttsd w«h ma source, crjmaute flw evsnge
bassd.on»iî on flwta hazardous substances that can
bar"

oto<:3_
3IO<8..

6.L2J.4 Calculation cf gat potential to .
rebate ra/u* Determine tht gat potential to
release value for each toiitce atUhutnted in
Table 6-i For mdi source, mm the gat
source type factor value and gas migration
potential facto value and multiply this mm
tytiugu containment bctor value. Sdcct
th»hlghe«t predict calculated far the Morce*
evaluated and awlgn it a* the ga* potential to
releatt valoftfin the tite. EnterthU value in
Table 8-1.

9.1A2 ParticalaU potential to rebate.
Evaluate particulate potential to Mleaae for

vane for paniculate itypetoeach
tource in the same Banner a* specified tor
gaa *ourca* to tactton 6X2.1 A

(L1ZU Particaloit migration potential.
Baaed on the the tocatton. aislgn • vahw
from Figure 6-8 far paniculate migration
potential Asdgnthia same value to each
tource at thorite.

TABLE 6-8.—PARTICULATE POTENTIAL TO RELEASE EVALUATION

Source

i -'
2_
9

4 ... •

C

fli
T . .

• ._.

Scwos^pe* conlriMMnl tedof -
«akie>

A

PB«ouMeM>*
«ador value' -

B

PtrtouU«»
intaniion polMbfll

factor >Su«'

C

Sum

<B+CJ

ParkcuWe fanau «oR«e«M Factor Vabr(Selwt H^hett PajtkxMte Source Value)

PtrtcuMe source: value

A(B+O

•Enter a Source T nTaUeft-4.
Jrtor VWue tram tecton C.1̂ 2.1.

»Hype Factor VMu* Horn eecton 8,1i2i
IDSIPOMEnter P»ifcult*«MHFB*»Pc<enlWFactCf Value lmmt«<*oo 6.1 A24. - -

TABLE 6-e.—PARTWULATE CONTAINMENT FACTOR VALUES

AH
Source conttlna erty ptrtnaati t

dbywgin

beto*
Me* covered by tquH*..

Souot covered ««h aettnMy fcuptnneatte, i
U xonlanlnattd sol cover > Staet

—-k •no no ovMf oontamMni
M*VMPtcMl maHakwd cower

I vageMad »*h Me or no an)
MM «Wi much exposed tat.

• Source tubctanftatf devoid ot «egetatk)n-.

tdtol.

1 toot and £*ta«*
• Sauce heavly vagettM »*h esterMtty no topoted tot:
-Cover tot type >etttttrt to gat migration •—
—Oo¥<f wl ^ps not PMtcMnt IOQM nigralmi* or unkf

'Oder.
« Htte expoMd toi and cover tol type ratiManl to oat rtoialion*

UnconHmtnaM toi cover < 1 foot
• Source heavly vegtMad w«h •atenMy no exposed tot and cover tol type maMant to »te migration •

^ _ _ _ _ . .
Tonri>y or portioVjf onclOMd vriMn-slnjciufViy nujot puMtufl •no no ottwf oontMHMnt •pocMcttHy dMCfbod in MB tvblo i
Source coneittt toWy of corttjMrt:
• Al conminera certain en* IquWt -------- . ---- ; -
• Al conuliian imaO. seated, and satoly prolectsd fcorn ipealher.by rsgularty Intpedtdl malnufcied cover _
• M containers .Waet and«

Older _

10
0
1
0

0
3
7

3
7
7
10

7
10

•7

0
0
3
10

•Coneidsr moM ms-grakwdand ttmnded eoarte-gnlned sols resMsrit to g^ntgratkjaConsidwaloa^ soils rioneslslanL

KtlNQ COOK «MO-«S-H
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FIGURE 6-2.-PAnncutATE MKMATON
POTEKTW. FACTOR VALUES-CONCLUDED

HtoHawat-

KemrW

WaKeWend-

Anctaag
Annette

Ha Data
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having e mean
than JMT, use 2M

Based on. the calculated TbomfcwaiteMS
mdex.e»eien»

. vaJottoeiiici! hazardous substance aa
•H^mr*lAaBtfl 111 •aBV îMl * M < 1 '

UW Mobility. Anton a mobflrty factor
vahrt-toMdrbmidoot mbttenceM ....

potential value to fee (it* froaxlable Mfc. .
A**ign1hit«am«valn*toeac>source«t.the.

• "'•
TABLE 6-10.— PARTICULAR MWIAIIOM

. POTENTIAL VALUES' :

Thom(t«wto1»-€ Index

•MM 150. 0
e
11
17

Calculation if particalatt
fotuttldHo MJedte vatai. Oetenim the
puticalato potential to ideue value for each
•oune M dhwtiated to Table e-a. ft* each

•«ouice,*affl its particalate tonne tjppe {actor
value and part calateaagratfea potential

' factor value and ktulnpljr tti* enm by ito
Bftvtioilate jM»»tLlnmjiJMiiLj valua^ ft«t^^» ' •
the higheet product ealcnlated far the worcee
evateatcd and atttgn U a* die particalate
potential to telceve value for the cite. Enter
the value In Table 6-1. .

Calculation of ppteaOal t

•;Ga*eoa*baxardoaeenb*taiK». . • .
-AsdgnamobilityfactorvalMorito

' that meet* the criteria for anobserved
release to the atmosphere.

• -Assign a mobility factor wefae from •
Table 6-11. based on vapor pressure,
to each gaseous banrdbn* substance
that doe* not meet the criteria for an
ObWTVCG IWMS0*

• ParhcoUtehaxardou»*ub*tanoe.
^Assign e mobflfty factor value of O02 to

• : eacbparticnlatehaiardon*sub*tance
mat meets the criteria far en observed

the gu potential to telthe gu potentia
•ec&m 6.liL4

to 'aMigaed in
and the partealate potential

Ateten Ihe vehe eelected aa thr tite
to releaMbctarvahie. Enter thU value in
TaWe6-l.

mobffity factor vamefrott
Figure 6-9. baaed on the atte'a tocatfon.
to each partkalate aaxardon*
rabetaiice mat does not meet the
criteria;** an obtervedreleaM. '
(Aaeign an each parttcnlate hazaidoot
rabetancef mi« Mine value.)

^for atte locationt not on figure 6-« and
: for afte iocetkmt nearAe boandaiy

- potatoonF^«e6-a.«»*%namobUi^
factor vawe to each parUculate
haxaidoMmbttance mat does not "

' meetAecriteriaforwiobMrved'
! release** follow*:
-CakalateavahieU:

M-0018Z(U»/IPEJ*)

lor dte location* not on Figure e-2, and far
alt* locations nev thebonndaiT petoto oa
Finn tt-2, ast%a t value M fouow*. Fbtt
calculate a Thomthwaito P-B index naing the
following equtkn:

1 2 • - . . - . -
. Sw - X iis \f±l (r^-io) ] 10/»

. where: • - . ' • • . . . r '
PE-ThomthwaUeP-E index
Pi»Meui waolUt pndpitatian for month J.

I

/bctoric^lejcuyttiAiAlfanobeervedTeleaie
to ntabbihed. aufgn Oe obMnwl (Ueeae
factor vahe of 680 M the bkeliliodd of leleaae
lector category vahw. Otherwiae, aatlgajhe
•itepotentia] to tekue factor value M-the
likelihood of releate factor category value.
Enter the value to Table 6-1.

64 f^tocAaraaerf.rt/cj: Evaluate the
. wutachataetedsQcafactetcattgoty beted

on two factor*: tooddty/Bwbilily and •
hejtafdons waste, onairtitir. Bvwiale only . .•
thoerhaianknu MbttencM evaflaMe to
mignte from the MHICM at the site lo the
atnoephete. Sock hataidoa* tnbttencet

• DCnlOK- • •
• Haxardotu tubftancee that meet the

criteria for an ob*eivedrelea«e to the
etnoephere. . .

• :AlL|a*eous basaidons lubttanoei
. aeeooiated with a aborce that haa a ga>
containment factor value greater than D (aee

'

U- I wind
•peed (meter* per tecoad).

PE-Thornthwaite F« index from
-•ecttoa&ULLS.

-Baeed on we value M. ettigB a
mobility factor value from T«Ue 6-
IZtoeachparticiilaiehazanlon*

• Ga«eon»*ndparticnUteha»rdou*

..
• Mpertoiktehazardowttibttancet

•eeodated with a aource Oat he* '•"

601 Toxtety/mobility. For each .
i a toxtdty factor

vahte. • mobility factor
combined tadcHy/moWBty fact^valuea*..
apedfied below. Select the toxWty/moblllly
factor value far me air migration pathway a*
ipcdPcd to section01,11, • ••

-For a bazardou* wbetanc* potentially
pre*ftntiri both geaeoua and
parttcuUte form*, adect the higher of

. . the factor veloe* forge* mobility and
parttcnlate mobility for that wbetance

- and e*dgn that vahe a* the mobility
. • fartor value for the hexardon*

•obstance.' • ' ' . • ; '
' &2.U Calculation oftcoacfty/motulity ,

AKtor-ra/ue.Astigneechaazardpii»
•abctance • toxidly/inobility factof vehe
from TaMe6^13vba»ed on the vame*
ae*igi»edtothela*ard<»o»*ub*tanoeforthe
toxidtyaiMr mobility factor*. U*e the
haMnlduaMbitancewiumehigheet

• todcHy/n»bffi|y*ctor value-to e*«jgr H
value-to me toJddty/mobnity factor forme
air migration-pamivay. Enter thi* vain* in
TableVl.
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-bo not mdade any tarpt population as
sabfeatto

ad* cor I)
potential MWtfA fnlvi • Hnn

TABLE 6-14.—HEALTH-BASED
BENCHMARKS FOR HAZARDOUS
SUBSTANCES M AIR

• Concentration corresponding to National
Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQSJ.

• CoBoiBtnaM BcsiaspOBmng to National
BmissfaB Standards for Hazardous Air Pol-
lutants (NBSHAPs).

•ponding to Ibftt cooontnooB tn&t com*
spoaeVio the «T« MyUuo) cancer if* for

totaiu* tow residence or regttoty
occupied baHding or ma. at mranred from
any some at na alia wiinanairBdgntion
OMXteJDnvBit factor vona creator than O
Based on lhi»«horte*t distance, assign a
vetoe bonTabte «-l6 to the nearest
individual factor.

Enter the valna auigned to Table 6-1.

TABLE 6-16.—NEAREST INDIVIDUAL
FACTOR VALUES

DManoetoi

DOM (RID) far fâ fatton «n>o-

TABLE 6-15.—AIR MIGRATION PATHWAY
DISTANCE WEIGHTS

•Distance does not sop*.

6A2 ApuAriion.m evaluating the
population factor, count residents, students,
and weaken regularly present within the
taiget distance limit Do not count transient
|HHnilatinns suuh as mshiiiHTis and travelers
passng tnvongh nut ana.

In estimating residential population, when
the estimate is based on the Dumber of
residences, multiply each residence by me
average number «fpeeiona per residence for
the comity fat which fee residence is located.

the population factor baaed on nine factor*:
Level I concentrations. Level n

6A1 l. Atdgt S*
neamt individual factor a value as fallows:

• tf OPS or more residences or regularly
occupied buildings or anastoavbiactlo
Level I coacenhaUons as spedfiea in section
dA assign a value of 80-

• Unot.butifoaeormoTeei«sidencesor
regnUriy occupied bmldln(s or areas is
subject to Level H eoncantrations, assign a
value of 45.

• If none of fee naUUtnces and regularly
occupied building* and areas Is subject to
Level I or Level n concentration*, assign a
value to this factor based on the shortest

.
Evaluate the population subject to Level I

rjmfjiii*r«tin«fc« (sea aaction fr3) ss apscifiad
In secnoooArz. tfae population snbiect to

6A23, asd the popabtfca subject to potential
conteainatton aaapadfiad iaaactioBftXU.

For tfae potential oanhMninatinn faatar. use
populaiionnnges in evsJiiating tfae factor as
specified te section «A±A For tfa« Laval I and
Level U coocentaatioos factors, esc the
population astimata, not population nnge*. ia •
evahiatiag bolh fartora.

concaBtralSona. Unltfply Qua tun by 10-
Aasign the product as tbe value tor this
factor. Enter this value In Table 6-1.

&U3 Lmlnoatatauatioat Sam the
numberofpeopUeaoiecttoLevein
concentrations. Do not inctade tboee people
already oo«ated •ndar the Level I

value for flisfcctor. Enter tins value taTaHe
6-1.

t&m Potential coatasiinatioa.
Determine fee amber «f people within each

- distance category of Ac target distance limit
(see Table «-U) who an subject to potential

atioo. Do •otfadade those people
ider the Level I end Level

Pgpinl m Hu nunibiii of people jiieif Ht
. within a distance category, assign a distance-
weigh ted popdationvahie for that distance
category from Table 6-17. {Note flut die
distance-weighted population values to Table
6-17 incorporate die distance weights from
Table US. Do aot laiutiply the values from
Table 6-17 by these distance weights.)

Calculate the potential contamination
factor valae (PI) aa follows:

1 n
PI.— I W,

10 i-1

where:
W,=DJstaaee-weighted population from

Table 6-17 for distance category i.
n«Numbar of distance categories.

If PI ia bss than a. do not round ft to the
nearest integer. If PI ia 1 or more, rand to the
nearest mteger. Enter mis vatae in Table 6-1.
•JiS CaJaJatioaefpapolatioa factor

value. Sam the factor vames for Level I

potenUal contemiMtfon. Do not round this
sum to the maanst mteger. Assign this torn as
the population actor value. Enter this Rvalue
in Table 6-L

number of people subiect to Level I

TABUS e-17.—OWTANCE-WBOHTED POPULATION VALUES FOR POTENTIAL CONTAMINATION FACTOR FOR Am PATHWAY •

Nunrtbar of people vaMn ate d

ito
10

31to
100

101
to

300

301
to

1.000

1401
to'

3400

10401

30400

100401
to

1400401
to

3400400

On a source.

Greater nan* to 1.
Greater aw 1 to 2.
Greater than 2 to!

m3tt>4_

4
1

0£
OM
OJOZ
0009
OJ006

17
4
04
03
OD»
004
002

S3
13
3
04
03
01
O07

164
41
a
3

OJ
04
OX

131
»
6 '
3
1

OJ

1433
406
66
26
6
4
2

M14
1394
982
63
V
12
7

1642S
44B1
882
261
63
36
23

52.137
13434
2415
634
286
120
73

16U46
4O612
6415
2412
633
37S
22»

521460

28.153
6342
Z659
1,199
730

1432,455
408.114
86.153
26.119
6.326
3,755
Z285

RDUM ttie wavier ot people pfesent NHNn a dnftance catspo f̂ to Msefest vAs9er. Do not nwnd ate assigned

6* 3 AaaMfrces, Evaluate tne resources
factor »s follow*

• Assigns vslueofSifoneormoreofthe
following resources are present within one-

half mile of a source at the site having an air
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7J> Site* Containing Rmtiooctfvt
Subtlancet.

In general radioactive substances are
rCBRCLAand

should be considered ia HR8 scoring.
lUleases of certau radioactive substancet
•re. however, excluded from die **"«pflr of

"release" ia tedton 101(22) of CERCLA. as
^mjMyfly^ ymt thould not be considered in
HRSscofinf.

Evaluate sltM containing radioactive
substances using the instructions specified in
sections 2 through & rapplemented.by fee
instructions in thii section. Those factor*

denoted with • "ye»" to Table 7-1 ate
evaluated differently for sites containing
radloacttve enbetancM than for sites

ntalnta idtoactivehazardo
substances, while those denoted with a "no-
are not evaluated differently end are not
addressed in that section.

TABLE 7-1.—MRS FACTORS EVACUATED DIFFERENTLY FOR RAIMONUCUDES

Sol ArpMMMy

of Bateau*

DepfttoAquNer.
Travel Tine

Totidty

weaheedPictoctorH

Yes
No
No

No
No
No

Yea

Yea*
Yes*
No
No

Owtitond Flow Contain-

teanee to Suite* Water.
FtoodFfK)
Flood ContilnRMnt „

Toidcty/EoolaifeKy

Hazardous Wade Quantity-

DrinUnQ

Food Ctkfin

Mo.
No

No
No
No
NO

Yet/
Yea

Yea/No
No
Yea

Yea*
Yes*
No

Yes*
Yee»

AraaofCo mtata

Yea

No

OatPottrtWto
GMOontekm

Gat Some Type
QatlfignacnPotartW—

- -

Some Type—
Mgntion Po-

Toxkaty.

Taroeto

WortH
neteuicet.

Human Food Chrin Poputt
ton.

PopuWlonWRhkillya*.

Yea

Yea

Yea*
Yet*

No
No

Teakty.

•MdueU

Yet
No
NO

No
No
No

NO
NO
NO

Yet

NO
Yet

Yet*
Yet»
No
No

»mareneeitinflie
am dtnoM by "yet"; taeton not eMbeta
don of Level fend Level N conoenkafent.

•• dMoMo by wk**

InfenanLttta sluing mixed
ndioacttve and other haseidona tubttancet
invohre more evaluation than dtet containing
oahjr radfamcUde*. For ritea TfMtUhrint
nixed radioactive and other haxardont
anbetaneea, HRS factor, an evaluated baaed
on conatderattont of both the ndhMCttve
f^i|iftf^y^« m^ faf other heiardoua r
aubttanret hi order to derive a thigie aet 01
factor vahMa for each, factor categoryin each
of die tour paniwaya, Tnnt, th. HRS ante for
thete atte* reflect* the combined potential
hacarda poaed by both the radioactive and
other haurdona tubttancet.

Section 7 to erganind by factor category,
•typrtay |Q eactiooa 5 fluough 6. Pathway*
apedfie dtfhrencet hi evahaUon criteria an
apertfied under each factor category, at
appropriate; Thete duTaiencea apply largely
to Aw aoH exposure pathway and to site*
containing mixed radioactive and other

L Afl wtdntitiQB ccitatift
apadfied in sections 2 through « mutt be met.
except where modified in section 7.

7.1 Likelihood tinhorn/likelihood of
afposure. Evaluate Ucelihood of releaae for
the three migration pathways and likelihood
of exposure for the toll exposure pathway at

specified In sections 2 through 6, except
establish an observed rekaae and observed
eonuimlTHtion as specified in section 7.1.1.
When an observed ideate cannot be
established for a migration pathway, evaluate
potential to release aa specified to section

• 7>l*2> Wbco opjijrvBu cootaUuiuitloD cumot
be estabUshed. do not evaluate the soil
exposure pathway.

7.L1 Obttmdntvut/oburnd
•contamination. For radioactive kubstances.
establish an observed release for each
migration pathway by demonstrating Out Aw
site hat released a radioactive substance to
the pathway (or watershed or aquifer, as
appropriate); establish observed
contamination for the sofl exposure pathway
as indicated below. Base these
demonstrations on one or more of the
following, as appropriate to the pathway
being evaluated;

• Direct observation:
-For each migration pathway, a material

that contains one or more
radionudides has been seen entering
the atmosphere, surface water, or
ground water, aa appropriate, or is
known to have entered ground water

ater through direct
depositiao,or

-For the surface water migration
pathway, a source area containing
radioactive substances has been
flooded at a time mat radioactive
.substances were present and one or
mot* radioactive substances wen in
contact with the flood waters.

. • Analysis of radionucUde concentrations
to samples appropriate to the pathway (that
is, snond water, toil air, surface water,
benthic. or sediment samples):

•For redionuclides mat occur naturally
and for radtomtclides that ere
ubiquitous in the environment

—Measured concentration (to units of
activity, for example, pa per
kilogram (pQ/kg). pQ per liter
ipCi/lJ. pd per cubic meter (pO/
ml) of a given radfonncttde in the
sample are at a level that

Equals or exceeds a value 2
standard deviations above the
mean site-specific background
concentration for that
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procedures specified for the human toxidty
factor m section 7.2.1. except: use a default of
100. not tOOO. if all ndionuclides eligible to
be evaluated for ecosystem toxidty receive
an ecosystem toxidty factor value of 0.

TAME 7-2.—Toxicmr FACTOR VALUES
FOR RAOIONUCUDES

•<8F)«pCO"

SFndt for tie laOTonucllrfs

10000
1,000
100
0

_

piTpSoewi*

At rite aining mixed radioactive and
i the

ecosystem toxidty factor separately for me
radioactive end other hazardous substances
and assign each a separate ecosystem
toxidty factor vatoe. This applies regardless
of whether the radioactive and other
hazardous substances ere physically
sepantad, combhwd chemically*, or simply
mixed together. Assign ecosystem toxidty
factor values to the radlonuriides as specified
above and to the other natardons substances
as specified bisections 4.14J.U and

ndionuclides available to a
particular path

•ysta
•ay an asshned an
•tty Cuter value of 0,«sea

defauh ecosystem toxidty factor value of 100
for all these mdioniicbdes even If

available to tii* pathway are assigned •
atuesaraatertbi

a Similarly, if aUnonradtoacttvel
substances available to the pathway an
assigned an ecosystem taddty factor value
of 0. BM a default ecosystam toxtclty factor
valued 100 for all thewnonradioacave
haxardoM sabetaaces even if ndionoclides
available to the pathway am assigned
jvcosyslem toxidty bctor values greater titan
"0.
' 7AS Ptnitlsoc*. Porradlonuclidas,
evahute the •nrface water persistance factor
baaed solely on half-life; do not include
aorpoon to sediments In the evaluation as I*
done far nonradioactive hasardous
substances. Assien a persjtteffnE ff^for value
trom Table 4-10 (lection 4X&2.1.2) to each
redionuclide based on half-life (ti it)
calculated as follows:

1+1
r v

r^Radioactive half-life.
voVolatilixation half-Ufa.

If the volatilintion hauMiie cannot be
estimated for a radtonuclide from available
data, delete It from the equation. Select the
portion of Table 4-10 to we in assigning the
persistence factor value as specified in
section 4.1̂ 2.1 A

At site
other hi

taming mixed radioactive and
tdonssubst evaluate the

persistence factor separately for each
radjonuclide and far each nonradioactive
haiarams substance, even if the available
data indicate that they an combined
chemically. Assign a persistence factor value
to each radionpoUda as specified in tida
section and to each nonradioactive
hazardous substance at specified hi section
4.L2.1L2. When combined chemically, assign
a single persistence factor value based on the
higher of the two values assigned
(individually) ta'the radioactive and

7A4 Sdactim
potiaggnatmt hntmA Tot

N-Estimated net activity content
(in curies) far the source (or
area of observed

V=ToUl volume of material (to
cubic yards) in • louree (or
ana of ouifli vcd

pathway (threat, aquifer, or watershed, aa
appropriate), aslact the radioactive substance
ornonndioacHve hazardous substance that
potentially poMS the greatest hazard based
on lot toxidty factor valut. combined with
the applicable mobility, persistence, and/or

bioaccumulation) potential factor values.
Combine theie factor value* artpedfiad In
Mcttons 2,3,4, and 6. For the toil exposure
pathway, base the (election on the toxidty
factor alone (see sections t and 5).

7iS Haxarfoa waste quantity. To
calculate the hazardous waste quantity factor
value for titea contahnng ndioactive

AC|*B Activity concentration above
the respective hicfcgroiififf
concentration (in pCt/g) for
each radkxrocUde I allocated
to Ibe toorce (or area of
obearved contamination).

n ̂ Number of radionuclidea
allocated to the tource (or
ana of observed
contamination) above the

ubsta e hazardous waste

AC,

when:
N-Estimatad net activity content

(in coriea) far tb» source (or
ana of observed

quantity (see section Mil) using only the
following two measures ta the following
hierarchy (the* measune an consistent
with Hen A and B far nonradioactive
hazardous substances in sections 2A2.1.1
and&iru):

• RadtonucBde constttnent quantity (Tier
A).

• RadionucBde wastestnam quantity (Tier
B).

7A5.1 Source haxaidoiu wtatt quantity
j For each migntion

pathway, assign a source hasaraoas waste
quantity value to each sauce having a
containment factor value greater than 0 for
the pathway being evaluated. For the soil
exposure pathway, assign a source hazardous
waste quantity vatoe to each area of
observed contamination, as applicable to the
threat being evaluated; Allocate hazardous
substances and hazardous wastestnams to
specific sources (or anas of observed
contamination) as specified in section 14.2.

7.2.5.1.1 Radioooclidfconttitumt
quantity (TbrA). Evaluate ndionucltde
constttuant quantity for each source (or ana
of observed contamination) based on the
activity content of the ndionuclides
allocated to the source (or area of observed
contamination) as follows:

• Estimate the net activity content (In
curies) far the source (or area of observed
contamination) based OK

-Manifests, or
-Either of the fallowing equations, as

applicable

N-9.1XMTXV) Z AC,

V-Total volume of material fin
gallons) in a source (or ana of
observed contamination)
containing radionncUdes.

ACi—Activity concentration above
the respective background
concentration On pCi/1) for
each radtoundide i allocated
to the aonrce (or ana of
observed contamination).

n=-Number of radicoucUdes
allocated to the source (or
ana of observed
contamination) above the
respective background

: concentrations.
—Estimate volume far the source (or

volume for the area of observed
contamination) based on records or

where:

—For the soil exposure pathway, in
estimating the volume for areas of
observed contamination, do not
include more than the first 2 feet of
depth, except for those types of
anas of observed contamination
listed in Tier C of Table 5-2
(section S.LU). htdude the entire
depth, not Jostlhat within Z tcet of
the surface.

• Convert from curies of ndionuclides to
equivalent pounds of nonradioactive
hetardoas subttenofs by multiplying the .
activity estimate for the aonrce (or area of
observed contamination) by MOO.

• Assign this resulting product as the
radionudide constituent quantity value for
the source tor area of observed

If the radionucltde constituent quantity for
the source (or area of observed
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Select the benchmark(s) applicable to the
pathway (or threat) beta* minuted.
Coonpufe tb0 oooccotnttOQ of inrh •
.radtonuclide iron the sampling location to Its
benchmark caocentration(s) for that pathway
(or threat). Use only tkoM samples and only
thow radumcUdes in the tampU that meet
the criteria for an observed release (or
observed cnntamhiatka) lor the pathway,
except tissnesamples bom aquatic human :

"food chain organisms may be need ae
specified In Motion* 4.1A3 and 4A3J. If the
concentration of any applicable radlonudide
from any sample equals or exceeds its
benchmaik concentration, oonsider the
sampling location to be subject to Level I
concentrations for mat pathway (or threat). If
more than one benchmark applies to the
radiomdlde. essifn Level fifthe
ndlomcUde concentration equals or exceeds
the lowest applicable benchmark
concentration, to addition, fur the sofl
exposure pathway, assign Level I
concentrations -at the sampling location if
measured ganuna radiation exposure rate*
equal or exceed 2 times die background level
(see section 7.1.1).

If no radionncUde individually equals or
exceeds its benchmarK coocentratiofit but

more than one radkmndide either meet* the
criteria for an observed release (or observed

be evaluated fora tissue sample (see sections
4.1AS and 4OU). catcolate a value {or Index
I for these ndkmndides as specified in
section UA It I equals or excesdil. assign
Levell to the sampling location. If I is less
man L assign Level IL

At sites rontsinhu rohfed radioactive and
other hazardous substances, establish the
level of contamination tor each sampling
location considering radioactive substances
and
separately. Compare the concentration of
^irii ridifltrflftijt **"̂  each nooradioacttve
haiardous siihstance from the sampling
Kocetioevto its respective benchmark
concentration(s). Use only those samples and
only those substances in the simple that
meet the criteria Cor an observed release (or
observed contamination) for the pathway
except tissue samples from aquatic human

i mey be need as
specified in sections 414J and 4244. If the

. concentration of one or more applicable,
radionudides or other hazardous substances
from any sample equals or exceeds its

sampling location to be subject to Levetl

applies to • radmMcHde or other hazardous
substance, assign Level I if the concentration
of the radtaucHde or other hazardous
substance equals or exceeds its lowest

substance individually exceed a benchmark
concentratioDf but nore man one
radionnclide or other hazardous substance
either meets me criteria for an observed
release (or observed contamination) for the
sample or is eligible to be evaluated for a
tissue sample, calculate an index I for both
types of substances as specified in section
2A2. Sum the mdex I values for the two types
of substances. If the value, individually or
combined, equals or exceeds 1. assign Level I
to the sample location. If it isles* than 1.
calculate an index I for the nonradioactfve
hazardous substances as specified in section
Z&2. If I equals or exceeds 1. assign Level I to
the sampling location. If J is less than 1.
assign Level B.
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